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advanced lens 

formulas 

for precision 

performance 

Every feature of the Series 60 Model 
K Weaver-Scopes is a feature you'll 
want in your hunting scope: Hermeti- 
cally sealed lenses, steel tubes for 
maximum strength and rigidity, mi- 
crometer adjustments of guaranteed 
accuracy, weatherproofing throughout. 
See the Model K at your sporting 
goods dealer's. 

Constant improvements have been made in the 
optical systems of the Model K Weaver-Scopes. 
Today, K Models have the finest, most highly cor- 
rected optical systems of all due to development of 
new formulas and the combination of four different 
types of modern optical glasses. Other improvements 
have been made since the Series 60 Model K Scopes 
were introduced in the summer of 1954; eye pieces 
are larger, with more field and more brilliance. Check 
the Model K against any other scope for needle- 
sharpness clear to the edge, for brilliance of image, 
and for safe eye relief. See the Series 60 K Models at 

w 
MODELS K2.5 and KJ 

your sporting goods dealer's. 

0 1955 V. R. Weavtr Company I 

1 1  MODEL' B - THE SCOPE FOR ALL .22's MODEL KV 
. 3X-5X Variable Power $57 

Choose the 4-power B4 or 
the 6-power B6 for your 
.22-and if your rifle has 
the grooved receiver for 
the Weaver Tip-off Mount, 
you hove the advantage of 

LS K8 and K10 

w MODEL B4 quick and easy mounting or 
removal. See these fine 

4- ower $9.75. (Not Shown) scopes at your dealer's: see 
Mode!V6-6-power$l2.~.Prices how eosily they con be 

include N or Tip-off Mount. mounted1 
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JOBBERS FOR 
a HAND GUNS 

Smith & Wesson 
Hi-Standard 
Colt 
Ruger 
Great Western 
Ever Johnson 
Walther 

a MOUNTS 
Leupold 
Redfield 
Griffin-Howe 
Weaver 
Pachmayr 

a BULLETS 
Speer 
Sierra 

a POWDERS 
Hercules 
Dupont 

a SCOPES 
Lyman 
Weaver 
UnertI 
Leupold 

a SIGHTS 
Redfield 
Marble 
Lyman 
Bradley 
Merit 

a RELOADING TOOLS 
Pacific 
Lyman 
Wilson 
Saeco 
Echo 
Thalson 
R.C.B.S. Dies 

a PRIMERS & AMMO. 
Federal 

a MISCELLANEOUS 
Outers Rifle Cleaning Kits Hoppe's 
Red Head Gun Case 
Dayton-Traister Triggers Brauer Gun Cases 

& Cheek Pieces Nelson Holsters & Belts 

"NORCRAFT" Now Available 

GUN RACKS LYMAN'S 
New #40 

RELOADING HANDBOOK - 
The New 
REDDING 

Send  or Deafer price ~ i s t  I POWDER SCALES 



Unconditionally guaranteed in all respects 
equal or better than any reloading tool of 
this general desiqn made in  the world. This 
is a guaranteed $50 value. Order one out 

return for a full refund. W i l l  load rifle. 
a d  try t .  I f  + is not the b e t  of i t  type 

pistol, and shotgun shells. 
P i  without dies $ 7 5  P i e  with dies 1 W I $23.85. Shipping weight 35 Ibs. 

load rifle, pistol, and shotgun shells. 
out dies $24.87. Shipping weight 

finest loading dies made in the world. 
Order out a set, i f  not the best you have 
ever used, return for a full refund. Herter's 
dies are guaranteed a regular $12.50 value 
or more. The only dies in North America 
made with the precision European 3 reamer 
system. Hard  chrome plated. 
Price per set $8.10. Shipping wt. 2 Ibs. 

~ - ~ -  

wool collar and wrists stop drafts. Elastic at h! 
gives snug fit. Two hand warmer pockets. Life-ti1 
zipper. Guaranteed to satisfy. Colors: Dry Gra 
Forest Green. In ordering five height, weight, cht 
size. Down garments available for the rest of t 

RUSH Free Folder on Down Insulated Garments to: 

1 Name 

, Address 

Zone-State. 

G~NS-bublished monthly by Publisher's Developme 

Javy Crockett Rifle 
Well, I see Ikillywuud hauled off and did 

t again. 
On Page 29 of your May issue here's 01' 

Tcss (Davy Crockett) Parker with an 1873 
Springfield converted to flintlock. That's 
mite a trick, now, ain't i t? 

And, in the opposite corner, is that one- 
ime contender George (he's Davy, too) 
Montgomery picking off them pesky Red- 
skins with what appears to be a Springfield 
i f  about the same vintage. 

Why, in the name of Sam'l Colt, don't 
somebody organize a Citizens' Committee to 
inform Hollywood on Proper Use of Fire- 
irms? 

There's a lot of us gun bugs that kind of 
quiver when we see Hollywood versions of 
the Battle of Gettysburg being fought with 
lever-action Winchesters and Colt Frontiers. 

Dick House 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Russian Wolf Hunt 
I have just finished reading a copy of the 

May issue of GUNS Magazine and enjoyed 
it immensely. I particularly liked the article 
"Russian Wolf Hunt" by Roger Carver. 
Also, I plan to make a rifle rack, as shown 
in the article by James Cranbrook. Thank 
you so much for your splendid magazine. 

Harold R. Dean 
Pocatello, Idaho 

Cartridge Tests 
Colonel Askins' article in the July issue of 

GUNS was extremely interesting and inform- 
ative. We note his tests included cartridges 
with zinc alloy bullets and that board pene- 
tration tests were not good. 

The tensile strength of the zinc alloy used 
for handgun bullets is approximately 40,000 
psi, as compared to 9,000 for lead. This 
difference in strength accounts for the zinc 
alloys' ability to resist deformation; also 
there is a difference in weight. A zinc alloy 
bullet of the same size as the 158 grain .357 
lead bullet will weigh approximately 90 
grains. 

Velocity and pressure tests in the .357 
Magnum revealed that commercial loads 
with 158 grain bullet develop pressures of 
approximately 43,000 psi. and M.V. of ap- 
proximately 1650 as compared to a 90 grain 
zinc alloy bullet ahead of 18.0 grains of 2400 
which developed approximately 28,000 psi. 
pressure and M.V. of 1925 F.S. 

Several years ago the late Al Barr used 
3 grains of Bullseye as a booster charge with 
14.0 grains 24.00 and a 105 grain zinc alloy 
bullet in the .357 Magnum and got more 
penetration in steel than any other load. 

In comparative tests of zinc alloy, cast 
lead and iacketed bullets the zinc alloy 

bullets were consistently higher in M.V. 
and developed lower pressures. Because of 
the difference in weight they lose velocity 
more rapidly but when loaded to the same 
pressures, they consistently gave better 
penetration. 

Zinc alloy, to some extent, is too fast a 
bullet for some handguns such as the .45 
ACP which is designed for heavy bullets 
and relatively low pressures and velocities. 
They should not, however, be entirely count- 
ed out because for some applications they 
are hard to beat when properly loaded. The 
fact that zinc alloy loads are not shown on 
ballistic charts is evidence that the arms 
companies and ordnance department know 
little or nothing about them. The secret of 
producing a stable zinc alloy was not dis- 
covered until fairly recently, at any rate the 
idea appears to be a bit too new for the 
American arms industry. Any inquiry di- 
rected to them seems only to afford them 
the opportunity to give forth with a sermon 
implying that such inquiries are not worthy 
of consideration. 

Zinc alloy bullets in .22 caliber rifle have 
been checked at near 6,000 F.S. in .300 
Magnum at a little over 4,000 F.S. Aircraft 
have been flown at  approximately 2420 F.S. 
and the best handgun velocity nears 2,000 
F.S. 

Through the generosity and kindness of 
the American people we grant Marshall Plan 
aid to finance and encourage private small 
arms manufacturing enterprises in Europe. 
At home we discourage small arms research, 
ridicule new ideas and tool up to manu- 
facture antique arms. The 9 M/M cartridge 
fits in perfectly with this sort of thinking, 
being an old cartridge not of American 
origin it's safe to go all out for it. 

G. W. Kritzer 
Cladaloy Bullet Co. 

President's Bodyguards 
I'm a boy of 13 who loves guns and all 

the literature I can get on them. I have 
missed only one of your magazines, the 
January issue. GUNS magazines are the best. 

It might be interesting for you to run an 
article on the President's personal body- 
guards and their training. 

Mike Neil 
Joplin, Missouri 

Heroes Of Old West 
Am enjoying GUNS very much. Seems I've 

finally found the answer to my problems. I 
have looked for years for a place or a way 
to learn more about firearms. GUNS is my 
answer. How about some articles on heroes 
of the "old west" and pioneer days. 

R. G. Higginbotham 
Camp LeJeune, ~ o r t h  Carolina 

orp.. Ind. at 512 North Dearborn Parkway, Chicago 10, Illinois. Applications for second ClaW mailing privileges 
ling at Chicago, Illinois. Subscriptions $5 yearly in the USA. 



Brand New! ZEISS 
BMCULARS 

Save LZ? tw f i h i~ , ,~~e , ,C '~~~  ZelsS 
mated ~ r u n i  hiinx-i.iars. 
l o  d I t a f,,lPayea~ly 
pay the balance. NÃ interest or carry- 
I W  Cha'gc5. All hinwulars come mm. 
P k t c  with zenuine leather case and 
carrying straps. 

I 
F i x  PRICE 110~s 
(Tax Indmied) PAYMENT 

................. 
6x30 Sllvurcm ---------------.-- $1 10.00 $1 1.00 
ix.'ilI I t i i i o c t r ~ i i  185.00 8x30 Deltrintem -Ã‘.-Ã‘.~_____ 135.00 18.50 
10x">O Dekarem -Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘-_______ 2o5.00 13.50 
15x50 Pentekarem -----._--_--.___ 250.00 20.50 

25.00 

Only $19.50 Down! 

LIST PRICE W9 

1 a w n !  D~~~~ 

~ d d  SOUND T o  Y o u r  8mm Movies! 

O.YI,Y f.29 D0W.V.I 

MOVIE MITE 8mm 

SOUND PROJECTOR 
Regular $398 

SPECIAL $219.50 

at NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE 

NEW & USED GUNS, PISTOLS, 
CAMERAS, BINOCULARS 

ACKLEY Custom 2 7 0  Cal., beautiful figured walnut stock, finely 
checkered, Lyman Alaskan scope with range-finder reticule in  Echo 
side mount, Kedfield iron sights. Cost over $300. Like brand new. .$175.00 

ITHACA Grade 4 Double Brl. 12 gauge trap. Vent rib, beavertail fore 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  end, hand checkered, lavishly engraved. Like new.. 275.00 

MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER Model 1950 6.5mm. Double set triggers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lyman peep sight. Like new.. 169.50 . . . . . . .  J. C. HIGGINS Model 50 30-06. Lymon rear sight. Excellent.. 59.50 
WINCHESTER Model 70 30-06 Super Grade. Sling. Like new.. ....... 149.50 

. . . . . . . . . .  WINCHESTER Model 70 220 Swift, Super Grade. Perfect.. 125.00 
F. N. MAUSER 2 7 0  Cal. Very fancy. Carved maple Monte Carla stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  In perfect condition.. 125.00 
WINCHESTER Model 70 3000 H&H Magnum, Super Grade. Like new.. 135.00 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SAVAGE 12 gauge Auto Model 755A. Like new.. 89.50 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  COLT WOODSMAN Match Target 22. Good condition.. 59.50 . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  COLT 32-20 single octian. Never fired.. 195.00 
. . . . . .  BAUSCH & LOMB Late model 20X prismatic scope. Like new.. 69.50 

. . . . . . . .  EXACTA VX with F/2 Biotar, rangefinder prism. Brand new.. 275.00 

. . . . . . . .  POLAROID Land Camera. Excellent condition. $89.75 l ist. .  57.50 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  LEICA M3 F/2 Sumicron lens & case. Like brand new.. 349.50 

TELEPHOTO LENS, 11/7-inch Fi3.5, coated. For Revere, Keystone, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DeJur, 8MM cameras. Brand new.. 14.95 

WIDE ANGLE LENS F/2.5, 695MM. For oi l  above cameras. Coated, 
Brond New . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24.50 

BELL HOWELL 2-inch F/4.5 Telephoto lens. Brand new. List $50. 
Special . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19.95 

BELL HOWELL 8MM Projector 500 watt. New. Original cost $99.50 
Special . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  69.95 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  TRIPOD SCREENS. 30x40. Beaded. Brand new.. 9.95 
16MM COLOR FILM. Magazine. Outdated, but guaranteed. Per ro l l . .  4.95 

1 SEND FOR FREE LISTING OF GUNS PISTOLS CAMERAS BINOCULARS. 
HUNDREDS OF VALUES ALL AVAILABLE ON EASY PAYMENT PLAN. 

Trade Your Gun for Cameras & Equipment 
We can give very liberal a l l o w a n c e s ~ i n  many instances the fu l l  list  price^ 
for  standard models of Remington, Winchester, Savage, Colt, S&W, 
Browning, etc. rifles, shotguns and handguns in  trade on cameras, pro- 
jectors, lenses and other equipment. Write us stating what you have 
to trade and what you want. 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

Please ship the following immediately: . 1 
I 
I 

Enclosed is $ Complete payment, or $ Down payment 1 
' 

with balance to be paid i n  12 equal monthly installments. I 
i I 
1 I understand there is  n o  interest or carrying charges for time payment privilege. 1 

I NAME 
I 
I ' ADDRESS 1 

I I 



"I8'& SWAP GUMS 
QUESTION: What do you want to buy? 

What do you w a n t  to pay? 
What do vou want to swap or sell? 

Save plenty for a limited t ime only 
on t i  l a n d  new edition uf the 
famous Model "922." The ''Camp- 

e r  i s  the ideal for the outdoorsman wlm 
wants a medmm sme, medium weight hand- 

sun. 4" Barrel, Blued. 9 shot, all 22 ctgs. Use 
it single or double action. ......... ..w??t $ 2 3 4 9  

I Name ........................................ 
,Address 

I ...................................... 
City and S t a t e . . .  I .............................. 

Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â  

MY FAVORITE 

By D U N C A N  RENALDO, the Cisco Kid of the popular television program. 

s INCE the advent of television, there has been a tremendous resurgence 
of interest in Frontier model guns. The better part of this interest 

has been kindled among "our little cowboys" who religiously view our 
television shows. 

I remember as a child that I was just as fascinated with a gun as every 
kid is today. That fascination has never left me and many times I have 
tried to analyze the why of this phenomenon. The explanation probably 
is that from such a little implement so much power and psychological in- 
fluence can be exerted. As I grew older I began to appreciate the im- 
mense destructive power of the gun and to evaluate the proper function of 
a weapon. W i ~ h  that in mind, when I was designing a costume and select- 

ing the implements for the characterization of the Cisco Kid, I tried to 
symbolize in every possible detail the maximum function, both of the cos- 
tume and the weapons. 

I use a Frontier-type single-action Colt .45 and use only one gun. I feel 
that one gun is enough for anybody since the primary purpose of my gun 
in self-defense and not for aggressive purpose. If a man is not a good 
enough shot to defend himself with six well-placed bullets, then he should 
never touch a gun. He suddenly becomes dangerous to everyone and 
mostly to himself. 

It is my feeling that the Almighty put us together in a very miraculous 
and beautiful way and any time that we take in our hands to destroy this 
fantastic, complex creation that calls himself a man, or an animal, we 
commit the most sacrilegious and barbaric deed. 

From this you may get the idea that I am an utter pacifist, but my 
understanding of this word is that one cannot be an accomplished pacifist 
unless he is extremely well-versed in the art of (Continued on page 62) 



SAKO SHORT-ACTION MAUSER PRECISION VARMINT RIFLES 

ly designed with outstanding 
features of Mauser and Mann- 
licher. 
Sako Short-Action 

.......................... Mar Mur Bullets sporter $135.00 
With heavy barrel ........ 145.00 

Perfecast bullets. Carefully sized and 
lubricated. Exceptionally accurate 
and prevents leading of the bore. 

.38 Special 158 grain, RN 100 . .  $2.50 

For peace officers, Detectives, 
.38 special 148 grain, WC 100 .... 2.10 Sheriffs, and Guards. 

The Hunter Spring Belt Combat 
Holster is built for maximum 

.45 ACP 200 grain, Semi-WC 100 2.35 concealment,quick access, and 
is equally efficient for regular 
or cross-draw work. Adjustable 

.45 ACP 215 grain, Semi-WC 100 2.35 spring tension. Gun will not 
fall out. 

.45 AC 230 grain RN 100 ............ 2.50 Available in Black or Brown. 
Flower Carved Holster ...... $6.70 
Plain Holster 4.80 

Specially packed for Clubs and law 
\ 

enforcement groups. Write for quan- 
tity prices. A 

Portable 
Ref rigerator 

"KampKold Model K-1s. Full quart 
bottles stand upright. Bonderized 
heavy steel case. Length 13", 
width lo", height 15%". Yellow 
with red top and veiling. 

Price $9.95 

Inverted 
Lantern 

No downward shadows. Ideal for 
Cabin, Camping, night fishing. 
Stormproof in wind or rain. Safe. 
Cannot spill. Burns at  any angle. 
Burns regular (auto) gasoline or 
white gasoline. Burns up to 10 
hours on one filling. Can be  used 
a s  spot or flood light ........ - .... $18.95 

English Sheffield Steel 
Hunting Knife 

Model 89-B. 4" blade with solid brass ferrule, genuine Stag 
handle with brass, leather and fibre decorative filler band 
at  each end of stag with aluminum alloy butt. Razor sharp 
blade that holds a n  edge. Curved blade for skinning and 

"KutmUp" Folding Bone Saw general hunting useÃ .................................. Ã‘Ã $4.95 

Weight only 7 oz. Folds like apocke t  knife. Loop on THESE ITEMS ALL TAKEN from the big  128-page 
handle for belt carrying. Birch handle. Swedish surgical Reference Book published by Wisler Western Arms. 
steel blade. Locks open or closed, or a t  a n  angle. A must 750 illustrations of modem equipment for the Hun- 
for the Hunter and Home freezer owner. ter. Shooter and Handloader. Send $1.50 for your 
Price $3.95 copy NOW, TODAY. Prepaid. 

205A Second Street Sun Francisco 5, California 



REPLACEMENT RAMPS for 
LENGTHWISE DOVETAILED BARRELS 

on High Standard's new Supermatic Olympic, Field King 
and the new Sentinel revolver 

May be self-installed 0 Ingenious engineering design com- 
oletelv hides set screw for anchoring 

Interchangeable sight blades avail- rampto barrel. 

able in: plain, Red, white or Gold Enables use of famous KING reflec- 
tor which throws light onto foce of 

posts; Baughman ( q u i c k - d r a w )  ; siaht~excellent for shootina under 
Undercut-in 1  / 1 0 "  or YE" widths. poor lighting conditions. - 

$7.00 for ramp and one sight blade of your choice. ($2.00 each additional blade) 

Californians R I c K y 6 u N s I G H T c 0 
101 7 California Drive, Burlingame, Calif. Jobbers 

3 Sales Tax 
Manufacturers of King Cun Sights 

designed specifically for 

LONG RANGE TARGET 

according to SIERRA'S exacting 

requirements for bullet 

manufacture . . . SOLD BY LEADING 

GUN DEALERS 

EVERYWHERE 

FOR TAHGfT OH GAME. . . THUS TO THEIR AIM 

8 

At Ozark, Ala., Lester Matthew, a 
devoted squirrel hunter who is para- 
lyzed from the waist down as the result 
of an accident, still manages to hunt 
by rolling his wheel chair through the 
woods. He is a crack shot with his .33 
calibre rifle and has won many prizes 
for expert shooting from his wheel 
chair. 

0 0 0 

A proud hunter at Omaha, Nat Wil- 
son, received a shock when he opened 
the luggage compartment of the car to 
show friends the gaudy pheasant he 
had bagged. The bird-only stunned 
by the shot-had revived on the trip 
home and hopped out of the compart- 
ment and went winging down an alley. 

0 0 0  

In the Sherman, Conn., area, two 
sportsmen weathered the trials and 
tribulations of a hunting trip all right 
but wound up with writer's cramp. 
Arrested for hunting without licenses, 
they were ordered to write reviews of 
the state's game laws by Judge Geof- 
frey Graham. 

0 0 0 

13 When Dr. M. Gangulli came upon 
a seven-foot man-eating cheetah in the 
Badampahar Hills of India, he prompt- 
ly fired away at it but without any 
luck. He then engaged in a 100-min- 
ute LLhand-to-claw" struggle with the 
beast and finally killed it. Dr. Gangulli 
was badly mauled himself but, for 
whatever consolation it might bring 
him, the Indian government decorated 
him for "extraordinary valor" for his 
feat. 

0 0 0 

13 Mrs. Mary Christopher, of Lamesa, 
Tex., bagged a deer on her first hunt- 
ing trip-at the age of 86. 

0 0 0 

0 Wild geese which regularly raid the 
crops of farms near Darwin, Australia, 
are not even intimidated by the noise 
of an automatic bird-scaring gun. They 
wait for the ~er iodic  explosion and 
then swarm down, some even sitting on 
the gun. 



THINK OF IT I a11 the rn 
small arms of the world :̂  
in one - - 

UIU U W W Ã ˆ  

SMALL ARMS *a 
OF THE WORLD by W. H. B. Smith 

Over 1300 
Pictures 

768 Giant Pages $ lo.00 
ALL G U N  LOVERS 

SPORTSMEN 
AND TRADERS 
NEED THESE BOOKS! 

THEY ARE I N  A 
CLASS BY 

THEMSELVES! 

convenient 
coupon below 

and mail 
TODAY! 

The only book that shows you in detail, in over 1300 pictures 
and detailed drawings, how to load, strip, and operate ALL small 
arms of ALL nations of the world. Only such a world-famous 
arms expert as W. H. B. Smith could possibly have access to 
the many sources needed to compile such a comprehensive 
volume. This new, revised and enlarged edition stands preemi- 
nent in the arms field; with more than 250 pages of new material 
added. 

Partial List of Contents 
Part I (Historical)--Gunpowder Principles Semi-Automatic Rifle 
Origins of Firearms Evolution of Development Submachine Guns . 
Firearms The Cannon Lock The The Revolver The Military Automatic 
Matchlock 8 The Wheel-Lock . The Pistol Shotguns In Military Use Ã 

Snaphance The Flintlock The Rockets Smokeless Ball Powder. 
Percussion Lock The Period of Part I1 (Current Weapons)-Argentina 
Transition Metallic Cartridges Austria Belgium Great Britain 
Single Shot Metallic Cartridge Arms China Czechoslovakia Denmark 
and Lock Systems Early Metallic Dominican Republic Dominion of 
Cartridge Single Shots Throughout the Canada Finland France 8 Germany 
World Evolution of Military Bolt Greece Hungary Italy Japan 
Actions The Military Bolt Action In Mexico Netherlands Norway 
Europe 0 Military Pistols Development Poland Portugal *Rumania . Russia 
of Automatic Principles In Firearms . Spain -Sweden Switzerland 

The Evolution of the Machine Gun Turkey United States Yugoslavia. 

NRA SMALL ARMS 
VOLUME I-Pistols and Revolvers 
Describes in detail, complete with photogra 
ings, hundreds of domestic and foreign small 
to identify them and how to operate th 
complete cartridge and ballistic data. 

VOLUME 11-Rifles 
Describes all types of U. S. and foreign \ 
military and sporting rifles, with complete 
specifications of the arm and cartridge, and 
includes many drawings and photos. Both 
volumes compiled by W. H. B. Smith, one 

Ã‘Â¥Â¥Â¥Ã‘ F-- 
I THE MILITARY SERVICE PUBLISHING CO. 1 
I 20 Telegraph Press BIdg., Harrisburg, Pa. I 

of the world's best known arms authorities. \ 
EACH 
VOLUME 

$1 0.00 
Send me the books checked below: 

SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD 
I 

NRA SMALL ARMS-Volume I 
I 

NRA SMALL ARMS-Volume II I 
SPECIAL BOXED SET NRA SMALL ARMS I 

Check or money order enclosed Send C.0.D I ........ . . . . . .  I - 
N am e  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Address 

I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

C i i y  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Stata .............. 
0 
Â 

SPECIAL ! boxed set $1 7.50 
Guaranteed to please 
-or your money back 



GAUGES, LOW! That m e a n s  l ightness f o r  
easier handl ing . . complete 
d i f fus ion o f  heat haves. No shim- 

GUNS mer i n  your l ine o f  sight. 

DEPEND ON SIMMONS FOR: 
Custom f i t t ing One week service 
Straight sighting plane Anchored 

a t  one point only Strong lightweight 
construction Not affected by heat, 
rebluing or barrel expansion and con. 
traction A l l  supports silver-soldered 
to barrel. 

Send f o r  
Simmons 
New Complete 
Catalog 

Dept. D.15, 504 E. 18th St., Kansas City 8, Mo. 

1 W i l l  not wear out. STOP! ! - rattling, d i r ty  and 
damp cartridges. Calibers 2 2 2  Remington thru  
300 Magnum. Holds 20 cartridges, only $1.00 1 each. Postpaid. ENCLOSE REMITTANCE. N o  1 C.0.D.k 

1 Dealers' and Jobbers' inquiries invited. 

1 BRAD'S GUN SHOP 
1 204 CALADIUM ST., L A K E  JACKSON. TEXAS 
I_________________ 

RARE IMPORTED Hand-Carve 

@ Completely STOCK! Finish 

for post-war @ 
Model 70 Winchesters, only 

Cal. 30-06, 270, 257. 220 SwHf, 22 H o r n e t  

stock hand-carved (as illus,. xi 
C a r l o  comb a n d  cheekpiece I 

anded shooter. Y o u r  choice o f  d <  
o r  bear carv ing o n  but t .  Sell 
f r o m  either handsome straigl 
g ra i n  @ Zelcona, o r  beauti l  
l i gh t -we i  ht @ Chinese C h e  
nut. ~ 0 t h  woods have tens 
stren t h  greater t han  wa ln i   and-inletted t o  fit Winches  

models  listed. 10 - d 
money-back guarantee 
you ' re  n o t  complete1 s 
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How I foxed I 
the Navy 

Arthur Godfrey 
l Â ¥ e Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ * * * Â ¥ * * * Â ¥ Â  

The Navy almost scuttled me. I shudder to 
think of it. My crazy career could have ended 
right then and there. 

To be scuttled by the Navy you've either 
got to do something wrong or neglect to do 
something right. They've got you both ways. 
For my part, I neglected to finish high school. 

Ordinarily, a man can get along without a 
high school diploma. Plenty of men have. But 
not in the Navy. At least not in the U. S. Navy 
Materiel School at Bellevue, D. C., back in 
1929. In those days a bluejacket had to have 
a mind like Einstein's. And I didn't. 

"Godfrey," said the lieutenant a few days 
after I'd checked in, "either you learn mathe- 
matics and learn it fast or out you go. I'll give 
you six weeks." This, I figured, was it. For a 
guy who had to take off his shoes to count 

above ten, it was an impossible assignment. 
I was ready to turn in my bell-bottoms. But 

an ad in a magazine stopped me. Here, it said, 
is your chance to get special training in almost 
any subject-mathematics included. I hopped 
on it. Within a week I was enrolled with the 
International Correspondence Schools studying 
algebra, geometry and trig for all I was worth. 

Came week-end liberty, I studied. Came a 
holiday, I studied. Came the end of the six 
weeks, I was top man in the class. Within 
six weeks I had mastered two years of high 
school math, thanks to the training I'd gotten. 

I. C. S. made the impossible -easy! 
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BLUE MOUNTAIN CLUB I S  

$200,000 MECCA WITH 

DREAM LAYOUT FOR 

SCATTERGUN FANS 

By JOE CARRICATO 



T HEY USED to say that "Good Ameri- 
cans, when they die, go to Paris," 

but there's an exception to that nowa- 
days. It might be ~araphrased that 
"All good scattergunners go to the 
Blue Mountain Trap and Skeet Club 
. . ." The difference is, you can go 
there while you're still lively enough 
to enjoy it. 

Nestled in the lush, verdant beauty 
of Pennsylvania's Fishing Creek valley 
14 miles north of Harrisburg, the Blue 
Mountain Club is fast becoming a 
mecca for the more discriminating 
skeet shoot fans. This magnificent 
shotgun layout is an expression of the 
tremendous interest in shotgun shoot- 
ing which has boomed trap and skeet 
along its way to the top of competitor 
sports in America. If there is one fault 
with this dream layout, it is that it is 
too good. Anyone describing the site 
runs off with superlatives . . . "magni- 
ficent, efficient, modern, scenic." It's all 
of that and then some, for the Blue 
Mountain Club was planned and built 
by a family of shooters for shooters 
and their families. 

Owners and operators of the lavish 
$200,000 bird-bustin' palace are Mr. 
and Mrs. William M. Hollinger, son 
Franklin and his wife Dorothy. And 
it won't be long before two tiny male 
Hollingers will be hollering "pull." 
The same drive and energy that built 
a successful housing development busi- 
ness is reflected in the Hollinger trap 
and skeet project. 

It all started back in 1947 when 
papa Bill became curious about the 
new-found hobby taking up so much 
of Franklin's time. All Bill got for his 
trouble in investigating the mysterious 
attraction was a big fat skeet-bug bite. 
The father-son team began competing 
locally and they soon hit the skeet cir- 
cuit together. 

With an accumulation of trophies 
(Frank's NSSA rating is AA; Bill 
competes in B ) ,  came the realization 
that existing shooting sites (there are 
approximately 1,000 in the U. S.1 left 
much to be desired. They began 
dreaming of the perfect trap and skeet 
field. In all the travels their business 
duties would permit, such a field could 
not be found. Bill decided he'd build 
one. 

Competitive scattergunners are a 
finicky lot. They have their own brand 
of tantrums when something on the 
field even remotely threatens a hot 
streak. Holding up a match to hush a 
yapping puppy or to silence a squeak- 
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Heading out to skeet field, are lady shooters Syles Fralick of Winnetka, 
Ill., Chris Pezas of Greenwich, Conn. and Madeline Forgue of Chicago. 

ing hinge is not at all unusual. These The Blue Mountain Club exists in a 

fellows like to take home a piece of luxurious setting, in a class all of its 
silverware and they want all the odds own. The club house and field oc- 

with them. Spectators yakking and cupies 10 of 230 beautifully-land- 
crowding at shooters' elbows, uneven scaped acres. In terracing the moun- 
grounds, faulty trap equipment, lack tainside, 150,000 cubic yards of earth 
of toilet and lounging facilities for the were moved. The rolling fields of pines 
ladies and kids-none of this would and grasses are broken by a mile and 
ever crop up on the Hollinger field by a half of macadam road, 3,500 feet of 
gum. And it hasn't. broad concrete walks, and more than 

Aerial view of Blue Mountain Club shows skeet and practice ranges in fore- 
ground and skeet circles in background. Clubhouse where Hollingers live is at left. 



Clubhouse with its spacious dining room faces out on grounds, with open view 
of skeet houses. Owner plans to construct three lakes on layout for fishing. 

Cocktail bar is favorite spot of shooters for bull sessions after their turns 
on the skeet field. Intemperate drinking will bar visitors from range. 

25,000 shrubs. All the electric power 
in the club house and on the shooting 
field is supplied through underground 
conduit. When Bill tells you the lay- 
out is worth $200,000, it doesn't strain 
the imagination. 

How does all this affect the shooters 
who are finding this is the place? 
Brother, these gunners never had it so 
good! 

First of all, Bill surveyed the valley 
by airplane before he purchased the 
land. He chose a site having the great- 
est distance between the two ranges 
for perfect gunning visibility. 

In planning the shooting fields, the 
Hollinger construction know-how and 
personal skeet experiences were sup- 
plemented by capable friends and ad- 
visors. The arms and ammunition peo- 
ple lent a hand. So did well-known 
shooters like John C. Dalton. Jr., Jim 
Karrick, George Deyoe and others. 

The total area for registered shoots 
consists of four skeet and four trap 
fields. Practice fields occupy an area 
away from competitive action. This 
past April, the Hollingers installed 
eight automatic, self-loading traps in 
the skeet houses. Each trap holds 75 
birds. In place of the normal amount 
of ''help," only one boy is needed to 
reload the traps at two fields. The 
referee is the 'puller' by means of three 
buttons on his scoresheet clipboard- 
one button each for high. low, and 
doubles. The electric cord running 
from the clipboard to the underground 
controls is long enough for the referee 
to roam the positions on the field. 

Frank Hollinger feels the innovation 
will save the shooters some $1500 an- 
nually. The new traps will also elimi- 
nate a skeet gripe common to both the 
prima donna and the less perturbable 
shooter. There are no delayed targets 
now. The gunner can take a gander 
at his score on the ref's clipboard, 
turn, bring his gun to "ready," and 
mutter "pull" or "mark" even with 
his mouth full of loose dentures (or 
marbles). The referee is close enough 
to hear and a flick of the finger sends a 
bird flying immediately. 

The occasional tricky updrafts from 
the valley may test the shooters' mettle. 
But there's no danger of the bird vary- 
ing from its prescribed course due to 
faulty equipment. 

Young Frank, who manages the 
shoots, is a 33-year old fellow who has 
packed a lot of shooting experience 
into eight years of campaigning. 
Frank estimates he must have shot at 
more targets than any skeet man in 



the U.S. last year. From Pennsylvania 
to Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, 
North and South Carolina, Washing- 
ton, D. C., New York, Ohio, Louisiana, 
and Florida, Frank swung on 16,000 
clay targets. 

In preparing for a registered shoot 
at Blue Mountain, oil is changed on 
the traps. Rubber or metal parts show- 
ing the least wear are replaced. All 
the underground wiring is tested for 
shorts and breaks. Finally, Frank lines 
up the shoot managers: John and Betty 
Waters, pusher and cashier respective- 
ly; and chief referee George Deyoe. 
This team has handled 164 shooters 
in a day with an efficiency which at- 
tests to their experience. John, the 
pusher, has the ability of a drill ser- 
geant without the dour disposition 
usually associated with that rank. He 
has the happy faculty of giving 'em 
hell and making them like it as he 
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cajoles and orders the gunners through 
their stations. 

The Hollingers estimate that each 
of the skeet fields, with the spanking 
new traps, represents an investment of 
$4000 (excluding land). The four 
trap fields and the practice fields repre- 
sent an estimated cost of $1200 each. 

The four 16-yard trap fields are 
equipped with automatic, but not self- 
loading, traps. The concrete trap 
houses are built into a terrace and 
they blend into the landscape. There 
are several interesting structural fea- 
tures in the skeet houses. The 8 x 8 x 
15-foot houses were built extra-size 
for comfort, utility, appearance and 
safety. Until the new traps eliminated 
the trap boys, electric fans and heaters 
assured comfort in summer and win- 
ter. The extra roominess made work- 
ing conditions pleasant. The spacious- 
ness in the houses permits the storage 
of 100,000 targets. 

Concrete founda t ions ,  concrete 
block, finished with exterior brick 
matching other structures, served 
beauty and utility. It is felt the sav- 
ings in maintenance over wood struc- 
tures have absorbed the higher initial 
cost. Oak floors on 4 x 4 oak planks 
securely anchor the traps, avoiding 
vibration and subsequent variation in 
target flight. There's rarely any need 
for high and low bird rulings in this 
setup. 

Bill and Frank Hollinger readily ad- 
mit there isn't the slightest chance of 
making money on their project. As if 
the facilities alone are not sufficient 
attraction for gunners to flock to the " 
two big annual events, the fees are 

Blue Mountain Club owner Bill Hollinger shows club facilities to Walt Metcalf 
of Chiltenango, N. Y., who is president of New York State Skeet Association. 

normal while the prizes are super- 
duper. In April of every other year, 
the Pennsylvania State Skeet Cham- 
pionships are held. In the off year, 
an open event is held. The "Blue 
Mountain Open" is an annual August 
shotgun fest. 

The fee for the major events is $15 
of which 50 cents is paid to NSSA, 50 
cents to PSSA, and $6 for targets, the 
remaining $8 is thrown back into the 
pot, as a token payment toward the 
Hollinger prizes. Last year's Blue 
Mountain Open offered $3,000 worth 
of silver and brassards. Everybody 
gets into the prize act. For the .410 
and 28 gauge championship, there are 
14 prizes-champion, runner-up, first, 
second and third in four classes. In 
the 20 gauge there are 17 prizes and 
the all-gauge offers a total of 22 prizes 
in five classes! The women's cham- 
pionship offers 10 prizes. The entry 
fee for this and other special events 
is $5. Special events include:' all- 
gauge two and five man teams; hus- 
band and wife; parent and child; 
junior; and service man. 

Shooting is not confined to the two " 
big annual events. There are ham and 
grocery shoots for the locals through- 
out the year. Groups of shooters from 
various industries make regular visits. 

Members of Philadelphia's Penn 

Athletic Club can be found on the 
premises every weekend from October 
to February 28. This period was 
chosen because it is the season for 
Pennsylvania's regulated shoot ing  
grounds. Penn members will spend a 
morning bagging live birds at Warren 
Berger's Blue Mountain Pheasantry a 
mile or so down the road. Out-of-state 
shooters can purchase special three- 
day licenses at $3.15 on the pheasantry 
premises. In the afternoon, the boys 
begin banging away at the clay birds. 

What are mama and the kids and 
the old folks doing while papa's burn- 
ing powder? If they're not taking in 
the sights along the Susquehanna 
River, or shopping in downtown Har- 
risburg or nearby Chocolatetown 
(Hershey, Pa.), they'll probably be 
found in the clubhouse 200 yards from 
the shooting fields. This three-story, 
brick structure is a beaut! 

With the exception of the ground 
floor which houses scoreboard and 
snack stands, everything's knotty pine 
and asphalt tile. Elsewhere on the 
ground floor are men's and ladies' 
comfort rooms, each with two tiled 
shower stalls. Another small room 
houses the Hollingers' private pine and 
cedar locker room. This room has 
often furnished guns or other equip- 
ment for visi- (Continued on page 60) 



Anchor designs carved 
or allegorical motifs 
and gold inlaid pistols 
Anchor symbolizes the 

on the grips are but one of the many mythical 
in the profuse decoration of these engraved 
prepared as royal gifts to the king of Norway. 
sea, from which many Norse earn their living. 

ROYAL PISTOLS MADE ON ORDER OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN IN 1862 AS GIFTS 
FOR FOREIGN RULER ARE AMONG FINEST ART TREASURES OF WORLD 

By TORSTEN LENK 

c ERTAINLY no finer finished Colt revolvers have ever 
been mads than the several elaborate Model 1860 

Armys made for President Lincoln to present to the King 
of Sweden and the King of Denmark. At the time of the 
presentation in 1863 they were a new model of gun. Today 
they are antiques, preserved in the royal museums of 
Sweden and Denmark, and they rate among the great art 
treasures of ths world. 

Sam Colt in Hartford was contacted about the order 
shortly before his death. In Colt's cabinet of arms in the 
museum at Hartford, there is an empty envelope addressed 

to him, undated, bearing the corner frank "A Lincoln- 
Free." The letter it contained is lost. Possibly it was this 
envelope which conveyed the order. During the winter of 
1861-62, Sam Colt was a sick man. He died on January 
14, 1862, but his factory and organization built around 
his works manager, Elisha Root, continued unfalteringly. 
Probably the order for these four guns-a pair for Charles 
XV, and a pair for Frederick VII-was one of the last 
things he attended to. He was active almost until his last 
day alive, issuing orders and writing letters at his home, 
"Armsmear." 



Two complete New Model Army .44 revolvers, No. 
31906 and No. 31907, were set aside to be decorated as 
gifts for Charles XV. A similar pair were ordered for 
Frederick. They are of the so-called "civilian" model, 
and the absence of the standing breech cuts for shoulder 
stock fitting indicates that they were special order from 
the beginning, as all frames in this series usually have these 
cuts. 

Engraving the four guns took nearly a year. The name 
of the engraver is not on record, but he appears to have 
left his own signature on the guns. Owners of engraved 
Colt revolvers have noticed a dog or "wolf's" head in the 
otherwise straight floral and scroll pattern of engraving. 
This is supposed to be the mark of Joseph Wolf, a New 
York engraver who lived at 67 Forsyth Street, from about 
1859 through 1867. Since the early days when Colt first 
got started gunmaking in Hartford, he had worked with 
New York engravers, notably W. L. Ormsby, who designed 
the cylinder dies which stamped the ordinary Colt guns 
with some decoration. 

The usual cylinder stamping, which shows a fleet of 
warships engaging in battle, or a stage coach holdup in 
progress, is like a blank piece of metal compared to the 
elaborate and profuse engraving and inlay of these royal 
Colts. The development of the floral curves and the growth 

of the vinelike pattern over almost every part of the metal, 
except an inch or two of the smooth barrel for contrast, 
seems mathematically perfect. Curves are constant, or 
else they change with beautiful regularity. The undercut- 
ting of the steel into which the gold wire is tapped to make 
the design has no running over or sloppy cutting. Each 
edge is true and parallel to the other side of the groove. 

The naval battle scene was omitted on these guns, and 
pictures more peaceful in nature substituted. Scenes done 
with bank-note realism depict agriculture, commerce, ship- 
ping, handcraft arts and industry. Even Watt's steam en- 
gine with the governor flying around is faithfully pictured. 
The carved, checkered walnut grips are bound with straps 
of silver. A silver plaque on the left side of each grip car- 
ried the sentiment of presentation: "The President of the 
United States of America to his Majesty The Kin? of 
Sweden and Norway." The right grip of the Norwegian 
guns were engraved with a bes-hive and fouled anchor, 
representing the activity of the Norwegians and the sea 
which furnished much of their living. On the silver flat 
of the butt of each gun the coat of arms of the United 
States was carved. 

The metal finishing of these guns, actually too beautiful 
to be called "weapons," is superb. The exposed steel sur- 
faces are ~ol ished to a jewel lustre, and the bluing is a 

Royal Colts are boxed in the double pistol casing at  Royal Armory in Stockholm. Partitions set off spaces for flask, 
percussion caps, bullets, and other accessories. While guns are of top workmanship, interior is lined in ordinary way. 



Steam engine and blacksmith with anvil symbolizing industry are inlaid in several colors of carved gold. 
Tiny "wolf's head" signature of Wolf engraver is inlaid in gold between screw head and "Colts Patent" marking. 

deep jet blue-black, like spilled ink. The perfect metal 
polish is astonishing The metal was completely polished 
before it was engraved. Yet during the subsequent han- 
dling, Wolf removed only the metal he wanted to engrave, 
and did not carelessly scratch the finish. The bluing was 
done by the heat process, generally known as "charcoal 
bluing." It has been years since any American factory 
finished guns by this process, though it gives the very best 
color finish of all processes ever used. A laborious handi- 
craft method, this heat blue process produced a perfect 
finish on the barrels and cylinders: the frames were case- 
hardened as was customary. The blue, mottled colors of 
the casehardening, and silver finish of the straps combined 
to produce a firearm with color appeal as well as stream- 
lined symmetry. 

To display such examples of Presidential opulence, a 
properly fitted case was necessary for each pair. 
Made of lusterously polished rosewood with silver 
corners, they were lined inside with red velvet. Like 
the more common plain mahogany cases, these were 
probably not made at the Colt factory. However, 

the difference in workmanship between the handsome case 
and the ordinary partitioning may mean that this latter 
work was done at the factory. The pattern of the parti- 
tions, similar to other, plainer double cases, is regular 
and rather crude in workmanship. 

With the guns for Charles XV went everything neces- 
sary to make them shoot, except perhaps a bullet mould! 
A box of Eley Brothers percussion caps, a powder flask 
of standard pattern holding about a pound of powder, a 
couple of dozen cast bullets, and two packets of Colt's 
combustible cartridges (12 shots in all) were included. 
An odd accessory very seldom seen with cased Colts is the 
powder measure, adjustable and used particularly when 
fine shooting was wanted, where the charges should be 
measured instead of simply taking the charge the flask 
wou!d throw. If a bullet mould was ever included. it is 

lost now. The space which it would occupy is 
crammed with enough spare parts to keep the guns 
firing for a whole battle. Actually, twelve shots 
appear to have been fired. Then the guns were care- 
fully cleaned as they are in perfect condition now. 

Royal Colt's case held a box of percussion caps (left) and packets of Colt cartridges (right) made 
of goldbeater's skin pouches containing powder glued to the bullet. Extremely rare Colt revolver accessory 
is the adjustable powder measure (center) to use with powder flask for measuring small charges. 
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Presentation of the Colts represented a diplomatic ges- 
ture important to the outcome of the Civil War. At the fall 
of Fort Sumter, all the nations of Europe were interested 
observers. Many countries still were monarchies, and the 
"American democratic experiment7' begun in 1776 was 
being studied. Many felt all along that it could not last, 
and expected to see the system of states dissolve into petty 
nations which might still be subject to European colonial 
expansion, even as Africa and the Orient were being ex- 
plored by Europeans then. 

One of Lincoln's greatest battles was fought in the 
palaces and embassies over the world, through the long 
arm of American diplomacy. Recognition of the  confed- 
erate States as a sovereign nation by Great Britain was be- 
lieved imminent. France and other Continental powers 
were in sympathy with the South. French arms were being 
run throughthe blockade. Belgium was a gunmaking cen- 
ter giving the Confederacy its total output. ~ v e n  the 
slightest success in gaining the favor of a European nation 
for the side of the Union was a worthwhile venture to 
interest Mr. Lincoln. 

Lincoln did not have to worry too much about any other 
true democracies. His fear was that the nobility of other 
nations would feel allied to the Confederates in a sort of 
"class struggle." No matter what the causes were of the 
Civil War, they paled into insignificance against the hor- 
rible truth: that the South was fighting to preserve a sys- 
tem of slavery worse than any in the absolute monarchies 
of Europe. 1f some misguided feeling of kinship with the 
aristocracy of the South should put other nations on her 
side, the united States might beaccused of invading and 
conquering a former part of Britain. And if Great ~ r i t a i n  
recognized the South, other monarchies like Denmark 
and Sweden might foll'ow suit. The personal friendship of 
these kings could be as real an aid to the Union as guns 
and ammunition. If they would stay neutral and friendly 
to the U.S., the Union armies could put their house in 
order without intervention. 

In 1862 the kingdoms of Sweden and Norway were united 
under the rule o f  Charles XV, while ~ reder i ck  VII ruled powder design of go& knife, bne star flag, 
Denmark. Neutrality these two nations would insure San Jacinto cannon symbolizes Texas War  of Independence 
the continuing neutrality of Prussia and Russia, by closing which years before established Sam gun business. 
their Baltic Sea ports. Strategically located, these were two Spare parts (below) to keep guns firing were included. 
nations potentially sympathetic to the Union cause. Re- 
cently absolute monarchy had been abolished. Frederick 
VII had given his people so many civil rights that they 
were considered the freest people in Europe with the ex- 
ception of the British. 

To both Charles XV and Frederick VII gifts from Presi- 
dent Lincoln were in order. There were no noble titles 
which Lincoln could bestow, but the Danish king hap- 
pened to be a gun collector. U.S. Minister Bradford Wood 
at Copenhagen told Lincoln that a pair of pistols would 
be very enthusiastically received. The American Minister 
to Stockholm, J. S. Halderman, also reported that a pair 
of Colts for Charles would delight him. Halderman had 
been told by Count L. Manderstrom that Charles had a 
fine collection of old and modern guns, and "a pair of 
Colt's New Model revolvers, of such a widely famed make, 
would be highly appreciated in itself, irrespective of the 
fact that the gift would be the expression of the valued 
friendship of the President." 

Though Colt only had a partial connection with the 
origination of the gift, the real idea having come from the 
American ministers abroad, he (Continued 072  page 58) 



Saving lungs and legs, mountain hunter studies snowy hillside carefully for animal tracks before setting out for game. 

o MATTER how accurate his gun, no man can shoot N better than he can see. With modern-day optics, the 
hunter no longer merely buys a flat-shooting rifle and 
expects a miracle of accuracy from crude iron sights. Since 
man has increased his sense of sight many times with glass, 
the sensible shooter forgets iron sights and turns to the 
rifle scope. 

Hunters know this well and scopes are invariably the 
first accessory bought after the rifle itself. 

If varmint hunting is on the schedule, many hunters 
will settle for nothing less than an eight power scope and 
even go as high as 30 power in some cases. For big game 
hunting, the majority of woodsman will settle for a four 

power scope. Practically all manufacturers make the four 
power hunting scope and all are good, but some may be 
better than others for specific reasons-for instance, wa- 
terproofing. For mountain hunting where weather is 
temperamental, the choice should be a scope that is water- 
proof. This is of extreme importance, for once moisture 
condenses on the inside of the lenses, the rifle is useless. 
Auxiliary sights are a necessity when this happens. 

Scopereticules are of several designs, but the favorite is 
the crosshair. Next in popularity is the vertical post, and 
then the "dot," which is becoming more common in cer- 
tain makes of scopes. 

For long range shooting the post is the worst of the 



SENSIBLE HUNTER KNOWS SCOPE CAN 

SEE FARTHER THAN HIS EYES AND WILL 

N O T  TRACK BIG M O U N T A I N  GAME 

W I T H O U T  FULL GLASS E Q U I P M E N T  

By ALFRED J.  GOERG 

three. At ranges farther than the gun is sighted for, it is 
necessary to "hold over" the target and the post will blot 
out the mark so it is impossible to see just how much 
higher the gun is being pointed. 

The dot reticule has the advantage of acting as a range 
finder, once the size of the dot is known in comparison 
with standard objects at the usual ranges. Medium cross- 
hairs are also recommended. TOO-thin crosshairs mav 
dissolve or fade in poor light, but medium crosshairs are 
readily seen in the weak light of early dawn or dusk, and 
they are not too wide to blot out the target. 

In flat woodland most shots are less than fiftv vards. , , 
But mountainous country on the other hand offers longer - 
ranges for big game shooting and it is wise to sight in at 
200 yards. Sighting in at 200 yards makes the majority 
of rifles, the .257 Roberts through .300 H & H Magnums, 
strike 2% inches to 3 inches high at 100 yards. If longer 
range shots are expected, it would be wise to do some long 
range practicing before venturing after game. 

Whenever I think that the range is around 300 yards 
instead of 200, I hold fairly even with the top of the back, 

- .  . . .  

Long mountain shots can be set up by sighting in rifle at 
100 yards to  shoot high and get bullseye at 200 yards. 

grain .270 on a black bear. The bear was facing me when 
I held the lateral crosshair even with the top of the bear's 
head between his ears. I later retrieved this bullet from 
the base of his neck. 

When sighting in your rifle a spotting scope will save 
time and trouble. You can spot your shots and make 
corrections without getting off your stomach or moving 



Shot at a feeding bear on far slope took a little "Tennessee 
elevation" to get him at 400-yard range over valley. 

Hunter prepares to shoot head off spruce grouse. This 
takes rifle properly sighted in as well as good sight. 

labor looking for and finding game. Once spotted, it then 
is easy to tell whether there is a trophy head among them. 
A whole day can be wasted by stalking "goats" which turn 
out to be once-distant snow patches. 

Once the country has been thoroughly glassed and the 
game is located, the 6x or 8x binocular takes over where 
the spotting scope left off. Customarily worn around the 
neck where it is handy. binoculars make it possible to keep 
check on the animal at intervals while the stalk is being 
made. Glasses also let you search for the best path by 
which to make the stalk, both for ease and accessibility, 
and a noiseless approach. 

Glasses are not the solution to every problem, and once 
you have obtained the finest in sights and scopes. don't 
expect them to do \our thinking for you. One time my 
guide and I were about a mile up river from base camp 
in the British Columbia Rockies. It was late afternoon, 
and I was on my spring bear hunt. We had stopped on a 
rock slide to finish the last of our noon lunch. From our 
vantage point among the large boulders we mastered a vast 
view of the alder-covered slides where the winter snow was 
receding. Bits of green were showing right to the very 
edge of the snow. 

Suddenly Mike, the guide, dropped his sandwich. picked 
up his binoculars, and took a long look at the hill. "Might 
be a black bear on the top edge of the alders near that 
alpine spruce," he observed. 

Quickly I grabbed my binoculars, and sure enough, I 
could make out a black shape working in the yellow 
avalanche lillies where Mike had pointed. I looked for a 
route to make my stalk, and was on my way. 

Sometime later I reached the same elevation as the bear 
which was but a couple of small ridges distant. Being able 
to see him as a blob of black. through the fringe of alder 
on one of the ridges between us, I aimed carefully and 
fired. There was a glimpse of rolling black and every- 
thing went quiet except for the fading rifle blast echoing 
and re-echoing down the long valley. 

In a few minutes I was at the spot where the bear had 
been when I fired. There was a trail of blood into a small, 
deep ravine. As I reached the bottom, there was my 
"trophy"-a large, black parcupine! We had mistaken 
an off-color porky for a bear. 

Even with the use of optical aids, it is possible to make 
an error if the view is slightly obstructed. In this case the 
one thing that had fooled us both was the alpine spruce 
which was a young tree but had the same shape as the 
large ones. Seen through the glasses this made the "bear" 
appear much larger. In addition, the porky was working 
out in the open like a bear instead of in the timber eating 
bark like a respectable porcupine should. 

With the aid of binoculars, it is possible to distinguish 
burnt stumps from sleeping bear, a rock from a mule deer, 
antlers from branches. Even if a spotting scope is not 
obtainable, it would be foolhardy to forget to take along 
binoculars. At least then vou won't be complaining that 
there was "game all around us, if I had only seen it," for 
with glasses you've had every chance to look. 

But as a man climbs over rock, across slides and up 
mountain slopes for long days without having fired a shot 
because he didn't see anything worth while, he becomes 
somewhat itchy to "line up" on something. "Is my gun 
still holding its zero?" he'll think. When he reaches this 
stage, a fellow is entitled to some outlet. The one that I 
usually resort to is on the return to camp at the end of the 
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Range spotting scopes like this 45' Bushnell Spacemaster 
are useful for searching far hillsides for game trophies. 

day. When a grouse is flushed into a tall spruce, take 
careful aim bearing in mind that the bullet will be slightly 
above aim, and then take off his head. 

This bit of showmanship is a wonderful, though egotis- 
tical morale builder and it does show the guide what you 
are capable of. So, when you finally do see your trophy 
after long days of tracking, and it is 300 yards away and 

u ,  -. 
nearly impossible to shorten the distance, he'll place his Grouse picked off from spruce tree is test of skill and 
hand on your shoulder and confidently say, "Take him, restores hunter's confidence after poor day's hunting. 
partner, he's yours." @ 

Getting big black bear at  250 yards with outfit like Leupold 4x on HVA caps thrill and enjoyment of successful hunt. 
With right sight accurate shooting is virtually matter-of-fact for any hunter with a little experience and good rifle. 



Legendary "fanning" of six-shooter is performed by Ed McGivern who has aged little in 20 years since these photos 

THE FASTEST 

INCREDIBLE ED McGIVERN WHO FIRED 

FIVE BULLETS IN FLICKER OF EYE IN 30's 

IS  STILL ACTIVE SHOOTER AT AGE OF 80 

S & W .38 Target revolver in Col- 
onel D. B. Wesson's collection was 

By PEYTON MONCURE 

used by McGivern to make five-shot 
palm-sized group in 2/5ths second. 



were taken. Fastest way to shoot the Single Action, fanning harms lockwork and lays down black powder smokescreen. 

SHOOTER ALIVE 
T THE AGE of 80, Ed McGivern is still the fastest A shooter alive. The old master of speedy and fancy 

revolver shooting is alert and even radiant whenever guns 
are mentioned in his home in Great Falls, Montana. I 
recently visited the master shooter and his clear, blue eyes 
and fervent voice radiated self assurance as he recollected 
some of his achievements with guns in past years. 

His book on "Fast and Fancy Revolver Shooting" is 
recognized as a classic on the subject and he fondly likes 
to recall some of the chapters in the volume. "This is prob- 
ably still one of my greatest accomplishments," he noted, 
as he pointed to a photo in the book. "A quick draw with 
two guns and firing ten shots in a total time of one and a 
fifth seconds, firing five shots from each gun, each group 
completely covered by an ordinary playing card." 

Using one revolver, he placed five shots on a playing 
card at 15 feet in two-fifths of a second (five shots is con- 
sidered a group in official shooting, and the cylinder of the 
revolver is never loaded with more than five cartridges). 
McGivern, in differentiating between "timed fire" and 
"rapid fire," points out that five shots in 20 seconds is 
classified as "timed fire," while five shots in 10 seconds 
constitutes "rapid fire." In both cases the gun is brought 
up level with the eye and careful sighting made before 
firing. 

One of his favorite exhibition stunts even today is hav- 

cutting cards in two edgewise as they are tossed upright 
in front of him; and putting six shots in a tin can when 
tossed in the air. One of his more difficult stunts is cover- 
ing the hole of ordinary steel washers with white paper 
and then putting a bullet hole through the white paper as 
the washers are tossed in the air facing him. 

Throughout the years until 1935 when McGivern's 

ing an assistant throw five clay pigeons in the air at the 
same time. He breaks them all while still in the air. An- 
other is hitting lead discs the size of a dime which are Witnesses signed target establishing authenticity of 
tossed in the air across his field of vision. Still others are McGivern's shooting of five shots in 9/20's second. 



A t  Central Montana Fair in 1931 McGivern astonished viewers by simul- 
taneously shattering with bullets, five clay birds thrown into the air. 

book, "Fast & Fancy Revolver Shoot- 
ing" was published, he worked with 
Smith & Wesson as well as Colts. Some 
of the shooting up to 600-yards done 
in the development of Colonel Doug 
Wesson's great .357 Magnum revolver 
cartridge was by McGivern, demon- 
strating the possibilities of the revolver 
as a long-range weapon. Other work 
proved Smith & Wessons were entirely 
satisfactory for speed shooting, and re- 
futed McGivern's earlier flat-out state- 
ment about the Colt superiority in the 
speed shooting field. S & W had made 
lockwork changes in the interim. 

When I visited Ed McGivern I was 
curious to know what this master of 
the trigger finger science would recom- 
mend for a beginner, and why. 

"A .22 caliber for beginners. For 
three reasons: less recoil, less noise, 
and sensible economy. The combina- 
tion of recoil and noise throws the be- 
ginner off. In our early training we al- 
ways use .22 caliber double action re- 
volvers chambered for .22 long rifle. 
but we can use shorts for practice be- 
cause they're cheaper and their range 
on aerial target is shorter and safer." 

In his experience the use of shorts 
in a gun chambered for long rifles 
didn't harm the gun; the gun needed 
only to be carefully cleaned after using. 
And the best all-around barrel length. 
he believes, is the four-inch and the 
six-inch. The shorter the barrel the 
quicker the draw; the longer the bar- 

Draw and fire 10 shots with two guns in 1 1/5 seconds 
was stunt repeated by McGivern several times. Such 
trigger speed could only be obtained by McGivern put- 
ting his short, chunky finger tip low on the trigger of 
his Smith & Wesson, giving great leverage in D A  firing. 



re1 the more accurate the pointing. 
"The best all around gun for the ad- 

vanced shooter is the .38 special," says 
McGivern. "It is also a very good gun 
for self protection. The .45 caliber is 
used to a lesser extent by the general 
public. The .357 magnum brass shell 
is of an inch longer than the ordi- 
nary .38 special shell and uses different 
powder. It's no gun for the beginner, 
but strictly for the graduate shooter, 
also for police work, and for game 
shooting." 

Since Ed McGivern is a recognized 
authority on both fast and fancy shoot- 
ing with accuracy combined, I asked 
him how-aside from the constant 
practice, of course-he achieved his 
unusual ability. 

"The main thing in the quick draw 
is economy of movement and minimiz- 

ing of motions. In other words, it's 
easier to move your finger only one 
inch than it is to move it two or three 

Targets shot at Denver, Colorado, in 1919 represent first of public perform- 
ances by McGivern. Gun was Colt Officers .38 Special with 6 inch barrel. 

inches. As soon as you grasp the gun 
in its holster, that should be the decid- 
ing factor. Don't shift your grip or  
change position of your hand on the 
grip when you draw the gun from the 
holster." 

Ed McGivern first became active in 
fancy shooting at a time when Ameri- 
can firearms were emerging from the 
age of single action guns-the famous 
Colt Army, the accurate Smith & Wes- 
son "Americans" and lighter single 
shot target arms. Both double action 
revolvers and the entire field of auto- 
matics had hardly 20 years behind 
them. 

Those were the days of the rifle and 
shotgun exhibition shooters-profes- 
sionals and amateurs. Colonel Cody's 
Wild West (Continued on page 39) 

Electric timing equipment of 
McGivern used on both Colt 
and Smith & Wesson revolv- 
ers gave precise shooting times. 

Precise aim possible with DA 
revolver shooting is shown in 
McGivern's Buffalo Bill 
drawn with .22 S & W's. 



Once heavily rusted, early 17th Century Brescian pistol has been cleaned by an expert, who has removed 
the dirt and grime but retained important engraving details, marks like the stockmaker's name below lock. 

UNKNOWING AND UNCARING DEALERS OFTEN BUTCHER FINE, OLD WEAPONS 
BY DESTROYING ORIGINAL SHAPE OR MARKS IMPORTANT TO COLLECTORS 

By KINGSLEY P. KARNOPP 

0 NCE A MAN painted his house at a cost of a few hun- 
dred bucks, and got $2,000 more for it. Then he used 

a little of his profit to start a gun collection. He bought 
a Civil War revolver at a fair price-the finish was worn 
off but the mechanism and bore were in good shape. 
Noticing that the cowboys in the never-never land of 
Hollywood always had real shiny guns, he spent a few 
bucks more and had the gun chrome plated. Later on, 
he got tired of his shiny wonder and took it to a meeting 
of the Dismal Swamp Gun Collectors Association. "Sure- 
ly," thought he, "I can make a fast buck on this fine gun 
over and above my cost and the cost of the plating." He 
was rudely disappointed when the best offer he got was 

less than he had paid for the gun when he bought it. 
"Look, buster," a critical collector told him, "nobody 

ever heard of chrome plating before 1928 and on your 
1861 pistol it looks as much in place as headlights on a 
covered wagon. You just loused up a good gun." 

"Restoration" like this is a double crime, because it 
reduces the collector's own value in the gun and reduces 
the total number of collector's guns by one. Piece by piece 
unknowing collectors or uncaring dealers have butchered 
fine old guns to the point where originality ends and faking 
begins. 

At a recent gun collectors meeting I attended, a gold- 
plated Dragoon Colt was offered for sale. I don't know the 



price, but there was a hundred dollars worth of gold plating 
on that gun. It had fallen into the hands of some joker with 
a buffing wheel, a large supply of coarse ~ o l i s h i n ~  paste 
and lots of muscle, nerve and endurance. By the time this 
character backed off from the wheel he had removed all 
the exterior rust and pits, and also the stamped markings 
and even the shape of the gun had been changed. It is no 
longer the same gun it used to be, and even with the new 
gold it seems nearly four ounces lighter. A fresh "paint 
job" may look good on a house, a car or a woman, but it 
isn't necessarily the best thing for an old gun. 

Modern style rebluing is another common crime. There 
are few artists in wood and metal who can recondition an 
old firearm satisfactorily, and these are hard to find and 
expensive to employ. Modern caustic bluing is commonly 
used. The old "rust process" finish takes much longer to 
apply and is more expensive. The early heat "charcoal 
blue" is almost a lost art. Since the modem shooter is satis- 
fied with caustic bluing, hardly anyone uses the old meth- 
ods. Even then, restoring involves more than just the right 
blue. Proper metal preparation is a must. 

The gun factories once had men who spent their lives in 
metal finishing and could put a high polish on a piece 
without loss of lines and corners, which are inevitably 
buffed off by the modern 40-hour-week polisher. Few people 
are working today who can properly "blind polish" a flat 
side, say of an octagonal Colt cap-and-ball barrel, by using 
the underside of a leather and grit wheel. 

Some .gunsmiths can do a nice job of re-casehardening 
pistol and rifle frames, but the results seldom duplicate the 
original patterns and colors. The modern cyanide process 
leaves a wear-resisting "case" but the colors are thin and 
lack the contrast of old-time bone and leather pack hard- 
ening. Also, there is a possibility that the frame will warp 
and be a complete loss. 

Remington frames are typical in this condition, if some 
joker has thought that his old Remington would look bet- 
ter with a case-colored frame. They were not finished this 
way at the factory, and the worst case of warping I ever 
saw was on what had probably been a pretty good .44 
Army whose mis-guided owner had it color hardened. 
When he brought it to me to fix up his troubles, none of the 
chambers would line up with the barrel, and that pointed 
distinctly SE by E. 

Contrast in collectors' guns is seen in worn Colt Police 
Pistol (top) which saw service with Civil War officer. 
Pocket Model (bottom) is nearly new, was old -maid's. 

European wheellocks with fine, intricate ivory and 
pearl inlaid stocks offer maximum problem to the 
restorer. Few are alive today who can do this work. 

Incompetent restorer heavily buffed the engraved barrel of rare ivory-stocked wheellock Dutch pistol, 
removing most of the decorative engraving and leaving it highly polished before rebluing by modern method. 
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Generally speaking there are three 
kinds of people interested in the old 
guns. The original type is the pure col- 
lector. He wants nothing but the finest 
firearms in the same condition as when 
they left the factory a century or more 
ago. He puts his collection under glass 
and wouldn't dream of shooting any of 

I 
the guns, although usually guns in fine 
outside condition are also good shoot- 
ers. 

Then there is the shooter-collector. 
He likes them in good outside condi- 
tion but his first demand is that the 
bore be shootable. He will take a look 
and the brighter the bore, the brighter 
his smile. He wants to shoot this piece 
to see if he can do as well as grandpa 
did. He sticks to the methods of bygone 
years and wants the gun just the way it 
was made years ago. 

The last type of collector has 
sprung up in only the past few years. 
He likes to shoot targets or game with 
muzzle-loading firearms but is happy 
with a brand new modern piece with 
chromemolv barrel and modern micro- 
meter sights. If he can pick up an old 
timer in fine shape, he sees no harm in 
putting new slots in the barrel or screw 
holes in the tang for modern sights 
which are usually superior to original 
equipment. 

Each class thinks the other is a trifle 
fetched, but it is vossible for all to 
collect and enjoy black-powder shoot- 
ing in peace with the others. There is a 

Very rare "Leech & Rigdon C S A" Navy revolver could be seriously 
affected in value by too-heavily cleaning lightly-stamped barrel markings. 

unifying factor, what real estate men 
call "your equity in your ~ r o ~ e r t y . "  It 
amounts to simple cash terms, that 
when you have bought a gun, restored, 
rusty, or brand spanking new, it rep- 
resents dollars to you and a constant 
value which will not decrease. In fact, 
it may increase as the years go by. Any 
collector or shooter hates to take a 
beating on selling guns. Care and an 
appreciation of what others find valu- 
able in an old gun may go a long way 

toward making the difference between 
a finely restored profit or a chrome- 
plated loss. 

Many interesting guns can still be 
picked up from junk shops, attics and 
basements, or from old, long-neglected 
collections. The rust and dust of scores 
of years may be on them, or the results 
of generations of juvenile dry firing all 
too apparent. What should be done to 
these pieces in restoring that will satis- 
fy the collec- (Continued page 42) 

Delicate engraving on Colt New Police Pistol (shown about four times natural size) is very shallow. No  
abrasive cloth should ever be used to clean such guns, but only a little fine steel wool with oil. 



Armed with spear and gun, two loyal Africans stand guard in Kenya stronghold fortified with sharpened bamboo stakes. 

RELENTLESS H U N T  FOR M A U  M A U  TERRORISTS GOES ON I N  EAST AFRICAN 
COLONY OF KENYA WHERE EVERY WHITE MAN MUST CONTINUALLY CARRY GUN 

By HARVEY BRANDT 

HE ONE COUNTRY in the world where everyone-at land jungles of Kenya are meek, easily-caught prey corri- 
T l e a s t  everyone white--carries a gun is Kenya. the pared to the quarry called the Mau Mau. They are native 
British colony in East Africa. Here in the wild brush of Kikuyu tribesmen, revolting against colonial rule of white 
the back-country as well as in the city streets of Nairobi. men in Africa and embarked on a reign of blood and 
a relentless hunt continually goes on for the world's most savagery. For four years thousands of troops as well as 
dangerous game-man ! civilians have hunted down the hidden Mau Mau but still 

The lions and rhinoceros hunted on safari in the up- they lurk behind every tree in the jungle. 



Out  on patrol in jungle, loyalist militia is led by British offi- Dressed in standard jungle fighting dress of green and 
cer carrying Patchett automatic, improved version of Sten. brown, soldier carries beat-up Lee Enfield .303 rifle. 

Continual raids by Mau Mau gangs 
recall the days of Indian fighting on 
the American plains a century ago. 
Small farms are armed camps and 
above the leafy green of tropical trees 
on every farm rises a stone or brick 
tower with gun slits at the top. Well 
stocked with food, water, and ammuni- 
tion, this tower is the refuge in case 
of attack. With his Bren gun at hand. 
a guard stands constant vigil over the 
farm ready to sound an alarm if Mau 
Mau gangs approach. One feature of 
clothing has become a constant: everv - 
one carries a revolver no matter what 

police reports of dead victims of Man 
Mau frenzy. One man was found 
hacked almost beyond identification 
with the heavy Mau Mau short sword. 
the simi. He lay near his book case. 

Blockhouse-type structure similar to those of early American colonial days are Wius were killed by people from the 
used in Kenya to fight off Mau Mau and protect villages in 24-hour vigil. next room, but this did not save the 
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Gun captured from Mau Mau is examined by British officer. Such well-made guns are unusual. Most use rubber bands 
for springs, are more dangerous to user than target shot at. One  out of seven Mau Maus may be equipped with good gun. 

farmer who laid his pistol down in a moment of careless- 
ness. 

The attacks by the Mau Mau gangs became so severe 
that in October of 1952, a state of emergency was declared. 
Literally overnight Nairobi became an armed city. The 
stores were doing a rush business in every sort of firearm 
of every vintage. Even an 1847 Walker Colt from the days 
of the American war with Mexico turned up in the colony- 
wide scramble for guns! 

Regulations were passed permitting the open carrying 
of pistols and revolvers. While many sported belted weap- 
ons just out of "cowboyism," the danger was there, all 
about them. It was not safe to be without a gun, even in 
the "privacy" of one's own home. Devoted house servants 
had been known to secretly take the Mau Mau oath, and 
kill their employers. 

As a consequence, every home owner, every business- 
man, young ladies waiting for their escorts in the cocktail 
lounges of fashionable Nairobi clubs carried loaded pis- 
tols or submachine guns constantly. 

During the early part of 1952 large export houses of 
England got hurry-up calls for small arms and the Kenya 
market soon depleted the cream of the war-surplus weap- 
ons in England. Thousands of Colt and Smith & Wesson 
revolvers obtained by Britain under lend lease, and selected 
from government sales and held for delivery to American 
buyers, were diverted to Kenya. 

One firm possessed some 80 Smith & Wesson Model 
1899 Navy revolvers of a type so rare that all the listed 

descriptions of this model in the collector reference books 
are incorrect; even the "experts" had never seen one. 
Twelve of these guns were shipped to America, but the 
balance of the lot, along with 300 Smith & Wesson .38 
special revolvers, first offered for $8.40 each, were sent 
on to Kenya for twice that price. Sten guns and the more 
modern version, the Patchett, were issued by Army units 
to farmers, awaiting the shiploads of Lee-Enfields, Web- 
leys and Bren guns sent on from England. 

The Mau Mau managed to get a few guns, too. Their 
main source was from mass raids on police patrols or 
farmhouses. Talk of any outside influence aiding the 
gangs was denied, and the shoddy equipment of the Mau 
Maus, varied with an occasional British weapon, indicated 
their sources of supply were local. 

The Mau Mau were poorly armed, roughly one preci- 
sion weapon-which may be a revolver, shotgun or rifle- 
to each seven natives. The rank and file carried the short 
sword or simi, or home-made guns like the "zip guns" of 
American hoodlums. These were fabricated from curtain 
rods and inner tube rubber, with crudely-fashioned wooden 
stocks. 

In most cases these guns are more dangerous to the firer 
than to the British target. Ammunition of any size, in- 
cluding hiph-powered rifle cartridges, is jammed into the 
breech of the "zip gun" and a rubber-powered nail acts 
as a firing pin. Some of the better-constructed weapons 
do manage to send a bullet out of the barrel. British 
soldiers can always distinguish (Continued on page 54) 



By ROBERT J. KINDLEY 

In his Albuquerque shop, riflesmith Dick Hicks cuts 
rifling grooves in barrel blank moving cutter by hand. 
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R. HICKS - GUNSMITH 
Maker of Flintlock and Percussion 

Rifle Guns and Pistols. 
Kentucky Rifles and Pistols 

Restored and Repaired. 

HIS SIGN outside a little store in Albuquerque, New 
T M e x i c o ,  is no antique. but a fresh-painted sign out- 
side the gun shop of Richard Hicks. Here, 2,000 miles from 
Kentucky's dark and bloody ground where the famous rifle 
first made its appearance, and two hundred years removed 
in time, are being made exact replicas of the traditional 
Kentucky rifle, lock, stock and barrel. 

When I first visited Hick's shop I rather expected the 
gunsmith to be a crusty old craftsman, temperamental and 
close-mouthed. Surprisingly Dick turned out to be a 
pleasant 32-year-old ex-Marine. He was very willing to 
talk as long as the conversation centered around the long 
muzzle-loading rifles of our pioneer ancestors. Like the 
traditional gunmakers who originated the Kentucky, Dick is 
a busy and energetic craftsman. His shop is the hangout 
of every black powder enthusiast in Albuquerque. 

At present Dick turns out about three completely-fin- 
ished rifles a month plus finding time to sandwich a few 
of his fine flintlock pistols in between. In addition he 
repairs and restores original Kentuckies for collectors and 
shooters-restocking, "freshing out" bores, repairing and 
rebuilding locks, and boring out and re-rifling badly pit- 
ted or "shot out" barrels. 

This- Southwest gunmaker takes great pride in the fact 
that he builds his entire 1955 version Kentucky rifle from 
the raw material to the finished piece. He is one of the 
very few gunsmiths in the country doing this sort of work. 

The barrels of Hicks rifles are made from suitable 



2,000 MILES FROM WHERE FAMOUS RIFLE FIRST MADE 

ITS APPEARANCE, MODERN-DAY KENTUCKYS 

L ARE BEING PRODUCED BY EX-MARINE 

HAND-FINISHED 

AS IN OLD DAYS 

W I T H  SAME 

Spread eagle and serpents decorate patchboxes of two 
.45 caliber flint rifles built by Hicks for Dick Hart of 
Pasadena, California. Bottom rifle is two barrel "roll 
over" gun with one lock, two priming pans at breech. 

steel bar or tubing, the lock plates from sheet steel. Ham- 
mers and frizzens or what the old timers called "cocks" 
and "batterys" are sawed from steel plate. They are then 
filed to final shape. Brass parts are shaped from sheet 
metal or castings and finished by hand. Stocks are sawed 
from rough maple planks, then inletted and finished by 
hand. Dick does not cast his own triggerguards or butt 

From raw sawed wood and metal parts to the finished rifle there are many steps. Patient hand filing and draw knifing, 
followed by careful polishing and finishing with an eye to color and contour are skills needed to "carve" the rifle. 
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Starting with round solid bar, Hicks 
rifles barrels entirely within own shop 

Modern milling machine is used to 
cut the eight sides of the barrel. 

drills, reams and 
with power tools. 

Breech screw plug is fitted before barrel tang which 
holds barrel in stock is cut and filed from plug end. 

Hammer and frizzen are jig-sawed Hicks' lock design replaces old, fragile 
from steel plate and filed to shape. flat spring with durable wire coil. 

After metal parts have been finished, they are let into stock which is carefully chiseled and sanded to shape. 
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plates. These are moulded by a local foundry from pat- - 
terns of the gunsmith's own design. 

Springs, made from high grade tool steel, are roughly 
shaped with a metal cutting band saw, filed to shape, pol- 
ished, and then heat treated. All steel parts, with the ex- 
ception of the barrel, are case-hardened for color and 
durability. The barrels are brown finished by Dick's 
own rust process which is as authentic and as 
lasting as that on original Kentucky rifles. 

The well-equipped shop where the 
Alburqueque gunsmith turns out his 
fine Kentucky rifles is about 
10 by 20 feet, and though 
r a t h e r  cramped, is 
conveniently ar- Dick has im- 
ranged.  roved matters a little 

with electric power and 
modern tools. He chucks a 

piece of round stock in the lathe. 
The diameter of the blank is determined 

by the customer's order as to the weight of 
the finished octagon barrel. The blank is drilled, 

reamed, and moved to the rifling machine. After rif- 
ling, the barrel is set up in the milling machine and slabbed 
true to an octagonal shape. 

With the flats milled, the barrel is cut to length, the rear 
end drilled and tapped for the breech plug, and the flash 
hole drilled. If it is to be a flintlock it is bushed but if per- 
cussion, a hand-shaped "snail" breech plug is fitted, hold- 
ing the percussion cone. This particular design of plug 
for a percussion rifle gives faster, surer ignition than the 
drum type. Finally, the dovetail slots are cut for the front 
and rear sights. 

Single-shot Kentucky pistols Hick's barrel drilling and reaming set-up is rather unique. 
in both flintlock and per- Two lathe beds have been aligned and bolted to the top 

cussion styles are also made of a long I-beam making a bed long enough to drill a four 
by Hicks to match his rifles, foot hole. The drill bit is brazed to the end of a long, 

straight brass rod. During the drilling operations one 
end of the barrel blank is chucked up in a four-jaw chuck 
while the other is supported by a center rest. The drill 
bit shank is clamped in a special holder on the tool post 
and a long screw clamped between the ways of the lathe 
bed allows the bit to be fed into the barrel by hand as it 

His equipment includes a rifling machine, a lathe with 
a long bed for drilling and reaming barrels, a milling 
machine, a small bench lathe, metal cutting band saw, drill 
press, belt and disc sander, various grinding and polishing 
tools, an acetylene brazing outfit, and a high speed router. 
The wall behind the bench where he does his stock work is 
covered by scores of hand tools~chisels,  gouges, scrapers, 
rasps, and racks of files of various shapes and sizes. With 
this array of power and hand tools and "know how7' ac- 
quired by experience, he is equipped to reproduce any 
flintlock or percussion rifle or pistol. 

In making a rifle, either percussion or flintlock Dick 
starts with the barrel. Gunsmiths of an earlier day used 
to laboriously hand-forge their barrel blanks from scrap 
metal around an iron mandrel, which was knocked out 
prior to drilling and reaming. Afterwards, the rough 
barrel which had been hammered into an irregular oc- 
tagon shape, was ground on a water-powered grindstone 
to make the eight barrel flats true. Final finishing was 
done by slow, tedious draw filing, striking up the barrel 
till it was true by "eye." 

revolves. 
Hicks' barrels are drilled by modern deep-hole drills, but 

in reaming he resorts to one of the oldest tools of the 
trade, the armorer's bit. This is simply a squared piece 
of ground and hardened steel, mounted on a long rod. This 
reamer gives a mirror-finish bore with a slight choke at the 
muzzle end. 

Rifling is done using a hand-powered rifling machine. 
The cutter is mounted on a long rod and is pulled, rather 
than pushed, through the bore. It is an extension of a drum 
which carries a curved rod spotted to its outside. This rod 
makes a curve equivalent to one turn in 48", and the rifling 
cutter follows this path through the reamed bore, cut- 
ting the groove to the same pitch. Grooves are cut .007" 
to .008" and the .45 caliber rifling is one turn in 48", 
which Dick feels is correct for that size of round ball. 

Judging from the accuracy of his rifles, his feeling is 
right. 

Most of Hick's rifles are .45 caliber, a size which was a 
favorite among Kentucky riflemen. Other popular calibers 
made are .38, .41 and -50's. An average rifle has a 40" bar- 
rel, but any reasonable length can (Continued on page 48) 



By STUART MILLER 

Confederate Gardner Cartridge 

R AREST of American cartridges as a class are those made 
by the Confederacy. Compared with the many types 

of cartridges used by Union forces in the Civil War, the 
Confederates didn't come up with many new ones. One 
they were rather proud of was the "Gardner." A footnote 
in the Confederate Ordnance Manual states: "A method 
of attaching the paper cartridges directly to the ball has 
been invented by F. J. Gardner and is in use at the Con- 
federate Laboratory at Richmond." 

The Gardner bullet had quite a cavity in the base, some- 
thing on the order of the Minie bullet. The upper end of 
the paper envelope that was to contain the powder charge 
was inserted into this cavity. It was held in place by a thin 
lead cup that was forced into the cavity, wedging the paper 
in place. The powder was then inserted and the other end 
of the paper emelope folded in the usual manner. 

The cartridge shown was for use in the "Mississippi 
Rifle," or other caliber .54 rifle. Other Gardner cartridges 
were made in .57 or .58 caliber for use in the captured .58 
Springfields, or the common imported Enfield rifles. These 
cartridges were much more difficult to manufacture than 
the usual folded and rolled type and were never common, 
even then. 

The cartridge information in the Confederate Ordnance 
Manual is disappointing. It duplicates the U. S. Ordnance 
Manual of 1861 in all but a few places. The book's preface 
states: "It mav be added that the labor of Ordnance officers 
now in the service of the Confederate states has contributed 
to this new edition of the United States Manual." Histori- 
cally, I like my copy very much as it was owned by "S. H. 

Coleman. 1st Lieutenant. Artry. P. A. C. S. April 23, 1863. 
Army of Northern Virginia." Some day I may find out 
something about him. 

One thing the Manual missed was a description of the 
Sharps cartridge. A Virginia collector writes that he has 
secured an empty wooden ammunition case marked "1000 
Sharps rifle cartridges Cal. 52 Richmond Arsenal, July 
1864." Seems that the Sharps was popular with both sides, 
but there were not any cartridges left in the case. It leaves 
us wondering how the southern variety differed from the 
usual ones. 

Plastic Cartridges 
Solid plastic cartridges were used by the Germans in 

World War I1 to reduce military consumption of metal for 
non-shooting ammunition. Both 8mm rifle and 9mm pistol 
training dummies are fairly common, and were used to 
familiarize rookies-or whatever they were called in the 
German army-with the method of loading their weapons 
without any danger of accidental firing. 

In order to prolong the life of the cartridge they were 
made with steel heads having a rim for the extractor and 

a hole to allow the firing pin to fly forward undamaged. 
The 9mm and 8mm dummies have been found in both red 
and black plastic; there appears to be no special signi- 
ficance to the colors. Bill Woodin of Tucson, Arizona- 
a specialist in this field-tells me that plastic and steel 
dummies were also made for the huge 7.92mm antitank 
rifle, the 20mm Solothurn, and the 20mm Oerlikon flak 

shells. While the cartridges are strong, they are also 
brittle, and it is common to find examples with the bullet 
noses chipped due to feeding difficulties. 

Experimental work has been done in Germany and else- 
where on plastic shotshells. A Holland firm has been pro 
ducing the "Robijn" shell with a clear plastic case so 
that the shot size can be seen at a glance. However, these 
German training rounds seem to be the only plastic cart- 
ridges that got into production during the war. I've won- 
dered if they were ever made in any other common cali- 
bers, such as the 7.9mm Kurz for the MP 43 or 44 machine 
pistols or the 13mm and 15mm machine guns. 

Caveat Emptor 
Fakes are invading the field of cartridge collecting. An 

Eastern collector was complaining about the number of 
faked specimens of the monster 70-150 Winchester cart- 
ridge being sold in his part of the country. The big .70 
caliber shell was made for a unique special rifled Win- 
chester lever action shotgun, back in the 1880's. It was 
strictly a toolroom job, and was never produced, but the 
Winchester crew put samples of the ammunition on their 
display cartridge boards. 

Often this cartridge, which apparently was only issued 
from the factory on a cartridge board. is offered separateh. 
These are usually made from brass 12 gauge shot shells 
nicked to the proper dimensions and loaded. The one that 
1 saw was a good copy as far as case measurements went. 
but the bullet profile was not right and it was easy to spot 
when compared with the authentic cartridge board dummy. 
If these shells were made. marked and sold as "replicas." 
it would be bad enough. but they are peddled at a fancy 
price as genuine specimens. 

Question Marks 
"I enjoyed Major Dowell's article on the seven-barelled 

crow's nest guns in the June issue of GUNS. very much. 
But can you supply any more information on the cartridges 
for this weapon?" J. T.. Pontiac, Mich. 

In Adye's "The Bombardier and Pocket Gunner.'' first 
edition (London) 1801. under "Cartridges for Small 
Arms." they list: "7 bar. gui~s--ll/~ drms powder contained 
in each cartridge. 14 cartridges packed in one bundle. 
1000 contained in one keg." Then under the heading of 
"Balls-of lead of different natures," the book lists: "7 bar- 
rel guns 46% balls to the pound. .46 diameter in inches. 
104160 made from one ton of lead. Lead balls are packed 
in boxes each containing one cwt. (Continued on page 41) 



THE FASTEST SHOOTER ALIVE 
(Continued from page 27) 

Show was thrilling millions, while Ad and 
Plinky Topperwein toured the nation putting 
on exhibition shoots for their sponsor, the 
Winchester Company. Such showmen- 
marksmen proved a thousand times over 
that American rifles, shotguns and ammuni- 
tion could shoot dependably, accurately, and 
lightning fast. Breaking several clay birds 
tossed into the air with a pump shotgun was 
an occasional feat, while "drawing" a profile 
of an Indian or cowboy on a sheet of tin 
with .22 rifle shots drew large audiences. 
Rush Razee, exhibition shooter for Reming- 
ton Arms Co., and Captain A. H. Hardy, the 
noted marksman formerly of Denver, Colo- 
rado, all influenced Ed McGivern's interest 
in what was to be more than a hobby. 

McGivern devoted most of his life to ex- 
perimenting and proving that the unbeliev- 
able and impossible in pistol shooting could 
actually be performed. So incredible were 
some of his exploits that there were many 
skeptics. People wouldn't believe that Mc- 
Givern could do some of his shooting stunts 
without some magic or mystery-some gim- 
mick. His frequent articles which appeared 
in various outdoor magazines in the 20's 
spent much time trying to show that there 
was no "trick" but hard work. 

Practice on thrown clay birds revealed 
some facts to McGivern that ordinary shoot- 
ing would never have shown. He reached 
a "turn in the road" as he called it, after 
which he really progressed towards becom- 
ing an expert shot. 

"I had learned to 'squeeze and control 
the trigger,' " he recalls. "I also had learned 
to align the sights about even with the 
bottom of the marble, or any other target, 
letting it sort of ride on the top of the 
sights somewhat as military shooting is done. 
In this way, if a good central line shot was 
made, the target while falling had to cross 
its entire diameter in front of the gun 
muzzle or line of the bullet's flight to escape 
being hit, something it found it could not, 
or at least did not, do. Here enters in a 
big way the time factor. 

"Soon I learned that if the gun was held 
in that position in relation to the marble or 
other small target, and the body was very 
gradually bent forward, thus gradually mov- 
ing muzzle of gun downward, this action 
would enable the shooter to keep the muzzle 
of the gun in correct alignment, and also in 
correct relation to the downward, or falling, 
movement of the marble for a very short 
distance during which time the trigger was 
being squeezed, the hammer falling, the ig- 
nition taking place and the bullet speeding 
out to connect with the target." 

McGivern's appreciation of the need for 
correct timing in following through is 
something shotgunners and golfers know 
about, but pistol shooters trained on sta- 
tionary targets can develop habits of control 
which will make shooting at moving targets 
difficult. 

His "secrets" in this were summed up by 
McGivern as: learn to use the sights quickly 
and accurately on moving targets; squeeze 
and control the trigger properly and coordi- 
nate this with the pistol motion; learn to 
fire a perfect line shot and do it in a regular 
and approximately uniform space of time. 
Following these goals will bring the shooter 

to a highly developed degr (ill on 
aerial targets. Although shi stances 
less than the sixty to 150 teet ot static 
pistol shooting, aerial targets are far from 
easy. When you do get to bust 'em every 
time, there is a rewarding feeling not pres- 
ent in mere hole-punching at paper targets. 

Selection of a proper firearm for his work 
led McGivern into an interesting field of 
study: mechanical speed of operation of 
manually-operated revolvers. Previously, Mc- 
Givern hail used automatics such as the 
Savage 10-shot .32's for some of his work. 
Surprisingly, he discovered that they could 
not be fired fast enough for his type of 
shooting. With the automatic pistol held 
more or less vertically, for overhead shots 
at thrown marbles or "birds," gravity alone 
might have slowed the slide in counter- 
recoil. Revolvers were plainly the answer, 
for McGivern's stubby, powerful trigger 
finger could just twitch that trigger faster 
than an auto pistol could function. So he 
decided to test some revolvers. 

There were of course only two makes of 
revolvers worth considering in the knock- 
down-and-drag-out sort of endurance shoot- 
ing he planned to try. One was the Colt 
Officer's Model with adjustable sights in .38 
Special caliber; the other was the Smith & 
Wesson target model (adjustable sights) 
Military and Police, the forerunner of to- 
day's K-38 models. 

Timing was critical . . . . a second was a 
long, long space of time to McGivern's itchy 
trigger finger. Electric contact devices were 
made to install on the trigger guard, regu- 
lated so that the trigger in full rear position 
with the hammer just releasing would trip 
the circuit. Stop watch timing, even by 
many witnesses, had proved to be entirely 
too slow to check out the five shot bursts 
which McGivern and other shooters trig- 
gered off. C. M. McCutcheon, an expert 
pistol shooter of the 1920's, had tried this 
and McGivern felt that he was handicapping 
himself unnecessarily by poor visual timing. 
The electric timers which McGivern worked 
out could not err: they gave the correct 
time to a tenth of a second for each shot 
or burst of shots. 

To see which firearm was most suitable 
for his needs, McGivern made a crank test- 
ing stand. The revolver was clamped solidly 
into the stand, and an arm pivoted to an ec- 
centric connected to the trigger. By turning 
the crank the gun could be made to click 
very rapidly. Both Colts and S & W's were 
clamped into this rig for testing. 

"The timer was used in connection with 
the rapid fire machine which gave us % 
second for six shots," says McGivern, "thi- 
being as near accurate as any mechanical 
means can be arranged to catch it. The Colt 
gun was the only one that stood this ex- 
treme speed and functioned properly. No 
one was able to tie up the .38 Officer's 
Model Colt loaded or empty. Continuous 
running of the machine with this revolver 
attached failed to show any balk in the gun 
of any kind." 

McGivern had heard that the Smith & 
Wesson .38 target revolver was the fastest 
hand operated gun on the market. "Not 
being inclined, from my own experience 
along this line, to believe it, I decided to 

NEW! 
light "sporter" weight 
target rif le accuracy 

7-Shot Bolt Action 

Clip Type Repeater ~k 

Here's the perfect 
rifle for shooters who 
demand more than 
just accuracy i n  a 

porter" piece. Mossberg's 
new 140K model. Has all 
the features a good target 
rifle should have. Yet, it's 
lighter than conventional 
target rifles. Excellent for 
plinking and easy handling. 

Note the sleek "Spotter" type lines. . . 
open sights. . . Monte Carlo stock. . . 
24%" long barrel . . . molded finger grips 
and adjustable trigger pull. Receiver 
grooved for Mossberg 4M4 scope and 
drilled for peep sight. 

The ideal rifle for rifle clubs and informal 
riflemen "outings." See this new Mossberg 
at your dealer's or write to factory for 
free literature. 

Your dealer invites 
you to see this new 
Mossberg Model 140K 

. - 
'$1 higher west of Rockies 

0. F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC. 
54507 St. John Street, New Haven 5, Corm. 



WESTERN-MADE GUN RACK 
MODEL "C": Deluxe 4-gun rack (above) i n  
clear lacquer finish. M a d e  o f  pine,-each 
d o o r  decorated w i t h  a cal f -hai r  steerhead. 
24"  wide, 28"  high, 5%" deep. Shipped 
ready  f o r  your  wall. Price: $14.95. Ex- 
press charges collect. 

MODEL "N": Same as  above, except  i n  
solid mahogany. Price: $19.95, express 
charges collect. 

OR BUILD THEM YOURSELF! 
MODEL "G": Pine, knocked-down kit, 
sanded a n d  ready  t o  assemble i n  a f e w  
minutes. Less paints a n d  Steerheads: 
$9.95 plus 75c  postage. 

MODEL "M": Ki t  i n  sol id mahogany. 
$12.95 plus 7% postage. 

THE BRANDING IRON 

3441 E. Blacklidge Dr. Tucson, Arizona 

have the machine built to handle the guns 
just as they would be handled by the human 
hand, without the uncertain muscular action 
of the hand to contend with," notes McGiv- 
ern. He tested the Colt both empty and 
loaded. First primed shells only were used, 
but the primers set back and caused the 
cylinder to bind. Blanks were next tried, 
and proved satisfactory. 

He adds: "We kept increasing the speed 
with each loading until we could not turn it 
any faster; everything so far okay." He 
worked up to 158 grain factory loads, firing 
about 200 of these with excellent results. No 
lead shaving in the slightest was observed: 
all primers were centrally struck. Top speed 
gave reports so close together that none of 
his 16 witnesses could tell how many shots 
had actually been fired from the cylinder. 
Five Colts were tested in all with practically 
the same results. 

Replacing the Colts by Smith & Wessons 
of the M & P model gave some interesting 

RUGER SLIDE LOCK 
Keeps Bol ts  Open After Last Shot 

FITS ALL MODELS-NO TOOLS NEEDEO- -. .$2.00 
RAY COUTU 

- 

65-AR Warner Building 
s t  4, . . P A T E N T  L A W Y E R  

Send for 
PATENT f-$E!YATION REG'sTERED ATTORNEY 

INVENTOR'S RECORD uASSO;IA;E, 
Ob'igOtiOn Patent Attorney & Advmsot 

GUSTAVE MILLER U.S. Navy Dept. 1930-1947 

results. With gun empty, at high speed, it 
stuck. Three S & W's were tested, all stick- 
ing at high speed. With blanks at high 
speed, the cylinder passed the stops or 
"throwed by" and the cartridges did not 
fire, the firing pin striking off center. At 
no time could they get the gun going for 
less than % seconds for six shots, barely 50 
percent as fast as the Colt. 

McGivern reported that with service loads, 
"Smith & Wesson stuck several times, stop- 
ping the machine entirely, breaking the end 
of the rod that runs from the trigger to small 
wheel four different times. Naturally we con- 
cluded and still think, with mighty good 
reason, that the Colt mechanism is far su- 
perior to any other made today for rapid 
fire purposes." That statement was made in 
1918. It gives rise to some interesting 
speculation as to the reaction of the Smith 
& Wesson Company when this was published. 

Whether Messrs. Harold and Douglas 
Wesson were directly concerned with Ed 
McGivern's use of their revolvers before this 
speed test is not known, but they certainly 
were afterwards. The records which Mc- 
Givern subsequently hung up-all with 
Smith & Wesson revolvers-testifies to the 
fact that some changes were made. 

McGivern's ability to shoot accurately 
from the hip prompted me to ask how he 
knew he had the gun pointed accurately at 
an object without deliberate aiming with the 
sights. 

"You know you have it pointed accurately 
by the way i t  feels in your hand through 
subconscious control developed as a result of 
constant practice," he said. "You have to 
learn how to hold the gun correctly first by 
deliberate aiming practice on a target, get- 

HOLLYWOOD "MICROME. 
TER" SHOT MEASURE. Re- 
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shotshell reloading - 

$24.50 
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Any gauge 410 t o  wi th speed dies. All gauges 410 t o  

HOLLYWOOD "TURRET" 
RELOADING TOOLS. Shown 
a t  left side set-up for 
shotshell reloading. Be- 
low s e t - ~  for r i f le  or 
pistol reloading. A fast 
versatile production tool. 

HOLLYWOOD "TURRET" 
RELOADING TOOL. 
Stripped - $88.00 

HOLLYWOOD RELOADING DIES. Made 
for a l l  caliber of r i f le  pistol and HOLLYWOOD METAL BULLET 

1 ' revolver shells. A set1- $12.50 SWAGING DIES. From 22 to 375 ' caliber. Per set - $39.50 
; & HOLLYWOOD PISTOL AND REVOLVER 

SWAGING DIES. For 38 spec. 44 HOLLYWOOD CHRONOGRAPH. A 
spec., and 45. Other calibers later. # precision instrument. Complete 
Per set - $36.00 less battery. Net - $97.50 Ã 

RIFLE, P ISTOL A N D  SHOTSHELL C O M P O N E N T S  CARRIED IN STOCK 

FREE LITERATURE - DISCOUNTS T O  DEALERS - A B O V E  PRICES PREPAID 



ting used to holding it and pointing it the 
correct way so that when you shoot from 
the waist you subconsciously control the 
gun correctly. You can't start out shooting 
from the hip or the waist; you have to work 
u p  to it systematically. You have to use the 
sights first to get the right 'feel' of the gun. 
And keep the arms close to the body near 
the belt; don't flap your arms around. In  
two-gun shooting, keep the guns quite close 
together and arms close to body while point- 
ing them straight ahead. And very im- 
portant, to correct a poor aim for the second 
and following shots do not move the hands 
or arms separately, hut twist the body slight- 
ly to the left or right to correct the aim; also 
forward or back to correct elevation." 

McGivern has a specially-constructed 
quick draw holster cut in below the trigger 
guard "so that you can place your finger cor- 
rectly on the trigger while the gun is still 
in the holster." He points out: "The first grip 
on the gun is the one that you carry through 
with-without changing. The top rear part 
of the holster is cut away so that the end 
of the barrel can clear the holster quicker. 

"When you are drawing the gun out, you 
also press the grip down so that as  the bar- 
rel clears the holster, it  is already pointed 
forward. Everything is directed to eliminat- . - 
ing unnecessary motion and consequent lo 
of speed. And you twist your hip slightly ! 
that the holster is drawn away from tl 
gun." ( 

GENUINE 

- 
Ivory, pearl or Genuine Natural, Unbreakable Stag 

Per Pair 
COLT Siag 

Bisley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $9.00 
Single Action Army . . . . . .  7.00 
New Service . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.75 
Army Special . . . . . . . . . . .  6.75 
Official Police . . . . . . . . . .  6.26 
Police Positive N.M. . . . . .  5.25 

~ ~ 

Bankers or 
. . . . . .  Detective Special 5.25 

Police positive O.M. . . . . . .  4.50 
Pocket Positive . . . . . . . . .  3.50 
.22 Woodsman old model. . 6.25 
.45 Auto. Government . . 6.25 
2 8  Super 2 2  Ace . . . . . . .  6.25 
.32 or .380 Auto. . . . . . . . .  4.50 
.25 Pocket Auto. . . . . . . . .  3.50 

SMITH 6 WESSON 
Magnum Style Grips 

.357, 1905, 1908 . . . . . .  9.00 
K.22, K.38, new model . . .  9.00 
Standard Style Grips 
Reaulotion Police . . . . . . .  8.00 
.44 .45 Model 1917, 1908 6.00 
K.22, .38 Sq. Butt, 

1905 O.M. . . . . . . . . . . .  5.50 
1902 rd but t  . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 - - 

.32 H.E., .38 T.B. . . . . . . .  3.50 

.32 N.D., .38 N.D. . . . . . . .  3.50 
REMINGTON Derringer . . 3.50 
RUGER Single Six . . . . . . .  7.00 
*Not Available In Pearl. 

Pearl 01 
Ivory 

$1 7.003 
16.00 
15.00 
9.00 
9.00 
7.75 

7.75 
6.50 
4.50 

15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
7.50 
4.50 

17.00s 
17.00 

11.50 
9.00 

8.00 
7.00 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 

16.00 

GRIPS WILL FIT YOUR OWN GUN as they were 
made and fitted for standard factory frames. 

Sold by Dealers, Gunsmiths or Direct 

Send 25c Today for  Big 
New 48 Page Illustrated Catalog "G" 

FRANK MITTERMEIER 
3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y, 

CARTRIDGES 
(Continued from page 38) 

About four pounds of lead in a cwt are gen- 
erally lost in casting." 

As this was written six years before the 
gun was introduced into the navy, I wrote 
Major Dowell, and asked his opinion as to 
what the army used them for. He has not 
been able to find anything definite on i t  yet, 
but he imagined that they were issued to the 
artillery to protect gun batteries from cavalry 
charges. 

"I have just received a couple of .380 auto 
pistol cartridges with odd headstamps. One 
is 'S.A.CO .380 A.S.P.' The other is  'REM- 
UMC .380 C.A.P.H.' What is their tranla- 
tions?"-C.L., Minneapolis. 

The first is by the Savage Arms Company, 
and is for their .380 Automatic Savage Pis- 
tol. The other is for the .380 Colt Automatic 
Pistol Hammerless model. First introduced 
around 1908-9. @ 

PHOTO CREDITS: 12 to 15Ã‘Jo Carricato- 16 to 19- 
Royal Armory Stockholm- 20 to 22-~lfred J. Goerg- 
23-~ushnell'& Co. ~ l f red  J. Goerg; 24-Ed ~c~iver ;  
Smith & Wesson; 2 5 ~ ~ d  McGivern; 26-Ed McGivern, 
June Moncure; 27-Ed McGivern; 28Ã‘Walter Art Gal- 
lery 29-Doc Davis Walters Art Gallery Royal Museum 
~tockholm- 30-D F .  Stein F. D. ~oosevelt ~ibrary' 
31 to 33Ã‘~ritish1nformatio Service; 34 to 37-~eah 
Heath; 38Ã‘Sta Holden. 

1 FAMOUS ENFIELD RIFLES 1 

Popular P-14 .303 British Caliber. 6-shot re- 
peater; bolt-action, 26" barrel. Develo ed 
by the great British Armory and manufac- 
tured by Winchester Remington and Eddy- 
stone. Very good' to excellent. Supply 
limited. 

1 A M M U N I T I O N  
~t Lowest Prices! I I 

.303 British Cal. (Winchester Mfg.)- 
$6.00 per 100 rounds. 
.30-06 Springfield Ammo a t  lowest price 
ever offered-only $5.50 per 100 rounds. 
$45.00 per thousand in metal-lined cases 
containing 1500 rounds. 

FAMOUS ENFIELD BARRELLED-ACTION 
Chambered for .30-06 - Readv to Stock! , - 

Jus t  what you need to huild that inexpensive, 
hard-shooting .30-06 custom sporter. Popular 
M1917 Enfield bolt action on a 26" rugged mili- 
t r y  Â¥el-manufacture  by Winchester, Remina. 
ton or Eddystone. Very good to excellent. NEW 
ENFIELO FITTED MILITARY 
STOCKS also available at only 99c 
each. $29.50 

.45 and .455 Cal. 
SSW and COLT 

"New Service 
Model", Re- 
volvers. power- 
ful & accurate. 

.455 Caliber 
BRITISH WEBLEY 
and Enfield Sewic 
4 '  and 6" barrel 
The Official Revolver* 
of the British Forces. 

Re-altered t o  shoot .45 ACP Ammunition-$2.00 
additional. 
3 8  S6W Cat. Enfield Revolvers, very good to 
perfect, only $19.50. 

EACH HANDGUN SUPPLIED WITH A NEW 
HOLSTER-LIMITED TIME ONLY 

- SHIPPED DUTY FREE 

~^.T~S'A Attractive Discounts to Dealers 1 

1011 BLEURY ST., M O N T R E A L  1, QUE. 

G U N  CABINETS PLANS 

B U I L D  I T  Y O U R S E L F  
Plans & Patterns Now Available! 

Plans include Full Size Patterns, complete bills of 
material and cover all  details of construction. You will 
find it a pleasure to work from such elaborate, and yet 
easy-to-follow, working plans. 

The beautiful and ruggedly designed Gunherth* shown 
above is a "SPORTSMAN" model in 7 gun size (over- 
all dimensions 20" W. 72" H, 13" D). The nocks are 
self-centering and are designed t o  place any type of gun. 
The butt platform includes an  exclusive "gun tilt" for 
solid placement. Ample space allowed for 'scope mounts. 
The open view shows the spacious compartments for 
n o ,  components and all  other shooting equipment. 

SPORTSMAN" Gunberth models are also available in 
11 and 15 gun sizes, which contain 2 deep drawers in  
addition to the  compartments for extra storage. 

Complete Sets o f  Working Plons For: 
7 Gun Size (Illustrated). ....... .only $3.50 ppd. 
11 Gun Size (38" wide). ........ .only 4.95 ppd. 
IS Gun Size (50" wide), ......... only 5.50 ppd. 

"Pistol-Berth1'* 
12 Gun Size + 

50"w, 26" h, 4" d 

Working Plans for "PISTOL-BERTH" With Twin Doors 
Complete for 12. 20 and 28 gun sizes.. . . .  .$2.95 pd 
WOrknng Plans for "PlSTOL-BERTHsv With Single goo; 
Complete for 6, 10. and 14 s u n  sizes. .... .$1.95 P P ~ .  . . . ~ 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
The same specially designed Pistol-Berth Brackets (for 

holding handguns) used in this cabinet are now available 
t o  You and a t  a special low price. The Pistol-Berth 
Brackets are screw-in type and made of rubber covered 
steel. One pair consists of one small bracket for barrel 
end and one larger bracket for grip end. Remember th is  
i s  a special offer and for a limited time only! 

Send for Your "Pistol-Berth" Brackets Today! 
6 pai r . .  . . .  .$2.75 ppd. 12 pai r . .  ... .$4.95 ppd. 

"Showmaster" 
+ 5 Gun Size 

53" w, 48" h, 6" d 
Your Guns Too. can 

he beautifully displayed 
in a NEW, Gunberth 
' S h o w m a s t e r " !  The 
Showmaster neries. ail 
a l l  models, can he had 
in a 3, 4, or 5 gun size 
m o d d  illustrated) and 
models placing 2 guns 
per se t  of brackets are 
a s  available in 6, 8 
and 10 gun sizes. 

Complete Plons for "Showmaster" Series: 
.. For a n  t i d i n g  :3, 4 and 5 Gun Sizes. .$2.95 ppd. . For Plans including 0, 8 and 10 Gun Sizes..  4.95 ppd. 

Rubber-Covered. Steel Gun Brackets For You! 
The same specialiy desigmed Gunherth e rackets (for 
holding rifles and shotguns) as used in the  "Showmaster" 
(shown above; are now available t o  you a t  a special 
reduced price. Brackets are screw-in type and made of 
rubber covered steel. Easy to use . . .  simply screw into 
wooden wall or panel. Protect your guns! Send-in. NOW 

. .  3 pr. (for 3 guns). .. .$1.95 ppd. 5 pr.. .$2.95 ppd. 

READY-CUT CABINET KITS 
ALSO AVAILABLE . . . .  
Details on Kits, Plans and Hard- 

~ ( ~ ~ n i ~ ~ e ~ i f f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ h a ~ ~ ~ :  
able) are all listed in NEW. EXCLU- 
SIVE, "HANDBOOK", The "Hand- 
hook' I contains working draw- ; A HANDBOOK... 
i n  and all  facts you should know ~ V D W W C ~  *ti 7-v SWUL* 

on design. layout and construction 1 xw',, OM "' 'w'" "" 

h e  you buy or huild any gun [ ~ f l ~ ~ : ? ~ ~ ~ , e : e ~  
cabinet. Send in Today! For Big, 11- I nu. m nwm O**.ALK u m  

lustrated 32 Page "HANDBOOK". . . .  .91.00 ppd. ! ' ~ ~ A V A ~ W  PLANS L m PATTERNS 2, t * w * * ~  ..... *Copyright . . . .  

COLADONATO BRDS., Dept. 6121. Hazleton. Pa. 
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OLD GUNS 
(Continued from page 30) 

f Complete with mounts, bases. . $98.50 
Recoil Spring $3.00 Extra 

PIED PIPER CALL 

2 0  yards. You have the darndest 

tor-shooter, cr  modern muzzle-gun fan? 
The beginner's first impulse when he gets 

a rusty old gun is to rush to the nearest steel 
power brush and scour the metal parts. Or 
with coarse emery cloth he scratches away 
until the surface is bright, although prob- 
ably not smooth. He then uses lots of muscle 
and sandpaper on the stock, and on the brass 
inlays, if any. 

When he is through the results are fearful 
and wonderful to behold, and later he wishes 
h r  hadn't done it. 

To clean the steel parts of an old gun the 
best tool is a piece of scrap brass held easily 
in the hand, with one edge sharpened by 
filing square. Used like a wood plane or 
spokeshave this simply planes the high rust 
spots off. The brass will need frequent re- 
sharpening but it will not harm the basic 
finish. It may leave traces of brass on the 
surface but these can be wiped off with an 
oily rag. I t  is amazing how smooth even the 
finish can be made without scratching down 
to bare metal. If the original finish was blue, 
a pleasant surprise may result, with much 
more color showing up than one might ex- 
pect. If brown, the original smooth light 
color can sometimes be restored. 

Very fine 000 or 0000 steel wool with oil 
on i t  will help in the final stages, but be 
careful not to overdo with this. Sometimes 
even a motor-driven circular steel brush may 
be used without harm, provided the wire size 
does not exceed .005" and only light pressure 
is used. This is particularly useful in clean- 
ing out checkered surfaces such as the 
tliumbpiece of hammers. 

One very common problem is worn and 
rounded screw-slots. Don't compound the 

Antique or ~ o d e r n  Guns 17 
Expertly appraised 
We Buy - Sell - Trade New or 

Used Guns - Gun Parts 
BARLOW'S GUN SHOP 

SMILEY CASE TRIMMER # 55 
W I T  THE NEW PRESS-F IT  PILOTS 

T H E  LEADER I N  DESIGN.  PERFORMANCE, 
AND VALUE. 

FOUR N E W  MODELS NOW A V A I L A B L E  
The Only case trimmer made that trims and deburrs 
both inside & outside i n  one operation-The fast- I est & K n e s t - e d  comlete trimmer. One station- 
ary collet takes all  cases-~uaranteed. N o  other 
trimmer can compare i n  speed and performance, 
Test all. FREE FOLDER 

Sold by Dealers Everywhere 

G. T. SMILEY COMPANY 
Box 54 Clipper Gap, California 



"Now here's my de.al for you. Some time ago I got word "Some of these guns a r e  so old they look like they had 
t h a t  Scotland Yard wanted to unload a rogue's gallery fud bows and arrows traded in on them. Some of them a r e  
of ~ i s t o l s  and  revolvers tha t  they've been liltinp off 61 guns I never even heard of. They aren ' t  in mint condition I 

I hereby state that 1 am a citizen o f  the United Stotes and that I have never been convicted in any court 
of the United States, the several states, territories, possessions or the District of Columbia o f  a crime of 1 m y  HTTXTTER 
violence, nor am I at present under indictment or a fugitive from justice. n GL29 West b u r o a n k  Bou levard  i-urnank 530, Cal i forn ia 

HY HUNTER'S BRASS BOUND 
IRON CLAD GUARANTEE 

SIGNATURE 
If you don't like It return It within 30 d a y  of 
tha date you receive I t  and tha store will refund 

DATE AGE your money pronto. 



43 DIFFERENT BULLETS - Accepted Everywhere for Depend- 
able Performance. Many popular types: spitzer soft point, 
round nose, flat nose cannelured for game, varmint or target. 
Tops for accuracy.. flat trajectory. . and reliable expansion. 
'Tops' with sportsmen all over the world. ------------- 
FIRST EDITION. . AND ALREADY IT'S TOPS' - Contains the 
EXACTING information every handloader has asked for. . an 
invaluable reference book . . fully illustrated handloading 
instructions . . over 1650 actual chronographed loads . . 
covers 3 7  different cartridges . . ballistic tables and load- 
ing data . . yours for just $2.00. 

FOR PERFECT GUN CARE - SPEER PATCHES ARE TOPS' . . . 
NEW special silicone oil treated . . prevents rust and bore 
corrosion. . lubricates for smooth operation . . protects ex- 
terior gun surfaces . . effective at  all temperatures and will 
not evaporate. Rifle sizes: .22 - .270 and ,270 - .35 Cal., 

AT YOUR DEALERS 
OR WRITE DIRECT . . 

felony by using a screwdriver with a rounded 
point. See that the point is filed sharp and 
square. When the screw is out, clamp it 
gently in a vise with the bead resting on the 
jaws. With a light hammer peen the upset 
edges back toward the slot. Quite a bit of 
metal can be pushed back where it belongs 
in this way. With a knife-edge file widen 
and deepen the slot a little to square it up. 

Do not damage the thread in the frame or 
other part by trying to force in a screw 
that "looks about right." Most screws for 
Colts and Remingtons are available from 
dealers in antique gun repair parts. Theae 
sometimes will fit other makes. Careful study 
and measurement may make possible re-tap- 
ping the hole with a larger standard tap. 

On brass or German silver inlays, guards 
and the like, do not try for a high polish. It 
will look too new compared with the rest of 
the gun, and will soon dull anyway. Remove 
the worst tarnish by rubbing very lightly with 
fine steel wool. Stop before the bare metal 
shows. The patina of age is attractive on old 
brass and has a mellow look that highly- 
polished metal cannot equal. 

Concerning wood, sandpaper is almost 
never advised. First try washing the stock 
with thick soapsuds used sparingly on a rag. 
Sometimes a lot of gummy dirt that has been 
hiding the original finish comes off this way. 
If the stock has had an amateur varnish job. 
try rubbing with a greasy rag and pumice 
stone to cut through to the basic finish. As a 
last resort, use varnish-remover sparingly. 

The fellow who likes to shoot and yet does 
not want to reduce the value of his gun in 
the eyes of the pure collector does not have 

Handloaders Attention 
We are currently manufacturing four very fine 

products listed here. 
The Little Dripper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2.25 
For adding those last few grains to the scale pan. 
The Mez-U-Rite Powder Measurer . . . . . . .$1.65 
The only low priced powder measurer on the market 
-works too. 
The Multi-Mezur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$9.95 
For pistol shooters-throws 20 perfect charges at 
OnceÃ‘n chance of double charge. 
Varmint Rest .... .. ... ... ....... ... .... $3.95 
Made to telescope from light aluminum for either 
Drone or sitting shots. Weighs about eight ounces. 
Write for details. Dealers contact your jobbers 
or order direct. 

SHOOTERS ACCESSORY SUPPLY 
Box 205, Dept. N North Bend, Oregon 

DON'T ANNEAL THAT 
HARD RECEIVER! 

Carbide Pilot Drills . . . . . . .$2.25 each 
Special Taps . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 each 
Special Drills . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 each 
Stocked in $8140 and 46/48. Others 
to order. 

COLOR CASE HARDENING- 
48-hour service! 

ALAN0 HEAT TREATING CO. 
P.O. Box 7081 

HOUSTON 8, TEXAS 



to butcher a good gun. To take one of the - - 
most common situations, let's assume he has 
acquired a fine Navy Colt. Like all percus- 
sion revolvers, the Navy has a front sight 
that is far too low to group in the black at 
the shorter pistol ranges. Because of this 
many Navys are floating around the country 
with dovetail slots cut in the barrel and a 
higher front sight installed. On the other 
hand there are many collectors doing poor 
shooting because they do not want to alter 
their guns in this way. 

There is a happy solution to this situation. 
A detachable sight can be made to slip on 
for shooting and off for collecting and does 
the gun no harm. A heavy ring of steel or 
brass can be fitted to the muzzle. I t  has a 
blade welded or soldered to the top side. 
On the opposite side is a brass setscrew to 
tighten it on the barrel. A notch filed on the 
inside under the blade will accomodate the 
original front sight and center the temporary 
one on it. The blade can be filed to correct 
height, and bent for lateral adjustment. 

The sighting notch on the Colt hammer 
nose may need to be filed a little to open it 
up. There is no objection to this if not over- 
done. The big Remingtons have a reasonably 
good sighting notch in the frame and can 
he let alone in this respect, but they can use 
the higher front sight too. A new sight for 
a Remington is a little easier proposition. 
They are big and hefty and can be screwed 
out. A new sight of the proper height can 
be made and substituted. 

Remingtons offer another advantage for 
the man who wants a cap-and-ball gun 
strictly for shooting. A good, solid Reming- 

TOPS GLARE 
PUSH button action. Improved 
non-clogging removable valve. 
Dries instantly. Wipes o f f  
easily. UNCONDITIONALLY $ 0  GUARANTEED.. . 
Send check or M.O. today. 

YOUR TROPHY HEAD 
awaits you at the 

SEVENTH ANNUAL RAWLINS 
ANTELOPE DERBY 

Rowlins, Wyoming 

September 2-3-4, 1955 

5.800 permits to be issued in  the Rawlins 
Area, heart of America's Antelope Country. 
$l,2SO.OO Cash Prizes, Free Guide Service, 
Western Hospitality. For details write. 

Antelope Derby, Box #3, Rawlins, Wyo. 

T H R O W I N G  K N I V E S  

DON'T GET LOST! 
SE MAP AND COMPASS CORRECTLY.. . 

I complete pocket-size hook ever written 
maps and compares. 144 pages of practi- 
1 map and compass methods used by for- 
sters. smoke-chasers, hunters, fishermen. 
Easy-to-understand. Fully illustrated. 
Tells how to: Orient a map. Plot a 
course to camp. Locate your position 
in the field. Order today! Mail only. 

arters Manual Company, $150 
P. 0. Box 186, Estocada, Oregon Dept. G Ppd. 

SATISFIED USERS FROM MAINE TO CALI- 
FORNIA. INDIVIDUALS AND GOVT. AGENCIES 
IN U.S. & ABROAD. 

"Wonderful . . . wouldn't take any- 
thing for mine" - BOB BROWNELL 
"Most complete and handyn- 
BRITT BROWN, Gun Editor, Wichita Eagle. 

Balanced Hand M Bowie 
$1.50 each, 3 for Skin Divers 

Knives 
American Made 

LERS WRITE FOR PRICES 

SEMINOLE GUN SHOP 32"Mm 'Fi':.h 

, . . . - . . - - - . - . . - 
Order Today - Or Write For 5 

Free Booklet & Sample Index Card 



W H Y  R I S K  Y O U R  LIFE 
HE SAFE WITH OUR GRIl' COMI'ASS! It's easy to 
install, replaces sour mlp cap, large moueh for all 
xiins. can't lie lost. hecnmes Part of your eun; no holes 
to drill, will not ruin stock. Finest conmass. je\~eh'd 
Iwarine, luminous. WaterDi'oof. shock resistant with nn- 
llreakal~le cap. At your dealer's or postpaid, $2.95. 
Patent pending. 

FRA-MAR COMPANY 
3 Jones Ave., - Wilmington, Massachusetts 

t 

Gmg8 Complete %I consis ts  01 RESIZER DECAPPER COBplett 
RECAPPER, SUPPORT BUSHING. 'RAM. GUIDE 
BUSHING, FOLDING HEAD.CBIMPING HEADJOOL zz5' 

Gmie FRAME ASSEMBLY, FUNNEL. POWDER-SHOT 
DIPPER. ATTRACTIVELY BOXED. FREE 

I 
I 

m 
I 

THE I 
I I 

PATENT PENDING I 

d u c e d  to $20 

M U Z Z L E  : ~ M & Q  BRAKE : 
I 
I Tiny, but POTENT! Custom-fitted to look like I 
I and actually be. part of your rifle barrel. write 1 
I for literature. I 

: PENDLETON GUN SHOP ~%%?&!gFi : 
1------===--m.=--==-m--===-.. -- ~ - -  

2 FOR THE PRICE 
Doesn't that sound a little strange? For years now 
we've been paying two prices for one item! 

TRUE WEST is an all true, al l  fact slick paper 
magazine on the West. It's crammed with articles 
and photos on badmen, gold rush, range wars, In- 
dian fights, ghost towns, lost mines and buried treas- 
ures, outlaws, trail-drives, frontier sagas, cowboy 
and ranch life-it's the REAL THING! 

WESTERN SPORTSMAN is a down-to-earth outdoor 
magazine on our great, wild, rugged West. I t  covers 
every state west of the Mississippi River. Hunting, 
fishing, boating, guns-it takes in the whole scene! 

SPECIAL GET-ACQUAINTED OFFER: 12-issue sub- 
scriptions to BOTH magazines for the price of TRUE 
WEST alone-$3.00! Rush bills, check, money order to: 

WESTERN PUBLICATIONS 
P. 0. Box 5008-10G, Austin 31, Texas 

ton frame, even if the rest of the gun is in 
junk condition, can be rebuilt to mechanical 
perfection. New parts, barrels, cylinders, 
grips and small parts can be fitted along with 
adjustable sights. Add a new blue job and 
the shooter will then have a good gun for 
hlazing at targets. He will not have had to 
damage a collectors item to get one. 

"Who used it" brings up another point. 
There is a romance to the old guns, which is 
much of the reason for collecting them. 

I have an almost new pocket 1949 model 
Colt which has about as tame a history as 
any gun ever made. Years ago there was a 
riot scare in Boston. My maiden aunt bought 
this gun and laid it away in a bureau drawer 
"for protection." I don't think it has ever 
been loaded. It is in beautiful condition and 
I'm happy to have it. but it has no romance. 

On the other hand, I have an 1862 pocket 
Colt with the backstrap engraved with the 
name of a Union army captain and his or- 
ganization. Well worn and with its blue 
rusted to a smooth brown, this gun did not 
get that way behind a Washington office 
desk. It travelled the long bloody trail from 
Bull Run to Appomatox. The really interest- 
ing guns were used, saw service, and honest 
marks of wear should not be removed merely 
to make the gun look all bright and shiny. 

An old gun should be carefully cleaned of 
the grime of ages, and operating parts re- 
stored to good mechanical condition. But no 
amount of heavy buffing will fool the critic, 
and it will decrease the value of the m n  in n 

I 

resale. Restoring 
house, and the 
understand that 

a gun is not 
"collector" 
should take 

- -- --- - 
like painting a 
who does not 
up stamp col- 



SELECT A WALTHER AUTO 
Designed for police use. Used 
by law enforcement officers, 
guards. hunters. camvers-and 

PP "SPORTER" 

. . . . . .  Caliber .22 L.R. ( 6  or 83K') $74.75 

Known the World over for 
these outstanding features: 

1. Inside Safety: Made of SOLID STEEL and stays be- 
tween hammer and firing pin until the very last split- 
second of the trigger pull, when it unblocks the ham- 
mer, allowing it to strike firing pin. This safety works 
whether the outside safety is 'on' or 'off', thus prevent- 
ing the possibility of many 'accidental firings'. 

2. Outside Safety: Lsver safety which can be moved 
easily with thumb of shooting hand. Locks firing pin, 
and makes it safe to load pistol with safety 'on'-by 
working the slide without necessarily cocking the 
hammer-for possible double-action optional firing. 

3. Double Action Feature: Simply release the safety 
lever and pull trigger as with a revolver. After the 
first shot, the Walther performs automatically, eject- 
ing a fired shell, loading a new cartridge in the cham- 
ber and leaving the hammer cocked for continuous 
single action shooting. (If double-action is not needed 
on first shot, the hammer is cocked in usual way). 

4. Signal Safety, Too: Walther .32 and .380 pistols are 
also equipped with a 'signal pin', which protrudes 
from back of slide, to signal-even in the dark-when 
a cartridge is in the chamber. Thus, you can even 
feel when gun is loaded! 

5. Ideal All-Purpose Pistol: WALTHER PISTOLS are 
not only the safest. They are also light-weight, ac- 
curate and dependable for defense, for plinking and 
for training on the target range. Moreover, you have 
a wide selection, as follows: 

1 I N S T R U C T I O N S  F O R  O R D E R I N G  Y O U R  W A L T H E R  
Specify Model and Caliber and attach m.0. or check-sorry 
no COD'S. Enclose purchase permit if your state requires: 
Also sign and return the following Federal Firearms Act 
"Affadavit": 

''I am not an alien, have never been convicted of a crime of violence, am 
not now under indictment or a fugitive, and I am over 21 years old". 

ACCESSORIES FOR WALTHER PISTOLS 
Holsters, pouch included for extra clip, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4.95 
Holster Belts, each..  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.95 
Extra Clips for  PP and PPK, standard, for .32 & .380. . . . . . . . . . . .  $6.00; for .22 L.R. 7.50 
Clips for  PP and  PPK, wi th  f inger extension, for .32 and .380. . . . . .  $7.50; for .22 L.R. 8.70 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AMMUNITION for 2 2  L.R. .$ .75 
3 2  ACP . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.50 ( Box of 1 WALTHER PISTOLS 3 8 0 A C P  3.60 50 rounds) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  



INSIST ON IT .... 
IT GUARANTEES YOUR SATISFACTION ""̂ / BINOCULAR 
W H Y  LUG AROUND HEAVY CUMBERSOME BINOCULARS? 
The compact "Titan Midget" weighs only 6% ounces! A hunter's MUST. Truly, concentrated 
power in a 3" x 3$$" binocular. Your hunting gear weighs enough! Why add to i t ?  Here in 
virtually "capsule" form, is a palm sized binocular that offers you the acme of performance. 
A FULL 10 POWER, color corrected Achromatic pocket binocular. Finest in materials and 
workmanship. All threaded fittings. Handsome chrome with satin black trim. Interior sides 
of the VITAL front and rear Achromatics have been COATED to assure brighter, sharper, 
clearer images. 

READ W H A T  USERS SAY-THEY KNOW 
W. M. R., CULVER, IND. "When I ordered vow 10 Power Pocket Binocular a few weeks ago, I was skeptical and 
wouldn't have risked the money if it had not been for your guarantee. Frankly, I was amazed by these glaSSe8, 
they surely prove the day of optical miracles i s  not vast. I n  clarity, color correction, alignment and everv other 
respect they are perfect." 
S B. H., OMAHA NEBR. "four UNITED-10 Power Pocket Binocular-thev are  amazing. The IMPOSSIBLE 
oj  the ~ e s t e r d a u s  are MOST ASSUREDLY A GREAT SUCCESS TODAY. Wee me UNITED everv time.', 

P O W E R  P O C K E T  $ 1 2 . 9 5  POWER ALL CHROME $14.95 
Weighs only 5 om.  Duo Tone (Rich Chrome Precision made. Sturdy, Sharp clear vision. 
and Lustrous Black) Regular price $17.95 Weighs only 51% ozs. Regular price $19.95 

These are not "used" 
in  the sense that some- 
one else owned them 
but their frames have 
been scratched or some 
of the Paint rubbed off 
while being taken off of 

hunting asset that will incream sour  hunting enjoy. the shelves or when 
a e n t .  Price includes handsome carrying case. handled on our  viewing range. Their cases, too, some- 
Unconditionally Guaranteed . . .  $9.!5 Tax Free ;F;N$&p&Eyi;E :;~I$ef;. F2er.;\;; 

resistant. 2" wide objective assuregreater illumination 
ORDER TODAY . . .  LOWER TAXES and brighter sharper images. Weigh only 2 7  ounces! 

Cash order shipped prepaid. C.O.D.'s require $2.00 
deposit. For same day shipment by Air Mail add 
$1.00 for pocket binoculars, telescopes: 16x50 
add 83.00. On binoculars only add 10% Federal 
tax. Leather cases included! FROM 3 CONTINENTS 

ScoPes, etc. Those shown here were made in Japan 
30 DAY TRIAL BASIS by skilled optical craftsmen to exacting UNITED 

WHOLESALE DISCOUNTS - DEALERS WANTED 

9043 S. Western Ave., United Bldg., Dept. ARF-323, Chicago 20, Ill. 
Display Sales Rooms Open Mon. Thru Fri. 8:30-3.30 

KENTUCKY R I F L E S  
(Continued from page 37) 

be built on order by Hicks in his shop. 
Hicks makes the locks the hard way. Old- 

time gunmakers bought theirs ready-made. 
Over 90 per cent of the locks used in America 
before 1850 came from the English lock- 
makers, and were imported by the ton for 
American gunsmiths to use. Hick's locks are 
chopped out of solid steel by himself. The 
parts are shaped out on a band saw, and then 
each individual part is hand-filed to its final 
shape. He has perfected an inside mechanism 
which gives much faster lock time than the 
old style lock, and uses a coil spring instead 
of the leaf springs which used to be a main 
source of trouble in old-time locks. The 
lock is assembled and all parts fitted till 
the lock works smoothly. Then it is dis- 
assembled, and all parts polished to a high 
glossy and skillfully case-hardened to a 
beautiful finish. 

The long, graceful stocks which lend so 
much beauty to the traditional Kentucky 
form are made of eastern maple. This wood 
is carefully selected in New York and Penn- 
sylvania by Dick's father, who is an  expert 
cabinetmaker. Each rough plank is checked 
for defects and rejected for gunstock use if 
any are found. Only choice maple finds its 
way into Hicks rifles, but of course walnut 
or cherry can be specified if a customer 
desires. 

The stock blanks are roughly sawed to 
shape. Then all parts, patch box cover, in- 
lavs. butt dates. trieeer euard. and barrel , , . , - - - .  
-are carefully inletted and the final shapini 

I Altered by Forging, for low ...................... scope $7.50 
Polished A Jewelled Precision - ~- 

Indexed ..................... 6 50 
a Special-Both for ............ .12:50 

Custom Rifle Stocking and Rebarreling 
KESS ARMS COMPANY 

1 32x3 N. Croon B n v  Ave.  M i l w a u k e e  12. Wis. 

I 

R E M I N G T O N  PUMP , R I F L E - 1 2  Shot R e p e a t e r  , C ~ I  4 4 - 4 0 ~ ~ n u s u a 1  oppoitunity to , g e t t h i s  rifle a t  a low price. Limited 

Â 



roughed out with a high speed router. The 
final mating of the wood with the metal is 
a hand-fitted operation. Any relief carving 
to be done on the stock is completed and the 
wood sanded smooth. Before the final finish 
is applied, the stock is darkened with an 
acid base stain to bring out the beautiful, 
characteristic "tiger-stripe" effect of the 
maple. Then a special oil finish is patiently 
rubbed into the stock by hand until it takes 
on a deep, velvety glow. 

On one visit to Dick's shop, I found him 
putting the finishing touches to what he 
considers his finest piece of work. This 
particular rifle, a beautiful reproduction of 
a flintlock swivel gun was made for Dick 
Hart of Pasadena, California. It has a pair 
of superposed .45 caliber barrels, 38" long. 
These have been expertly let into the top 
and bottom of a piece of maple and are 
pinned in place. The breech ends of the 
barrels are held together by screws through 
a plate. A stud brazed to this plate passes 
through a close fitting hole in an identical 
plate in the butt-stock. A nut is drawn up 
on this stud until the barrels swivel smoothly 
and snugly about it. Each barrel has its 
own lock and priming pan. A spring loaded 
latch and pin locks the barrels into posi- 
tion. 

Tbe patch box is a reproduction of a 
favorite design among the pioneer gunmak- 
ers. A spread eagle holds in its claws a 
banner with the word "Victory." The op- 
posite side has the characteristic eight- 
pointed star of David in the cheek piece and 
a typical crescent moon towards the butt 
plate. 

CUSTOM BUILT RIFLES 
BARRELING 
STOCKING 

JENKINS GUN SHOP ufeFK:ib:toNi,& ZRSA 

WHOLESALE - RETAIL 
GUNS SCOPES 

Reloading Tools Binoculars 
Cameras Home Shop Tools 
Home Appliances Outboard 

Motors 0 Boats Tents 
Sleeping Bags Archery 

Fishing Tackle 

FREE CATALOG 
RAY ROUSH, Box 66, Hoagland, Indiana 

Dealers Only Wholesale Only 

"Ws. tie mi mmftsts. with OVA. (Dsatoit," 

CHARLES DALY 
SHIPS PREPAID 

S H O T G U N S  a n d  
*- 

PISTOLS SCOPES 
RELOADING TOOLS 
F I S H I N G  TACKLE 
OUTBOARD MOTORS 

Famous One Stop Service For ALL Your 
Customer's Shootins Requirements. 

Stith Scopes 

Bear Cub 6x LIST: 79.50 

. 
Bear Cub 4x LIST: 59.50 

Bear Cub 2 % ~  LIST: 45.00 

LARGEST STOCK OF 
STANDARD BRANDS 

Send For Availobifity List 

R I F L E S  

. . .  
12 HP De Luxe . . . . 295.00 

CHARLES DALY, INC. 

DEALERS: We Trade - Write us 
what you want and what you have! 

Lyric 2-7586 Dept. G Elmsford, New York 

12 H.P. AVAILABLE 
List* 

3 HP . . . . . . . . . . . .$124.75 
5 HP Standard . . . . 165.00 

"Write For Name of Nearest Deafer" 5 HP De Luxe. . . . . 194.00 



And rightly so says good old Hector, - 1 p P 7  
Now we go hunting to his favorite lair, _̂"'.:,-; 
Knowing his gun has had proper care. 

F. And I'll tell you another thing old Spot 
No matter what kind of gun  your boss 

There's a KOLPIN GUN-TECTOR made just right, 
To fit his gun, keep it clean and bright. 

has got, 

AN U N L O C K  
G U N  CASE A 

....................... . 
NO. 62 Alligator Vinyl leather. Quilted gun cloth with 
thick felt inner caddine with handle-dine and 16- 

LGONOUIN" .... S4.00 - -  --  - - - - 7 . - - -  

NO. 15 Deep brown Shy-hid Vinyl leather. Two-tone 
Diamond gun cloth with th ick  w a t e r  r e p e l l e n t  
c u s h i o n i n g  w i t h  wraparound handle and full 

length zipper. 

A CURIOUS SMALL BOY 
M A Y  RESULT I N  A N  AC- 
CIDENT THAT COULD HAVE 
BEEN AVOIDED.KOLPIN ZIPPER 
TYPE GUN-TECTORS FEATURE A 
LOCKING RING AS SHOWN. 

Kolp in  GUN-TECTORS combine 1 
beauti ful  craftsmanship, f ine a p  
pearance and fa i th fu l  service a t  a 
price that  brings complete pro* 
tection f o r  f i re arms, w i t h i n  the 
reach o f  every g u n  owner. 
A l l  h i v e  famous VPI  rust inhibitor. 
A l l  have reinforced t ips  w i t h  

hanging loop. 
All r i f le sizes fit lo-mount scopes. 
lengths: 40"  44", 46" 48", 50", 

52". 

wgAqJ[@B M A K E S  T H E  G U N S M I T H ' S  
1̂  !-/LEI W O R K  E A S Y  

L O C K S  A N D  
ROTATES 360' 

H O L D  
' H O R I  

S t o c k  carving, checkering, 
filing or s i g h t i n g ,  you'll do 
i t better with a VERSA- 
VISE! Get one from your 
d e a l e r .  . .  or u s e  t h e  
coupon below. 

S I N  A N Y  P O S I T I O N  
IZONTAL OR VERTICAL 

fÃ‘^Ã‘^Ã‘Ã‘^Ã‘---Ã‘Ã‘^Ã‘^Ã‘^Ã‘ 

ONLY IThe Wil l -Burt  Company, Box 530, Orrville, Ohio)  

postpaid. 1 
TRY 'r- See how 

I 
............................................................................... $13.95 west \Name .\ 

V E R S A - V I S E  gives  of Rockies. ..................................................................... you a "third h a n d "  MONEY-BACK hddress I 
.....Â¥............................... ........ 

- 

I GUARANTEE f i t y  Zone State ................, 

. . .  . . .  r i f l e s  . . .  s h o t g u n s  h a n d g u n s  -'Ill/ . . .  ammunition . . .  s c o p e s  and m o u n t s  
' rifle, p i s t o l ,  and s h o t s h e l l  reloading t o o l s  . . .  . . .  p o w d e r s ,  b u l l e t s ,  etc. hunting . . .  clothing . . .  camping equipment gun 

cases  ... h o l s t e r s .  

LATEST COMPLETE FACTORY BALLISTIC TAB1 

I K u n k e l s '  brand NEW 1956 catalog i s  jammed with the latest, the be:, and 
the m o s t  popular items for a l l  s p o r t s m e n  and a l l  dealers! We guarantee 
complete satisfaction with every purchase (or your money back)! 

1 P l e a s e  send 25c in coin or You can't m i s s !  Write today. 
stamps to cover mailing and 
handling. 

DEALERS 
Write on your letterhead 
for FREE COPY and profit- 
able dealer proposition. 

T l i i ~ w e a p o n  i< nnuwal in that it ghe- 
the shooter a relatively quick second shot. 
To fire, both barrels are loaded and primed. 
The ingeniously fitted frizzen locks down 
over the priming pan of the lower barrel so 
that the fine-grained priming powder doe- 
not fall out. When the top barrel has been 
filed the hammer is cocked. The latch but- 
ton is then ~ u s h e d  to the rear retracting 
the pin that locks the barrels in position. 
The barrels are swiveled through 180 de- 
grees bringing the second barrel into posi- 
tion and the spring loaded latch pin al- 
lowed to slide home. 

Dick is justly proud of his workmanship 
in this rifle due to the fact that it was built 
entirely from some faded old photograph- 
and a very rough sketch of the locking sys- 
tem. The accuracy of this fine rifle live-s 
up to the pride that Dick has in it. Mr. Hart 
reports consistent 5-shot groups of 3" at  100 
yards with this piece. 

Hicks rifles are accurate. H. Phillip Orem 
of the Blue Mountain Muzzle Loading Rifle 
Club won the 1949 Pennsylvania State 
Championship at Shartlesville using a 20- 
pound, .45 caliber bench rifle made by Dick. 
In  an informal shoot at  the same match a 
Mr. Heister sat down with the same rifle 
and shot a 50 x 50, 5X possible at 50 yards. 

Dick's pistols are made in  the same man- 
ner and style as his rifles. These weapons 
are excellent reproductions of sidearms 
made by the pioneer gunsmiths. The ma- 
jority are .45 caliber, 10" barrels, but Dick 
will make a pistol to any caliber and barrel 
length specified and either flintlock or per- 
cussion. 

Hicks' pistols hold their own in competi- 

T E L E S C O P E S  - 
Spotting and Telescope objective lensm. Terrestrial and 
Celestial eyepieces. FREE LITERATURE. 

REVERE I N S T R U M E N T  C O M P A N Y  
5880 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, California 

Write for Free Circular 
WALTER PATSCH 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; r ~ , 5 t ~ 0 ~ ~  

Ã FOREIGN PARTSSPECIALIST 
Mauser (pistol & rifle). P38, Luger, G43, Japanese 
(pistol & rifle), Italian, Browning, Ortgies, some Spring- 
field, Enfield, 4 5  Auto., Others. Stamped, addressed 
envelope for list. Mauser HSc F i r ing Pins. Springs. 
4.00 set. Ortgies Fir ing Pins 2.10 ea. Japanese 7.7 
Guard Screws 2% each. $2.50 Dozen. Mauser Mi l i ta ry  
Bolt  (recoil) Springs. G43 Recoil Springs. Luger Coil 
Mainsprings, Japanese Mainsprings (rifle) 75c ea., $5.00 
dozen. $5.50 dozen assorted. 

BOB LOVELL, BOX 401, ELMHURST, ILL. 

7 FAST SERVICE! 1 
We offer a complete l h e  of the finest 
rifles, shotguns, scopes, binoculars, shoot- 
ing equipment, reloading tools and sup- 
plies. See our classified advertisement, 
Page 63 for prices. 
A limited number of semi-custom made 
rifles will be available; write your wants 
for an immediate, free estimate. 

I BRUCE CONDIT 
148 W. High St., Carlisle, Penna. I 



WINCHESTER '94 PARTS SPECIAL-ALL NEW 
MOST CRITICAL PARTS KIT - t a k e  
w i t h  you when h u n t i n g ,  c o n s i s t s  of  ex- 
t r a c t o r ,  e j e c t o r  c o m p l e t e ,  f i r i n g  p i n ,  & 
m a i n s p r i n g - S p e c i a l  p r i c e  ( s a v e  over 5 0 %  
or $2.00)  O n l v  S1.M rind. 

COLT C,HECKERED GRIPS 

of tenite for .45 Autos. Walnut 

issued, $1.25 pr., 2 pr.-$2.25. 

ORIGINAL, NEW OR PERFECT 
SMITH & WESSON 

black bard rubber grips, for round 
butt M&P, .32 & .38 top breaks and ;;y;, ty~~ge;,~,oc~~;~:-y~~~sy;;~;;u;~ 

huttÃ‘$2.5 pr. 

NEW! .22 CALIBER RIFLE BARREL 
-- - - -. . . ~ ~ -  ----- - - - --- 

(2.3". .SDS on thread'., 1" at -ihouldor, taporin<r to 
,572  at muzzlel. In white, fine 1137  steel, suitahle 
f o ~  rim <,r center fire-a r m ~ i  h e n ~ ~ y  harr'cl With 
guaranteed accuracy..-.$3.9s plus 40-2 postage. 
Same barrel, smooth-bore for  
shot _ _ _  _-.--.-...-_.. $2.95 plus 40<i postage. 
New in white. ,630 on shank. ,750 a t  shoulder 
tapering to ..560 a t  muzzle, unthreaded, w/front 
i a h t  dovetail cut. 24" brl. $3.50 plus 40c postage. 

. . 
M A J O R  O V E R H A U L  K I T  - p r o b a b l y  
never a g a i n  at t h e s e  prices! New b r e e c h  
b o l t ,  c a r r i e r ,  l i n k  a n d  c o m p l e t e  l o c k i n g  
bol t -your  d i s r o u n t  over d o u b l e  t h a t  of 
even b i g g e s t  d e a l e r i  A l l  f o r  $7.95 ppd. 

N E W  WOOD MAKES o l d  g u n s  l o o k  
y o u n g  a g a i n - M o d e l  9 4  s t o c k s  w / b u t t  
P l a t e .  s t r a i g h t  mp, $5.9HÃ‘carb;n  f o r e -  
e n d s ,  f u l l  m a g a z i n e ,  $2.25. 

MODEL 94 set of  new h a m m e r  c o m p l e t e .  
n i i i i n  s p n n s  <% m a i n  s p r i n g  screw- 
only $1.75 pnd. 

.30 CAL. BARREL-24" BRAND NEW! 
CHAMBERED FOR .30-06 

Finest 41:lo steel. I-<rronve, 1 1/10"  a t  shoulder, 
7 on threads, 1-turn in 1 0  standard nflinz, A 
K<7Od heavy-tapered. turned barrel a t  less than 
1 production costs! A real buy only $4.95 plus 

NEW! S&W RUSSIAN MODEL GRIPS 
Left side only, $1.50 each. 

NEW 5" S & W 
BARREL, either 
commercial blue 
or state parkerised- w h i c h .  

Complete with 
latch, pin & 
s p r i n g .  F i t s  
M&P, "Combat", "K" also and 

3 8  Victory. BUY 
a snare a t  this 

/S\ GENUINE COLT PEARL GRIPS S P A R E  P A R T S  K I T  FOR 
JOHNSON SEMI-AUTO RIFLES 
of most easily broken parts. 
This kit will guarantee you 
of years of trouhie free use. 
Increases value of your mm 
if you sell it. All parts new, 
original and a t  less than 1 , ~  
usual orice for this qneclal 

bar is in  price. 
Limited Supply. 

offer. includes firing p i n  as- 
sembly, extractor, mag. ?over 
spring and mag. support pin 
assembly. Regular $8.65. 

Special $3.95! ! 
L-0-N-G .38 BARRELS SHORT '92 WIN. BARRELS 

straight rifled tubes, l l u  long, 7htt 
For '92 carbmes, .44!40 Caliber, 14" iong-(11- 
legal to use on RIFLE unless compensator is in- 

thick. .357 bore, NEW, suitable f o r  stalled to make 18" or morel. Blued, complete 
, 3 8  special, . 357  M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  9 mm L ~ -  with front ramp, NEW, $5.95. NEW 3 8 / 4 0  or' 
zer, etc. while few last, each 

44/40 M:wazine Tuhcs, 1318" for above barrels or 
i/z-mag-on regular '92-$1.85. GARAND RIFLE CONVERSION KIT 

reduces t o  5 shots, only way to make Garand fully 
legal for hunting in "Five Shot" states. (easily 
installed & removed). Set. complete with special 
follower & 2 five shot clips, $3.95. Extra 5 shot 
clips, 95C ea. 

- .  

. . . . from any . . . . 

space checked. 
MODERN production machinery and tooling enables us t o  make this 
big, money-saving KIT offer. Note that price of the entire kit is 
less than the usual cost of a good aporter b a r r e l ~ o r  a finished stock 
a l e .  Or if your MAUSER '98  SPRINGFIELD '03  or ENFIEL,D '17 
military rifle is already 'sport&-stockedv or %porter-barreled , you 

oerfectlv inletted. Bottle 

CHAMBERING REAMERS 

4 5  ACP caliber, floating pilot & 
straight shank-Pratt & Whitney 
make. finest possible. Also usable 
o r  .45 long Colt caliber by run- 
ning reamer slightly deeper & 
lightly polishing out. These are 

5.00 quality reamers, will last for 
Years. Special price $5.95 rougher $7.95 
finisher. 

CUTTS COMPENSATORS 
4 5  caliber, originally used for 
Thompson submachine g u n e r e -  
duma both muzzle jump and 
recoil. Many experimental and 
custom UsesÃ‘complet with front 
sight blade and pin, slightly 
used, $3.95 ppd. 

U. S. CARBINE 
MAGAZINES DEALERS: KRl$ K ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ m O ' . , a ~ h ~ ~  o ~ ; ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~  

U S  them to build NEW SPORTERS on YOUR ACTIONS. Discounts 
on 3 or more KITS. 

new, 1 5  shot, NOT rejects. 
guaranteed t o  feed-in orig- 

g;; .7;y&%&l E w Z g  
pouch new, $1.25, Special, 
a and two clips, $2.75! 
SPECIAL! %shot Carbine 
magazines --. .. .___$2.45 H&R GRIPS, FOR ALL MODELS &A * MARLIN BARRELS * that use the one piece type, finely 

checkered in genuine walnut huge dis- 
count a t  only $1.95-large' head grip 
screw included without cost. 

For Ã§am models made of checkered 
tenite. Walnut or marble finish, state 
which 9 5 6  ppd. 

FORMULA 44-40 
INSTANT GUN BLUE 

New beauty for old & worn gunsÃ‘Jus 
wipe on, wipe off. Instant deep blue 
finish tha t  actually penetrates the  steel. 
Blends with old blue-takes seconds. 
Used by a i l  leading gun factories. 
2 0% (3 gun size) -----.-- $1.00 ppd. 
Gunsmith-Industrial sl- 
1 pint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.75 ppd. 

Super RareÃ‘Jus Discovered after many, many 
years of StorageÃ‘Ai Absolutely NEW, only 
occasional slight outside blemish from years 
of shifting and storage. 

FOR MODEL 1893-36 

U. S. CARBINE STOCKS 

1 2 - 4 0  Caliber: 
26" fuli octagonal ------------ 12.50 
26" half octae-onai ..----_-.-_- 12.50 
2 0  round carbine ---- ------ 8.95 

SUPER BUY, 956 ea. 

asburing smooth appearance. Also 
makes fine pistol sight. 
Each 956-Extra Special $9.00 oerdoz. SES.00 0erlOO. 

4 1 0  Shotgun: 
22" shotgun barrel ------------ 9.95 

FOR MODEL 1895: 
3 3  Caliber: 

2 4  round Takedown __-__..___ 15.50 
1 5 - 7 0  Caliber: 

26" fuil octagonal _----------- 24.50 

FOR MODEL '94: 
.32-20 Caliber: 

26" half octagonal -------_---. 12.50 
26" round -..-.-----------.--- 8.50 
20" round Carbine _----------- 7.50 

PARKER SHOTGUN 
MATCHED NUMBERED SETS 

(hammerless modelsl, of hammers, 
triggers, stirrups, trigger spring, 
safety bar, excellent t o  new, pro- 
tect Your investment in yout 
Parker by having critical parts 
when needed-supply very limited 
-set ---------__.._._.. $7.50 

FOR MODEL '92: 
3 2  Cal. Rim or C.F.: 

26" full  octagonal ...-------,- 9.95 
24" round __...---...---.-_.- 7.00 
26" round -----_.----_----_-- 7.50 CARBINE REAR SIGHTS 

adjustable for windage & 
elevation, fits all  U. S. Car- 
bines, slides into receiver 
dovetail-2 minutes t o  in- 
stall, as Issued. $1.85 ppd. 

MAIN SPRINGS 
Colt Lightning Rifle, $2.80, 
Colt Lightning pistol. $2.25, 
Colt New Army, $2.25, Colt 
Single Action, $1.50, Marlin 
Rifle and Shotguns s t a t e  

FOR PUMP SHOTGUNS: 
1 2  Gauge: 25" and 26" barrels; imp. 
cyl., mod. & full  choke ._-.----.-- 9.95 

W r i t e  f o r  special l e n g t h  & o t h e r  calibers.  

model and caliber, $2.25, 
S&W "K", M&P, 3 8 / 4 4 ,  1917 
& Magnum. $1.00, 22/32,  .32 
& .38  tonbreak & Ladvsmith. * Satisfaction Always 
$1.75. Luger OM ~ o d e l  flat 
m i  springs, $5.50. Win- 
cheater '94. 75Ã‡ 



FITZ GRIPS NOW WALNUT OR ROSEWOOD 
WORLD'S M O S T  F A M O U S  
PISTOL & REVOLVER GRIPS 
"INCREASES SCORES PHENOMEN 
LY"-Ask m y  pistol expert. The 
"Anatomic" grip makes your hand 
ft part of the gun. I ts  beautiful 
lines are the result of over 20 years 
of development. Note these fea- 
tures: middle finger support, recoil 
pommel, contoured palm swell, 
t humb-  rest-and most important, 
flaired hand-heel ridge which pre- 
vents muzzle drop or waver and takes 

weight of gun off trigger finger. Try 
The Fitz grip prevents fatigue, all0 

much more accurate trigger souearn We back 
these facts with an undualifled money-back 
warantee. All grips CHOICE GRAIN BLACK 

WALNUT finely cawed and checkered and fin- 
ished with our special formula, Fitz-Seal. Sorry, 

Lefty, Right hand only. 

MODEL: F u l l  check- AVAILABLE FOR: SAW K, Combat, M.P Sauiw 
e r i n g  p l u s  a n t i -  Butt. Magnum. Highway Patrol, .44 & .45 Tar- 

get & Outdoorsman, Colt O.M. m d  O.P., Trooper, FLAME-GRAINED ROSE 
whip t h u m b - r e s t  .357 Magnum. WOOD (Not  Illus.) A n  
a v a i l a b l e  for .45 g r i p s  l is ted h e r e  mad 
~ u t o ,  .38 Super ,  .22 FITZ STANDARD REVOLVER MODEL: FUII de- ~ A $ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~  
Ace, Commander. l uxe  checker ing  bo th  aides, p l a in  t h u m b  rest GRAINED GENUIN]  

$1 1.95 D D ~ .  (wa lnu t ) .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9-95 ROSEWOOD.  Choice o 
p la in  polish o r  delux 

FITZ DELUXE REVOLVER MODEL: Larger fu" checker- 
deluxe checker ing  bo th  s ides p lus  an t i -whip  Allow t h r e e  
f e a t u r e  o n  thumb- res t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$I 1.95 weeks. PPD.. $25.0( 
BOX 49702, LOS ANGELES 49, CALIFORNIb 

FOR THE BEST IN RIFLE STOCKS 
Ultra Precision Inletted 

Inviting Dealers inquires; Write for new 'Cataloge'. 

ANTHONY GUYMON, INC. 203 Shore Drive Bremerton, Washington 

NOW!- - - LOAD ANY T U B U L A R  
. 2 2  R I F L E  I N  SECONDS 

W I T H  T H E  
D I S P E N S E R  

No more fum- 
bling for shells. 
In cold weather, 
load gun with 
gloves on. 
Simple to use. 
No instructions 
needed, pictures 
show how. 

SATISFACTION Set of 5 load- $@a GUARANTEED era 1" genuine 
leather case 

Loaders made of rust-proof aluminum tubes for 
lightweight and years of service . . . each tube holds 
10 long rifle cartridges o r  12 longs o r  15 shorts. 

Shipped Postage Paid - No C.O.D.'s 

*0f5l0ader. D A V I S D I S P E N S E R  C O .  in weatherproof 
plasti-calf cafe 3915 Riverside Dr. Chino, California 

tion accuracy. 
lo, 
Ri 
in 
101 

In the 1954 national 
ading matches held at  Friendship, Indiana, 
Aert Furst of Pasadena, California,   laced 
three of the matches using a Hicks flint- 

ck pistol. 
Each Hicks rifle is test fired and the 
~ h t s  adjusted to shoot center at 50 yards. 
'hen it finally is shipped to its new owner, 
goes equipped with a modem bullet mold, 
t r a  nipples or flints depending upon the 
pe of rifle, patching material suitable to 
e particular rifle, instructions as to the 
ire, use, and loading, the load used to 
ght it in, and the target shot while sighting 
. All accessories-powder horns, shot 
Iuches, hunting bags, patch knives, and 
iwder measures-while made in Dick's 
lop, are extra equipment. These are made 

order. 
Dick readily admits that one man could 

)t turn out the amount of work that flows 
om his shop each week. He has two help- 
Â¥s one full time, and the other, a Uni- 
:rsity of New Mexico geology student, fills 
1 part time. These two do most of the 
)ugh work leaving the finishing jobs to 
ick. The rest of the business is a family 
Tair with Dick's wife, Shirley, helping with 
ie typing, bookkeeping, correspondence, and 
ather work. 
The way Dick got his start building guns 

hich have been out of fashion for more 
(an a century is interesting. From the 
ature of his work one would expect to find 

FRENCH WALNUT 
ALSO INLETTED BLANKS 

ROY VAIL WARWICK. NEW YORK 

the fiuseum c{ Wstor~fal Arms 
DEPl N. W LINCOLN ROAD. MIAMI IUCH. FLA. 

For Gunsmiths-To Fit Gun Screws 
A set of 7 Spring Steel Screwdrivers accurately hol- 
I (or straight) ground, to fit sight screws, guard 
screws, floorplate, etc. Hand-forged and guaranteed 
not to twist or chip. Wood handles 55.50 Post Paid. 
Special DeLux Set with Pyrolyn Handles and Chrome 
Bits (Presentation Set) $12.50. 

REGULAR SCREWDRIVERS 
9 R E G U L A R  Screwdrivers (NOT HOLLOW GROUND). 
B a d  Va x 2 to 5116 x 10". Guaranteed not to 
twist or chip. 
No. R.9 Wood Handles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 5.50 P.P. 
No. P.R.9 Pyrolyn unbreakable Handles . .$11.00 P.P. 

GUNSMITH PUNCH SET 
5 pin  punches, one starter punch and one center 
punch. mounted in a hardwood block holder. 7 
Punches with Holder $3.50 Post Paid. 

Send for our Catalog on Gunsmith Hand Tooli. 

Grace Metal Products, Elk Rapids, Mich. 



a man who had a life-long love of guns and 
had studied the Kentucky extensively before 
deciding to build one. This is far from the 
case with Hicks. 

"When I came home from the Pacific," 
Dick told me, "I brought a Jap rifle with 
me as a souvenir. I hung it above the mantle 
and, you know, every time I saw the darned 
thing I could feel the hair on the back of 
my neck bristle. I could almost smell the 

e 
t 
I 

beaches and taste salt water and hear th 
whistle of Jap  shells and bullets. It brough 
back so many unpleasant memories that 
finally decided to trade it off. 

"In exchange I got a fine Leman Pennsyl 
vania flintlock with a cracked stock. I dis 
mantled this fine old piece to clean it n] 
and restock it and became so interested ii 
the excellent workmanship that I decided ti 
see if I could duplicate it." 

His carved maple and filed steel rifles ari 
highly prized by their proud owners. Thesi 
rifles fill the place of a shooting firearm fo 
those who like the best in workmanship an( 
have the urge to burn black powder and sei 
just what it was that Dan'l Boone and Dav; 
Crockett were really up against with theii 
long rifles. At a relatively young age, Hick! 
seems to have mastered the secret of tht 
famous Kentucky rifle, and what made ii 
such an excellent weapon. By a combina 
tion of modern and pioneer methods, he ha: 
succeeded in reproducing flint and cap-loci 
rifles and pistols that any pioneer gunsmith 
would be proud to call his own. 0 

Morseth Knives acclaimed by guides, hunt- 
ers, experts! Super-tough inlaid blades stay 
razor-sharp. Lifetime guarantee against ac- 
cidental blade b r e a k  a g e  ! Patented fibre- 
lined Safe-Lok sheath protects wearer! Knife  
shown, with 6" blade, laced leather sheath, 
$18.00 p o s t p a i d .  O t h e r  models. 5" & 6" 
blades. $8.75 - $20.00. Send 3c stamp for 
folder! 

MORSETH SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
5801 Broadway, &,,t. G. Everett, Wash. 

The demand for these world famous handmade 
knives has become so great that at present I'm 
several months behind in deliveries. However I 
refuse to lessen their quality by mass production. 
Your patience will not go unreworded. 

Send 20e for descriptions, prices and instructive 
manual. 50< for fighting knife booklet. 
W. D. RANDALL, JR., Box 1988-C, ORLANDO, FLA. 

I'll Lend you a Scope 
to hunt with.. . 

-,.,,.,,.,,.,,..,.,,- ..-a*-..-....- --.-- 

Why? Frankly, we've built so many superiorities into these 
new ScopeChiefs, once you've used one, you won't be satisfied 
with anything else. Add a n  hour to vour hunting dav ... s ~ o t  - " .  
legal game i;stantly ...p inpoint yourtarget everytime! USE it 

a full month FREE! Take this certificate 
R E A T  SCOPES to your dealer NOW! 

J-^ S C O P E S  
America's Most Distinguished Sport Optics 

BINOCULARS. RIFLESCOPES PHOTO OPTICS 
D. P. Bushnell & Co., Inc., Dept. 148, Bushnell B ldg  Pasadena, Calif. 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'a. . , HOLLYWOOD 28. C A L I F  

order from SIGMA ENGINEERING CO., Dept. LEV, 1491 Vine St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
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THE MOST DANGEROUS CAME 
(Continued from page 33) 

the sluggish whirring of lead fired by a 
home-made gun from the whine of the 
precision-driven bullet, which is sometimes 
a help in estimating the size of an attacking 
force. 

What would have been a windfall to the 
Mau Mau and might have resulted in a 
flare-up of fighting around Nairobi was dis- 
covered by police several months ago. Ter- 
rorist activity in the neighborhood caused a 
fire, destroying a white man's home. In the 
ashes of an outbuilding, about 500 gun bar- 
rels, some with Lee-Enfield actions, and 
some stripped, were discovered. These had 
been bought in 1948 by the owner of the 

bridge, at their price as iron scrap. The 
bridge project never materialized, and the 
gun barrels remained rusting away in his 
shed. They could have been put in service- 
able order, and would have greatly increased 
terrorist strength. Fortunately, they were 
never discovered and the Mau hfau had to 
continue fighting with their home-made 
guns. There are few of these, and fewer 
serviceable firearms. The main weapon is 
still from a thousand years ago-the tribal 
short sword. 

One weapon which the Mau Mau thought 
they could depend on has proved to be two- 
edged-that is, support -- for their - reign of 

house to use in reinforcing a concrete terror by the ordinary Kikuyu. From the 

STOCKS FOR HANDLOADERS 
ESPECIALLY DESIGI 
HEAVY R E C O I L  

' New in the Shooting field! For 
Colt's and Smith 81 Wesson re- 
volvers. New concept in design 
. . . re-distributes recoil from web 
between thumb and trigger finger 
to palm of hand. Every pair cus- 
tom fit to each shooter's require- 
ments. Select walnut, premier 
quality layout, checkering, finish. 

FULL CUSTOM TARGET STOCKS 
For oil American target guns . . . the .22 Autos, Colt's and S&W revolvers, 

.45 Auto. Full custom fitting. Absolutely no moss patterns used. 

start the Man Mau demanded food and 
supplies from the Kikuyu farmers, but their 
demands were never-ending. Money was 
wanted, a levy of up to $8 a month on a 
family earning $9. Food, cattle, sheep and 
women were all needed by the gangs. 
Kikuyu cattlemen laid ambushes to coun- 
teract the rustling Man Maus, hiding out in 
old skin-draped ox carts with rifles and 
machine guns waiting. 

This determined resistance by scattered 
bands of loyalists early in the emergency 
crystallized into the formation of the Kikuyu 
Guard. Under the direction of an Australian 
officer, Colonel P. A. Morcombe, this volun- 
teer unpaid force of African police is based 
at a series of over 500 strongly fortified 
posts scattered through the Kikuyu area. 

These police forts are like something out 
of the dark ages. They are surrounded by 
deep moats filled with water during the 
wet season. Sharp palings are pointed out- 
wards so that an attacking mob must first 
clamber over needle spikes before getting 
anywhere near the walls. High lookout 
towers with machine guns keep watch over 
peaceful Kikuyu villages, and Kikuyu 
Guardsmen, some with the long leaf-bladed 
spears, and others with modern Enfields, 
protect the uneasy peace which may be 
broken at any time by a Mau Mau terrorist 
attack. 

Mau Mau oath takers go in secret from 

FN MAUSER 
Quantity is limited but again this 
year a new F N barrel action. Custom 
stock bv BISHOP with their lioht 
weight western stock. Weight 7 %  ibs. 
Caliber-270 and .06. Only $99.50. 
No charge for mounting your choice 

nf SCODA or mount. - .  
CURRY'S 4501.A Troost. Kansas City 10. MO 

BE A GUNSMITH 
Good gunsmiths are in great demand. You can have 
your own business as a gunsmith, or work as a gun- 
smith in other shops. Graduates located In 48 
states and three foreign countries. Veterans & non- 
veteran-Veterans Administration approved for P. L. 
16, 346. 550, & 894. 

For Free l iterature write! 
COLORADO SCHOOL of TRADES INC. 

8797 W. Colfax Ave.. G. Denver 15, Colorado 

"Your glasses did a lot for me9' 
"In winning the 1954 N. Y. State Women's Pistol 
Championship I wore my Mitchell Shooting Glasses 
the first time in  a registered tournament. The early 
part of both days were cloudy with poor visibility. 
Your glasses did a lot for me. I can see my sights 
much more clearly." (Mrs. Herb Glass) 

Mitchell Yellow Lens Shooting Glasses help you 
to SEE BETTER, SHOOT BETTER! Dr. W. P. 
Mitchell knows your problems-will give his 
individual attention to improving your scores. 

Plano ...................... CUSTOM DESIGNED by a Shooter for Shooters! 

W i t h  corrected lenses t o  $1 3.00 
your o w n  prescription: 

MITCHELL SHOOTING GLASSES 
Waynesville, Mo. 

N o .  100: N e w -  
est w i d e  vision. 
L i g h t  w e i g h t  
goggles Non- 
corrodingsweot $1 
b a n d .  G o l d  
filled, P i a n o . .  . 

M a 4  

W i t h  corrected lenses t o  $20.00 
vour o w n  arescriotion. ,--- - - -  . -~--  . 
Write for Folder illustrating 7 additional designs. W e  are distributors for the R. H .  BURTON Co. See these fine binoculars~and MITCHELL Shooting 

G l a s s e s ~ a t  the NRA Convention! 



Prevents Guns 
from Rusting 

Fits any Gun 
Cabinet, Closet 
or Rack 

Keeps them dry! 

Perfect for 
Dealer Showcases 

Electr ic  

DAMPP-CHASER@ Von Lengerke & Antoine Gun Display Case 
9 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 

Eliminates Dampness Permanently as 
COLLECTORS.. . DEALERS.. . SHOOTERS.. . NOW 

Can take care of Guns the Modern Way -with Electricity! 
What  DAMPP-CHASER Is:  

Slim metal tube enclosing sealed 
electric element. 
Complete with cord set, easy instruc- 
tions; no extras to buy. 
Permanent. Never needs attention, 
refills or baking out. 
Easy to install-place on floor of cab- 
inet or closet or fasten to gun rack. 

What DAMPP-CHASER Does: Choice of 3 Sizes 
Eliminates costly dampness. Proven 
success-over 200,000 now in use 
i n  cabinets, closets, pianos and 
organs everywhere. 

Radiates continuous gentle heat 
safely and automatically circulates 
warm, dry air thru entire contents 
every few minutes. 

Model Tube For Cabinet Retail 
No. Length Shelf or Rock watts Price 

1G 1 ft. 14" to 25" wide 8 $5.95 

5RG 2 ft. 26" to 47" wide 15 $6.95 

7G 3 ft. 48" to 72" wide 25 $7.95 

- 
Inexpensive to use, only a penny a OTHER IMPORTANT USES ALL MODELS 11 7v AC/DC 

day to operate. ALSO AVAILABLE FOR OTHER VOLTAGES 
DAMPP-CHASER also protects holsters, Guaranteed by factory for 5 Years. 
leather cases, wood gun stocks, fishing If space for gun storage is larger than 31x6' 

GUN COLLECTORS tackle, golf clubs, stamp collections, use more than one DAMPP-CHASER 

Now you can put those glass doors on books, tools, clothes, shoes, belts, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
your cabinet with no fear of dampness jewelry, silverware, pianos, organs, your purchase price will be refunded if not 
troubles-and you won't need to Radio and TV sets, musical instru- satisfied after a 30 day trial. 
spend hours wiping your guns every ments and merchandise in dealers' 
time they're handled. showcases. f ORDER TODAY!  ---------------------- 

DAMPP-CHASER, INC., 1 4 5 2  Ridgewood Blvd., Dept. 5 5 8  
Everv Shooter and Collector needs I Hendersonville, North caroiina s 

a DAMPP-CHASER@ to 1 Please ship DAMPP-CHASERS at  once in sizes indicated: 
. . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  1 State Quan.  Model. Length. Price $. .each 
. . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  @ protect his guns State Quan.. 

Model. Length. Price $ .each 
Postpaid anywhere in the world 

SAFE Ship to 
I i Address DAMPP-CHASER, INC. , and 

Hendersonville, North Carolina i MY favorite Gun DÃ§olÃ is 

I 
I 



GUN FINISHING PRODUCTS 

SUN RAY GUN STOCK 
FINISH-FAST, BEAUTIFUL 

The fastest, most beautifu 
finish of them all is SUN RA'V 
GUN STOCK FINISH. It's usec 
exclusively by many stockers, 
gunsmiths and manufacturers 
$1.25 per 4 oz. kit. 

X 2 X  COLD METAL BLUER- 
for steel, brass, copper and alu- 
minum. Completely new for- 
mula. Never before used in G 
commercial bluer. Equals hot 

process in all respects. $1.25 per 4 oz, 
kit. 

X2SÃ‘COL BLUER FOR STAINLESS 
STEEL. Also con be used as primary coat- 
ing for X2X on aluminum. $1.50 per 4 oz. 
kit. 

X2 COLD PLATING SOLUTION for small 
steel, brass and copper parts. Plated by 
submerging one minute. Gives heavy blue- 
black plate. Hard, durable. From $ 1  .OO 
for 4 oz. to $ 1  5.00 per gal. 

Populor discounts on all  products 
to  the trade. Exceptional pro- 
position for JOBBERS. Write: 

BLEVINS GUN SHOP 
303 Pine Avenue-G 
Fresno 4, California 

~ - " Ã ˆ " - - " m - - ~ m ~ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ Â ¥ ~ - Â ¥ Â  

COLTS! COLTS! COLTS! ! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ant ique guns-flasks-relics! : 
I 

Send $1 today for NEW '55 illustrated I ' catalog. Refundable on 1st. purchase over $5.00. 1 : Order now. ! 
! PONY EXPRESS Sport shop ! 
I 

17460 Ventura Blvd. Dent. R Encino 4. California : 

NEW P.P.K. Smaller version of the P.P. with samesafetyfeat#r~'. compact 
and lighmeight. Excellent for law eoforcernent and oecessq for con- 
cealed protection. Immediate takedown. Scatioaq barrel for highest 
ac",rKy. 
P.P.K. 31 or 310 blue. 
P.P.K. .32 F-*.W~~,,W-M"~ iUAi i t ,  iz:j::;:: : 1; :;; : $: P.P.K. 22LR blue. 
P.P.K. .22M ~edhww&&& iumt &&',ti &i:;: :; : : : : != 

. - -. 

FREE CATALOG 

0 CUSTOM MADE 

0 THE BEST 
SINCE 1897 

P. 0. BOX 5247 
EL PASO, TEXAS 

POINTER STOCKS I 
The o r i g i n a l  
t h u m b  r e s t  
s t o c k s  $6.50 
and $7.00 P air. 
POINTER PUPS 
stag, no thumb 

or left $9.00. 

scopes. $2.95 Dr. 
GREAT WESTERN Single Action Guns-most 
cal. in stock. 
Send for  FREE CATALOG. Address Box 
aeo-f;. .. . ... 

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFQ. 00.  
Montebello, California 

their jungle hideaways to village'- and farm's. 
intimidating the previously loyal Africans 
into becoming members of Mau Man. Ritual 
of the oaths occurs under a tree-branch 
arch, from the peak of which is hung a 
dead animal. A sheep, cat, goat or other 
beast will do. First the animal is killed and 
hung on the arch. The initiates pass 
through the arch seven times, once for each 
oath. Then they drink the animal's blood 
and eat its eyes. The animal is usually 
strangled by a rope and disembowled. Some- 
times near the place where a Man Man 
ceremony has occurred, police or Kikuyu 
Guardsmen will dig up bodies of Kikuyu 
tribesmen, similarly killed-suspected inform- 
ers on Mau Man. "You can't do anything 
with people like that," said one policeman 
after such a discovery. "The best way is to 
shoot the bastards. Shoot all of them." 

Led by the East African Commander in 
Chief, Sir George Erskine, British troops 
have done a creditable job in containing the 
Mau Man, which at  the start bid fair to in- 
flame the whole territory and spread over 
Africa. Of some 680.000 square miles, only 
about 1 per cent can be classed as "hlau 
Man infected." 

Once a British patrol has made contact 
with a gang, usually through a Mau Mau 
ambush of the police, the patrol has about 
three seconds in which to shoot and kill. 
After that few gangs have any fight left in 
hem, and split up to rendezvous later and 
dan another attack. This hit and run calls 
o r  marksmanship of the highest order, and 
sennits employment of short-range spray 
;uns to good advantage. Quick-firing auto- 
natics like the Sten snbmachine gun are 
herefore more popular with Army patrols 
han bolt-action Lee Enfield rifles. Grenades 
ire carried by patrol leaders to dislodge 
errorists from caves and underground hide- 
iuts. Automatic Remington and Winchester 
hotguns, once used by the RAF for gun- 
lery training, are highly effective loaded 
vith buckshot against Mau Mans lurking 
Iehind the bushes. @ 

PECAR / BERLIN Vari- Powered Scopes 

Other Pecar Scopes 
23h x 64. . . . .52.00 

Two new great scopes to give the American 
shooters the finest in German optics and workman- 
ship. 
The only vari-powered scopes in which it is possi- 
ble for the shooter to have the correct size reticle 
for the power desired. 
Nils 0. Hultgren, Los Angeles, custom stockmaker: 
"The Pecar is a fine scope, my customers are real 
gun nuts and in my sample scopes I have a Pecar 
Scope. Their choice is usually the Pecar." 

Pecar/Berlin binoculars will soon be ready for delivery. 
Ask your dealer to show you the Pecar Scope. Free Literature. 

pecar Vari-Powered 
Scopes 

3x to 7x. . . 95.00 
4x to lox. . .100.00 

Authorized Jobber 

Kriwlwf D r f l l i n o ~ :  In 1 2  
or 16 gauge with anâ‚ cali-  
her rifle, enfiravinw and 
monograms. Send 15  cents 
for l i terature and w i r e s  
Krzeohsf AaenCff'S wen. 

Charles W. Leavell Sumter, south Carolina 



NOW - Bock in Stock! A top quality Rif le Scope - buil t  to r ig id  
Government specifications. . . plus our own specially designed 
scope mount. The Ri f le  Scopecontains fine precision bchromatic 
lenses - ful ly corrected for color and spherical abberation. Has 
fu l l  3 POWER magnification. Dot reticle. Overall length 9 inches. 
The amazing Palley Scope Mount was developed for use with the 
above scope and can be mounted on any type rifle. Has adjustments 
for windage and elevation. Will allow you t o  remove scope from 
mount for carrying or storage, and in addition you can 
re-mount the scope without disturbing your pre-set 
windage and elevation settings. Mode of hardened 
al loy steel. Price for Scope and Mount together. , . 3m 

SCOPE ALONE (without mount).  . . . . . . . ^25 
MOUNT ALONE (without scope) . . . . . . . . /Â£? -. 

MU& COMBINATION KNIFE 
k Eliminates 12 Individual Items from your Pack or Tool Ki t !  

Think of i t '  11, Fine quality Steel Tools, precision made to fold mil 
d intr t h ~  heaw hone covered bodv In one neat comnact unit YOU hav 

I,- '̂A 

J 
(9tawl punch, (10) a screwdriver and (11) a metal Me. A l l  this PLUS 

I l genuine leather, belt holster. 

n UNSURPASSED VALUE - Hos precision 
round and polished Achromatic optics. 
turdy, l i fet ime engineered A L L  METAL 
onstruction. Triple, revolving objective 
ns turret al lows selection of 100X -200X 
300X. Barrel has right or le f t  hand rack 

ovement. Inclines through 90'. Has l uge  
ore stage with slide clips. 

ror. Complete i n  a sturdy 
ovetailed hardwood case. 

Or~gino l ly  used as  n gun sighting scope on tanks, 
Objective head lens revolves through 360" and 
t i l t s  through an angle of opprox. 30 deg. Tube 
assem. contains 11/16'' x 3" dove prism. Eye 
piece i s  1" Kellner and the eyepiece assembl' 

has a 90" Roof prism. Crosshair 
reticle. Approx. 4 power. Use for 
range-finder, view-finder, etc. 

Lsc in, i - c o w  f o r  cl+"Â¥irin brush etc. Has an 18" 
d u r n  steel blade. Hardwood handle.23" overall ~ ^ v f \  

canvas cover.Caver attaches t o  webpistol 
be l t  which has metal grommets for hooking 
an other aear. A Gov't surolus boraain. . . 

Marine Corps Svplus. Has a 
waterproof tent-type cover, side 
and bottom. Bui l t- in mosquito 
bar nettinq with a heavy duty, 

have e v e r  seen. NO PUMPING - NO PRIMING necessary. Entirely 
self-generating. Nothing t o  do but l ight burner co i l  with a match. Has 
collapsible gr i l l  for frying pan or coffee pot.Burns2-1/2 hours on on. 

Made of heavy duty rubberized 
with vulcanized seams. Has bui l t-  

aking ozimuth readings or as a guide on 
nfa'nilior terrain. Has a 3 6 P  rotating 

Med., Large. $35.00Value ezel r ing marked i n  3Â notches for f ine 
omputotion. Cover hos a special, built-in 
peep" sight and hair- l ine guide for taking 

warm fe l t  inner liner. Comes u 
chest. Has adjustable shoulder 

SWISS PATTERNED 

imported f i les  that w i l l  do the job. 
Made of the finest quality f i le  steel, 
specially hardened and accurately 
machined for precision 
work. 12 assorted shopes. 
Usually cost $5.00. . . . 

. .. 
rust resistant zipper opening. Can't be 
b e t  o r  coo, s e c t  e ~ i .  s 6g 
shown including ropes and rings . . . . . . 

CAMP COT MOSQUITO BAR 
enuine Army Surplus mosquito netting. ~esiqned*' 
f i t  over a camp cat for complete insectprotect&. Ã‘ 



1 KEN KITS for Everyone Interested in 

I Uranium and Atomic Energy 
EACH KIT IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED OR MONEY PROMPTLY REFUNDED 

1 THE PROFESSIONAL MODEL GEIGERSCOPE 
Optical uranium and radio-activity detector. Now in use in hundreds of A 
laboratories, in industry, atomic energy plants, and major universities. 
Store sensitive for use on radioactive samples or mineral specimens than 
any portable electronic instrument, regardless of price. Sturdy, dur- 
able, portable as a pocket watch. Requires no power source because 
it converts the energy of alpha rays directly into visible signals; 
no background count. Detect and measure any alpha-active iso- 
tope clown to the range of a millionth of a microcurie. 
Detects leakage in x-ray machines, contan~ination of air, 
surfaces, hands, apparatus, not revealed by conventional 
instruments. Measure radio-active fallout from distant 
nuclear explosions. Invaluable for anyone interested in 
radioactivity. Supplied complete with calibrated 
radium standard, uranium ore sample, direction 
sheet and air-tight holster. 

30 POWER 

KEN CALIBRATED RADIUM a 
STANDARD KIT 

KEN RADIOACTIVE ORE 

This kit contains five Derma- SPECIMEN KIT 
nent standards for the test- 
ing and calibration of any 0 

tecting and confirming uranium 
minerals. I t  enables you to dis- 
tinguish between uranium and 

Valuable d a t a  o n  radioact ive ores 

thorium. The vial of pure sodium field, l a b  a n d  mill methods,  a m  
fluoride meets ACS specifications. map .  Every th ing  you need knov 
enough for hundreds of tests. The 
bead holder is of PLATISCM wire. 
manently sealed into a heat-insula 

forceps are provided. All attract! 

Complete with direction sheet. 0 Handbook today! Only $1 ------------------ 
LONG WAVE ULTRA VIOLET BULB: Screw this bulb ~ K E N  RESEARCH, INC. 1 
Into any ordinary 100 volt socket and you have a 
I 0 t t  S O  o I w i t  i t .  1 525 RIVERVALE ROAD, RIVERVALE, N. J. 1 
Produce brilliant fluorescence in many uranium min- ......... e m s  as wen as hundreds of other minerals, chemi- I ~entlemen: I enclose $. in (cash) (check) 
1 s  oils, plastics. fabrics, etc. Perfect for the flu- (money order). itush the items I have checked below. 1 
wide bead test. Shipped complete with data sheet on I ~ ~ ~ i ,  item will be sent oostpaid and with an uncondi- fluorescent u ~ m i u m  mine~ai.5 and other materials. 

only $2 I tional money-back guarantee. 
Quantity 

I 
Item 

) Professional Model Geigerscope a t  $5. 
I 

SHORT WAVE ULTRA VIOLET BULB: An hexpensive 1 ) Ken Calibrated Radium Standard Kit at $5. 
source of short wave ultra violet radiation. Excites 
fluorescence in tungsten ores, carbonates and other ) Ken Radioactive Ore Specimen Kit at $2. 1 
minerals which do not react to long wave UV. corn. 

I Ken Atomic Prospector's Handbook at $1. 
plete with special socket, simple wiring diagram any. ) Ken Bead Test Kit a t  $2. 
o n  :an follow, direction and data sheet. $3 ) Long Wax-e Ultra Violet Bnlb a t  $2. 

I 
- ) Short Wave Ultra Violet Bulb a t  $3. 1 

1 ) Ken Ultra Violet Flashlight at $3. 1 

KEN 1 Ship them immediately to: 1 
I Name ................................................ I 

.............................................. EARCH 1 Address 1 
I N C .  City .................................. State. .......... I I------------------- 

S I M S  "SPORTSMAN" FOLDING CAMPSTOVE 
"Proved in the 

Big Game Country" 
WOODBURNING, i t  pro- 
vides heat for  comfort anc 
ample  space for  cooking 
Compact, l i g h t ,  s t u r d y  
Clean & convenient t o  c a r q  
by pack animal, car  0 1  
canoe. Price complete, pipe 
table, case, $26 plus postage 
Wt. 30# 
Reflector Oven $9 plus pos- 
tage Wt. S# 

SIMS S T O V E S  
Montona fir 8th Lovell, Wvominc 
(Clip this ad to your order and get a $2 spark armstei 

for FREE!) 

FINEST COLT 
(Continued from page 19) 

was not unaware of the possibilities for him- 
self which these pistols (paid for at  govern- 
ment expense) would open up. In earlier 
times he had distributed gift pistols with a 
prodigal hand, and the returns from foreign 
governments had been good. Now he pro- 
posed to allow Lincoln to pay for these fine 
guns, but arrange if possible to get some 
benefit himself from the gift. As he was much 
too ill to go abroad, the next best thing was to 
have a trusted friend work for him. 

The pair destined for Frederick of Den- 
mark were delivered to the American Lega- 
tion by Henry Adams, son of the American 
Minister to London. Adams was a friend of 
Colt, and had been so for at least five years. 
In 1856 Sam Colt had thrown a Thanksgiving 
Party for some 20 Americans in London. 
Adams was among them. As Sam later wrote, 
all "ate Yankee hickory nuts, apples, and 
went home comfortably drunk." Now Adams 
went to Denmark to convey Sam Colt's best 
wishes to the King, and probably suggest a 
purchase of revolvers for his army and navy. 

Unfortunately, the presentation was some- 
what more formal. In the speeches which 
took place in Fredensborg Palace on the 1st 
of January, 1863, Minister Wood left no doubt 
as to the political nature of the gift. He closed 
his address by expressing the conviction that 
nothing would occur to disturb the peaceful 
relations existing between his government 
and that of the King of Denmark. 

I "WORLD'S FINEST CHECKERING TOOLS" 
........ P e e  Sights for Redfield and Buehler Mounts. 

Nipple for a & Ball Revolvers.. ,25c  
At your Dealers or- 

3333 North Gave St. Tacoma 7, Washington 1 
Â - -- 

JAP C O N V E R I N - R ~ K P ~ S -  
SPECIFY 6.5 

or 7.7 
Timney Trigger .......................... .$10.00 

................ Guard Screws 7.7 Jap. each .50 
Firing Pins, 3 for $9.00.. ............ Each 3.75 
7.7 Converted to .300, .308, .30-'06. ........ 16.00 

GARTH SLOAN 

N I T I O N :  
real  McCoy! SPECIAL 
rd-to-get ammunition 

REMINGTON $ 3 5 0 ~ ~  Box (50 Ms.) : 
RIMFIRE SHORTS 

Â 
Rifle Slings, Web. New 1 inch, 
Gov. Surplus 3 for $1.50. 

e RUBBER 

for shotgun $ 
or rifle 



Frederick upon receiving the case contain- 
ing his pistols replied in an almost identical 
manner, commenting on the terrible war 
which was going on in America and remark- 
ing that he hoped the new year might bring 
with it an end to the struggle. Frederick 
later placed the case in his armory, along 
with another Colt-type revolver made by a 
Danish gunsmith. Apparently young Henry 
Adams was shut out of the presentation con- 
ference, for Frederick did not seem to think 
that Colts were essential for arming his 
forces. Unfortunately, the next year was to 
see Denmark engaged in a war, where re- 
volvers would have been very useful to the 
small armies of the country. 

The newspapers carried notices of the pre- 
sentation to Frederick, but the Swedish pre- 
sentation had to await the return of Minister 
Halderman from Italy to Stockholm. Finally 
on May 12th. Halderman was called to an 
audience with Charles XV. The king received 
him in his private armory a t  the palace in 
Stockholm, informally and politely. He found 
great pleasure in the President's gift, and 
repeatedly expressed his great joy. A confi- 
dante of the king had previously written to 
Halderman: "The President could not have 
given a proof of his good will to His Majesty 
which would be more favorably received and 
more highly appreciated!' 

Today these pairs of revolvers are state 
treasures of Denmark and Sweden. The pair 
of Frederick VII are now on display at  
Jaegerspris Castle and belong to the founda- 
tion established by Countess Danner. Charles 
XV's pistols may be seen at the Royal Ar- 
mory in Stockholm. @ 

EASY TO INSTALL TELEPHONE SYSTEMS. ALL WEATHER - ALL PURPOSE WIRE 1 
TARGET RANGE 

TWO-WAY TELEPHONES! 
Home - ranch - industrial. String wire, 
connect to phones, ring and talk up to 
20 miles. Perfect performance-battle- 
field proven. 
Kellogg Mag.-5 Bar Wall Phone with 
handset. Each. . . .  522.50 
per I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $42.50 

EE8 Field Phone~~UsedÃ‘Complete 
ly checked out. 
Each .......... . .*.l.s:?~ $29.50 

NEW SURPLUS-JUST RELEASED 
On original factory steel reels. For 
communications, blasting, inter-corn. 
Hundreds of other uses. 

W I  10B 18 ga. 2-conductor insulated 
copper-steel conductors. Unused. like 
row. 1 mile reels (5,280 ft.) $11.50 
'A mile reels (2.640 ft.) $10.00 

Other wire and phones not lilted. 
WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER. 

t N 

CLOSING OUT SALE - BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE 
............................................... PACIFIC SUPER TOOL, wi th  d ies . .  .$29.97 ...................................... BELDING & MULL MODEL 28 TOOL, complete. 18.00 

....................................... BELDING 6 MULL VISIBLE POWER MEASURE 11.60 
.......................................... BEDDING NEW MODEL POWDER SCALE.. 10.50 

................................................. GRISBY DELUXE CASE TRIMMER. 9.67 ....................................... EASTON TRIPLE XXX RELOADING DIES. s e t . .  7.75 

................................... ................... BOONE 21/4 GUNSCOPE.. 
POLAROID HIGHLANDER model 80 CAMERA 
ZEBCO No. 33 SPINNING REEL, EQUIPPED.. , 

....... MITCHELL No. 300 SPINNING REEL.. 
WEAVER SERIES 60 MODEL K-10 SCOPE.. .. ..................... JAP-MADE 4X SCOPE.. .. BAUSCH & LOMB Skeet shooting g lasses . .  
MARLIN 39-A Lever action 22 ca1.rif le. .  .... 
Postage extra 
Give second choice if possible - Address: 

WALT OLIVER,  Box 5 5  

.................................... ...... PACIFIC or  C-H RELOADING DIES, s e t  ..... GRISBY RELOADING TOOL, less d i e s . ,  
C-H RELOADING PRESS, less dies. etc.. ..... 

- ... EASTONSUPER GIANT PRESS, complete. ........ SATURN SCOUT SPOTTING SCOPE.. 
SATURN RANGER SPOTTING SCOPE. 20X.. . 

....... WINCHESTER Model 75 Target  Rifle.. 
COLT OFFICERS MODEL MATCH REVOLVE .......... BALSCOPE IR. 40mm SCOPE 20X ............ LEUPOLD 4X PIONEER SCOPE.. ..................... BOONE 4X GUNSCOPE 
ARGUS C-3 CAMERA with f lash a n d  case . .  . 

................................... 10.13 ................................... 24.50 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22.88 ................................... 33.75 

................................... 20.00 ................................... 58.00 

................................... 38.22 ................................... 65.00 ................................... 33.60 ................................... 45.15 ................................... 32.00 ................................... 51.26 ................................... 25.34 ................................... 58.16 ................................... 12.90 ................................... 20.00 

................................... 44.75 ................................... 21.55 ................................... 15.00 ................................... 49.20 
Supply Strictly limited 

, A u b u r n ,  I n d i a n a  

HERE AT RILEY'S you have a wide choice of new and used guns- 
over 600 in stock, assures immediate delivery of your favorite m a k e  
and model in the gauge or caliber you want. And whether you choose 
to visit RILEY'S or write us for quotations, you can also be sure of 

Scopes Mounts loading Tools 
Reloading Components Accessories 

Dealer orders a n d  inquiries invited o n  al l  
shooting supplies. 



1 Something New- 

Ihs. 
HIDE-AWAY 

HOLSTER 
1 This is what they see Here's a real11 

GOOD new thins . the HIDE 
A W A Y  H O L  
S T E R ,  f o r  lav 
officers, gun en 
t h u s i a s t s  a n (  
e v e r y o n e  w h i  
w a n t s  a r e a l l :  
practical. conven 
ient HIDEAWA'! 
holster for a per 
sonal gun. 
Handc ra f t ed  ti 

specifically fit an: 
t y p e  h a n d  g u i  
you request. I n  
visible when yo1 
w a n t  i t  t o  b e  
D o e a n ' t  b u l g e  
kick your ribs o 
wear out your lei 1 This is what you know . - . mar, . - .. - -. - 

greasy shirts o 
r u s t y  g u n s  
Weighs only 21' 
ounces, has rivetm 
n i c k e l  clip Â£0 
lone wear. Fit 
i n s i d e  t r o u s e  
band .  M a d e  o 
highest quality to] 
grade leather. A1 
sizes, makes ant 
models. Send you 
w e a p o n  m a k e  
barrel length an' 
caliber with $2.9 
for portage pre 
paid shipment. 01 
COD, y o u  p a  
postage. Deale 
inquiries invited, 

B & J Leather 
Goods Go. 
P.O. Box 990 
Brownsville, 

Texas 
1 

RECOMMENDS 
Some New Prices 

KOLLMORGEN Bear Cub 2 W  DA ....... $45.00 
Bear Cub 4X DA, $59.50; 6X DA ............ 79.50 
TEXAN 2'/2X DA, $36; 6X, $48, 4X ...... 49.50 
Texan Jr. 3X DA, $27.50; Chuck 4X ...... 14.95 
Smooth 6X. $39; 4X, $32; 2Vfi ................ 26.50 
STITH adjustable Master Mounts .............. 27.50 
PACHMAYR LO-SWING, $20; G&H ...... 25.00 

New Reloading prices 
GRIGSBY RELOADING TOOL now ........ 36.50 
Grigsby Jr. Trimmers, $9.95 and .............. 11.45 
HERKNER ECHO Reloading Tool ............ 19.50 
Extra Primer Arm. $2.75; extra SH ............ 3.25 
SAECO Im roved Electric Furnace ............ 38.50 
IDEAL ~u l f e t  Lube, 60c; IPCO Lube ........ .50 
PACIFIC & RCBS Reloading Dies ............ 13.50 
LYMAN Adapters, $2.50; Ideal Dies ........ 10.00 
EASTON BHP XXX Dies per set .............. 10.00 

Sisk, Sierra, Speer, Hornady, Ebel 

NESS SELECTED SUPPLIES 
FRED NESS RED WING 

MINNESOTA 

- .  
. Invest 1Oc in Bargain List '. 
UNDERWOOD A R M S  CO. ~S;" ,s~ , , ' ^ , s t~~s :  
- -- - 

Coerg Holster ............... .$11.95 
Coerg Cartridge Carrier (for shoulder 

hlstr.) ..................... .$3.75 
(Holster & Carrier as a unit $1.00 less) 
Coerg Hollow Pointer-Used to hollow 
point revolver lead cartrid es.. . .$3.50 

Designed by a hunter-for a hunter. Add 8% for pstge. 

I GOERG ENTERPRISES,Alfred J. Coerg, Mgr. 
609 South Vine St. Port Angeles, Wash. 

- -- 

S U B S C R I B E  
TO G U N S  NOW 

FANTIQUE GUN PRICES1 
NKW ILLUSTRATED BOOK dives UD-to-date prices 
of over 2.000 American pistols, revolvers. Describes 
every make, model from flintlock through automatic. 
Plus information how to collect old guns, make money, 
etc. Valuable for Buying, Selling. Collecting. 
ONLY $1-POSTPAID. O R D E R  NOW. Dept. AR. 

Free catalogue of gun books. 

PIONEER PRESS, Harrirnan, Tennessee. ---- 

SKEETSHOOT HEAVEN 
(Cont inued f rom page 15) 

tors who have had trouble with their own. 
The second floor, appearing to he the 

first floor from another terrace, is given to 
a spacious trophy-entertainment-office room. 
Here ladies play cards, bingo, enjoy lunch- 
eon or a pleasant yak-yak session. A large 
picture window faces the shooting fields 
offering full vision of every position. The 
inter-com controls at the desk and window 
permit complete audio-visual management 
of each shooting position. 

The third floor is the private domain of 
the Hollinger clan. This apartment serves 
as a weekend retreat for Bill, his wife Clara. 
Frank and Dottie and their two youngsters. 

Is  this lush layout reserved exclusively 
for the well-to-do? "Not on your life!" 
chorus Bill and Frank. The casual shooter 
can have a go at  it if he makes himself 
known. There are no dues required. "Any- 
one is welcome as long as rules and safety 
regulations are obeyed," says Bill. 

Is  i t  possible for a skeet or trap club to 
duplicate the Hollinger setup? Without 
subsidization of some kind-no. But pri- 
vate or commercial ventures could very well 
incorporate some of the features. 

The Hollinger version of "come up and 
see me sometime" is sincerely extended to 
any officers of clubs who have building in 
mind. @ 1 

EU WTOMT(RSoigT 
uble-Barrel MAGNUM 

SUPERIOR TRIGGER 
. . . .  SUPER STOCK \ 
Adjustable, no creep, 
unexcelled for top per- 
f o r m a n c e .  Enjoy the 
best for good shooting. 
Mausers, Enfield,Spring- 
field & Rem. M. 30. 

POSITIVE 
ZERO MOUNT 
most sturdy mount made $15.00 and up. 

MASHBURN PRECISION 
CUSTOM BUILT RIFLES 

CAMP PERRY SET $13.95 postpaid 
(6 tools, rule and instructions) 

checkering tool. The unique spring-pin LEADER SET ..... $8.95 postpaid 
Positioning ends loose cutting heads and makes (4 tools, rule and instructions) 

replacement sim~le. Insist on G U NLI N E TOO Single Tools $1.75 to $2.75 
Write for new tool brochure. 



STILL ONLY $9850 
GU N BUGS. Don't miss reading Jac 

Weller's fine article on 
page 48, June '55 American Rifleman. 

THE SUPERBLY ACCURATE 
R. B. MARK 1 

ANTI-TANK RIFLE MOST POWERFUL RIFLE 
IN THE WORLD! 

HUNDREDS SOLD! UNCONDITIONALLY 
PRAISED! UNIVERSALLY ACCLAIMED! 

The gigantic 0.55 caliber 926-grain bullet will penetrate 
fantastic obstacles like butter, yet the hyper-efficient 
muzzle brake and gentle soft rubber recoil pad make 
this beautiful gun a supreme pleasure to shoot-again 
and again. 63 inches long and a weight of only 33 Ibs., 
including adjustable bipod, make this weapon easily 
portable anywhere. 

CHECK T H E S E  O U T S T A N D I N G  ADVANTAGES:  
OF THE SUPERBLY ACCURATE R.B. MARK! 

1. Repeating, magazine fed. Six shot magazine. 
2. Comparable to any modern, fine military rifle. 
3. Ammunition is inexpensive and absolutely safe. 
4. Rifle accuracy, no fluctuation. 
5. Completely reliable under any conditions. 
6. No special training required to operate. 
7. May be fired from the prone position at long range. 
8. Combat and tactically proved in World War 1 1 .  
9. Finest material and construction standards. 

AMMUNITION BARGAINS 
CALIBER 8MM MAUSER: Packed in original 
German 15-round cartons and  made i n  Ger- 
many's f inest factories-some bear labels such 
as RWS and  DWM. The bullets are a true 0.323 
diameter, 175-gr. boat-tail design. Components 
alone worth our special price! This ammo is the 
very best quality German Mi l i tary  Issue, made 
when standards were high. Only $6.00 per 100  
rounds. Or, a Super-special price o f  only $81 .OO 
per wooden case, (superb ammo cases), lo t  o f  
1500 rounds. 

CALIBER .30 M2 BALL: Packed in 20-round 
commercial type boxes, taken f rom sealed U. S. 
Govt. shipping cases. Finest q u a l i t y ~ a n d  a t  a 
new record low price - only $6.00 per 100 
rounds, or our special rate o f  only $81.00 per 
wooden case o f  1500 rds. i n  vacuum-sealed con- 
tainer. 
Ammo Sold only in 100-round units. All prices FOB College 
Park, Md. 

TRADERS: We are willing to swap. Write us 

N O W  AVAILABLE IN THREE SPECIAL MODELS! 

Made in England by B.S.A. $ 98.50 
0 Made in  North America $108.50 
o Rare Model marked "U.S. Gov't Property, brand-new, 

never fired with special bipod and 5-baffle muzzle brake 
$1 25.00 

AMMUNITION FOR THE ABOVE: 
Ten rounds per box of 10 rounds.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  $9.50 
ACCESSORIES: 
Superb kit of special accessories (no rifle complete without these 
valuable items) contains breech cover, dismounting tool, cleaning 
rod, magazine carrying case and 7 extra 5-shot magazines. Per kit 
complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$9.50 

BARRELS FOR CONVERSION: 
US. .50 Caliber barrels for R.B. MARK 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$30.0 

1 U. S. MI920 CIRCULAR GUN RACKS 
These racks, which must have cost Uncle Sam 
nearly $100.00 each, are made of steel and bronze 
for lasting durability. Made to hold 20 Carbines 
but rack i s  adaptable for al l  types of long arms.* 
A Super Special Buy-only  $19.95, fob College 
Park, Md.-while limited supply lasts. 

I 'Dimensions: Height 35", base diameter 27". Shipping wt. 
about 100 Ibs. 

MAGAZINES! A R E A L  BUY! 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Thompson 20-round box magazine. $2.50 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Thompson 30-round box magazine. 3.50 
. . . . . . . . .  Thompson 50-round drum magazine. .12.95 

. . .  Thompson 100-round drum magazine (rare). .16.95 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Luger 32-round drum magazine.. 9.95 

. . . . . . . . .  Schmeisser MP 38/40 box magazine. 8.95 
Sten Mk. 1, 11, 11 1, Iv, v box magazine. . . . . . .  4.95 
United Defense Corp. OSS spec. box mag.. . . . . .  2.95 
Rare MG34 and 42  50-round side drum mag.. . . .  3.95 
Special Double set for above. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.95 

. . . . .  German 7.92 mm 20-round box magazine. 1.00 

your offers. Antique COLTS especially wanted. 
ALL PRICES F.O.B. COLLEGE PARK, MD. 

S O U T H E A S T E R N  S H O O T E R S  S U P P L Y  COL%?~~,~MD. 



This is the only-of-its-kind Gun Encyclopedia which, since 1951, has been serving those whose 
vocation or avocation includes Firearms.. .Collectors, Dealers, Gunsmiths, Libraries, Manufacturers, 
etc., throughout the world, ore finding the Firearms Directory more and more valuable. 

Police Laboratories from Scotland to Singapore use the Firearms Directory! 
Since its inception, The Firearms Directory has grown each year by means of additions and 
revisions, to the extent that i t  now weighs more than six (6) pounds! 

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED-THOUSANDS OF ILLUSTRATIONS!  
The unique maintenance service, consisting of  additional new material and revisions, solves the 
"obsolete book" problem-The FIREARMS DIRECTORY IS ALWAYS UP TO DATE, AND THE MAINTE- 
NANCE SERVICE KEEPS IT THAT WAY; there is nothing else like it in the Firearms field. 

THE, FIREARMS DIRECTORY IS  DIVIDED INTO SIXTEEN SEPARATE SECTIONS: 
BOONS md PUBLICATIONS GLOSSARY PATENrS 
CLUBS Ã§n RANGES GUNSMITHS MS~OLS 
CODES and HOOF MASKS IDENTIFlCA~ION 

LAaonAroitifs 
RIFLES 

DEALERS SHOTGUNS 
Fl8EARMS. MISCELLANEOUS LEGAL TECHNICAL NOTES 

MANUFACTURERS u d  IMPORTFRS 
Appropriate moterial, contained in the above classifications, is continually added to- 
for example, the "PISTOL ATLAS" Ipp. 34-35, FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION, J. S. Hatcher) 
long unavailable, will be at YOUR hand as a Firearms Directory owner. . . Also, each 
patent in the Firearms field is extracted with illustrations and and included in the annual 
supplement. . . And, of  course, our world famous Isometric Drawings-c4 which we now 
hove sixty-seven-all to be  included in the Firearms Directory! These range from the 
Collier Flintlock Revolver and Patterson Colt through the modern automatics-Truly a 
wealth of  material nowhere else available. 

EACH F/D COMES TO YOU I N  A SPECIALLY DESIGNED, CUSTOM BUILT, TENGWALL BINDER! 

m i n e  H y^t~~- at your local Library, or order your own copy now.. . 
PRICE-Including Revision Service for Current Yeor- 

UNITED STATES: $20.00 FOREIGN: $22.00 

R I F L E  B A R R E L S  
- .22 to 2 7 5  Mag. 1 

PRETURNED BLANKS - FINISH TURNED BARRELS - - - - 
Can furnish preturned barrel blanks ,650"-,750" ,890" dia. a t  muzzle. Also have finish turned = 
sporters ready to thread and polish 25" long ,625'' dia. muzzle in .22 t o  .30 cals. Larger cals. wi l l  E 

- have proportionately larger muzzles. Send stamp for complete information. - - - - - - JAMES D. ADAIR - - - - 
Rt. 3 Box 20 Rifle Barrel Maker Bremerton, Wash. 
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My new big catalog shows all of the very 
latest in semi-finished rifle and shotgun 
stocks. Full o f  pictures of new stock designs, 
Custom stocks with new checkering and 
carving designs. Send lOc for this big new 
gun stock catalog. Order yours today. 

R E I N H A R T  FAJEN, Box 1150, Warsaw, Missouri 

MY FAVORITE GUN 
(Continued from page 6 )  

oth aggression and defense. To be able 
1 defend yourself well, you have to know 
rery trick of the aggressor; then, armed 
ith all that expert knowledge, you can 
Tord to be extremely benevolent. 
I would like to impart to all of our little 

lends in television, whether they follow our 
rograms or those of our most capable 
Â¥iend like Roy Rogers, Gene Autry, et cet- 
ra. I would beg these little fellows to have 
11 the possible regard for their daddies' 
tins and never touch them unless either 
ieir daddy or the Scoutmaster is  with them 
1 show them how a gun is used properly. 
They can play with their toy guns and 

hile they are playing with their toy guns 
ley can learn the fundamentals, that enable 
man to use a gun safely. This is the time, 
ith the toy gun, that they can learn not 
1 look down the barrel, not to carelessly 
oint the gun at other people. @I 

Restless - dissatisfied - unhappy 
in your  present jab? L ike  to 
make  a wel l-planned change 
a n d  rea l l y  d o  something about 
your  future? You can  f i nd  the  
perfect job i f  y o u  k n o w  how. BETTER For  expert guidance read  "A 
BETTER J O B  on ly  $1.00 Ppd. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

BGE Guidance Service 
0 Box 398-A Partales, N. M. -- - 

J 

CLADALOY BULLET CO. 1 
Manufacturers of the popular new machlne cast 
copper clad alloy bullets which can be driven at 
hj  heat velocities. Available for hand guns and 
nks .  At your dealer or order direct. Write for 
free list and folder. Immediate delivery. 

BOX 643 NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

SPORTSMEN . . . . . . . . 
I 

PIGSKIN GUN CASE 
Here is a gun case that is hand tailored 
to fit any gun. Constructed from yen- 
nine imported pigskin. processed in this 
country and colored into Saddle Tan. 
Extremely tough leather, double nylon 
stitched, well padded and lined with 
Hunter Red treated high pile orlon. 
Full length zipper, two zipper pockets 
one for adjustable sling when not in use' 
other for jointed ramrod compensator: 
scope, etc. With normal use will last 
a lifetime. I f  you are a sportsman 
who has an appreciation for things be- 
yond the commonplace, write for illus- 
trated CATALOG-G of many other items 
suited to the needs of the discriminating 
sportsman. 

W O O D - L A N D  
SPORT1 NG GOODS 

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y. 

g game safari of the north In your living room with 
G? color slides. Free catalog. Listing over 400 slides. 
IoseuPs of i ivp game and a l l  Alaska subjects. Special 
Ter-12 game sl ides sent airmail. 55.00. NORTHERN 
OLOR FILM CO., Sox 6, Cooper Landing, Alaska. 



C L A S S I F I E D  A D V E R T I S E M E N T S  

ANTIQUE ARMS 
WIN. HOTCIIKISS Navy 45/70 good $50. 
Walter Westberg, Naugatuck, Conn. FIREARMS 

MIDWEST'S LARGEST Gun House. T ry  us  
for hard-to-get new guns. Sure  we t rade!  
Cherry's, Geneseo 50, Illinois. 

ANTIQUE ARMS catalog #27 now ready. 
Lists over 700 antique guns  and  pistols. One 
of the  finest selection of antiqne arms t o  he 
offered in the country. Price 50tf. Glode 11. 
Requa, Box 43, Monsey, New York. 

GUN CABINETS 

GUN CABINETS knotty pine finished or 
knockdown free folder. Paul A. Eckhardt,  
Box 421, Beaver Falls,  Pa. 

SEND l0c  FOI! lists either shotguns, rifles, 
handguns, ammuni t ion;  o r  send 25c for all  
lists. Frayseth's Willmar, Minnesota. 

WORKING MINIATURES : Colt Walkers, 
Patersons, Kentucky Flintlocks, Astons, Rem- 
ingtons and miniature powder flasks. Hand- 
made of t he  highest workmanship. Photo 
Catalog $1. Fred Thacker, 444 G. Cortez 
Dr., El Paso. Texas. 

GUNS FOR SALE 

USED GUNS! 1954 Illustrated 32 page cat- 
alog, 2500 Modern & Obsolete Pistols, 
Rifles & Shotguns. Obsolete & Hard-to-get 
Foreign & American Ammunition, Loading 
Tools, Clips, Magazines, Accessories. Price 
20c ppd.; Current g iant  148 page illustrated 
catalog-50c ppd. Martin B. Retting, Culver 
City, 23, Calif. 

SELECTION O F  300 Shotguns Rifle8 & Pls- 
tola, foreign and domestic. ~ l l u s t r a t e d  cata- 
logue 25c. Davis & Sons, Inc., 400 E. Jeffer- 
son. Louisville 2, Ky. COLLECTORS. DEALERS, shooters. decora- 

t o r s !  ! Guns for a l l  from our fine collection 
on sale a t  reasonable prices a t  Wallingt'ord 
Hall. Route 1 ,  in Kennebunk, Maine. Open 
everyday. 

30-06 SPRINGFIELD AMMUNITION-Fac- 
tory Loads. $5.50 100 rounds. Shipped Duty 
Free. International,  1011 Bleury, Montreal, 
Que. 

GUNS???  BARGAINS??? Always ask Agra- 
monte ! ! ! Rig bargain catalog 50c. 100,000 
Colts, Winchesters, swords, armour. Sew- 
used modern gnns. Agramonte's, 201 War- 
burton, Yonkers 2K, N. Y. 

SPECIALIZING I N  Browning shotguns, B & 
L scopes-The latest fire arms by Winchester 
and Itemington-old firearms and edge weap- 
ons. Arlington Tackle Shop, 940 Mass Ave., 
Arlington, Mass. 

FAMOUS SERVICE Models: Springfield En. 
field Rifles, 3 8 ,  .45 caliber Smith & Wekon ,  
Colt. Wehlev Revolvers. 30-06. .45 ACP am- 
munition. Lowest prices. shipped ~ u t y  Free. 
International,  1011 Bleury, Montreal, Quebec. 

ARMS & AMMUNITION GUNS SCOPES reloading supplies bought sold 
traded and repaired. Fistori Firearms, 203 
Main St., i larlboro, Mass. GUN COLLECTOR Henry .T. Dwillard fine 

shotguns for  particular shooters Imported and 
American buy - sell - trade. 1516 Sunnyside 
Drive, Kalamazoo 17, Michigan. 

CARTRIDGE COLLECTORS : Lis t  #3-20$ 
coin many new items. Lis t  for  shooters 10tf 
coin bareains. Perrv  Snaneler. 3510 Fenton 

NICE 1860 COLT pistol $75, Wayne Wilson, 
Fullerton, N. Dfik. - - -  

~ d . ,  Flint,  Mich. 
WANT TO improve your Shooting? Does your 
gunsmith fit you?  Fine custom Restocking. 
Plain and Deluxe models fo r  T rap  find Skeet 
(inns. Matchine Beavertail Forends. R. J .  

WANT TO improve your Shooting? Does your 
gunsmith fit you?  Fine custom Restocking. 
Plain and Deluxe models fo r  T rap  find Skeet 
(inns. Matching Beavertail Forends. R. J .  
Anton, 1010 Itiehl, Waterloo, Iowa. 

USED GUNS for less. Write Allen Bacon, 6 
Lee Park, WiIkes-Earre, Pa. 

CARTRIDGES FOR collectors, un books. 
New Handbook-Catalog # I8  xnaifed for 25c 
coin. McDaneld & Wheeler, Osborne, Kansas. S E W  l 0 c  I N  coin or stamps with self ad- 

dressed stamped envelope fo r  large  list of 
unusual bargains in modern and  antique fire- 
arms, edged weapons, binoculars, cameras, 
ammunition war  souvenirs. Bernie Gould- 
gnns, 406A Salem Street. Medford, Mass. 

IIAWGLEG HANDLES ! Frontier,  Single Six, 
Great Western grips walnut  maple o r  cherry, 
checkered, $5.75 Also in rare  tropi- 
cal woods. F ree  brochure. David Wayland, 
Box 24691. Los Angeles, Calif. 

ONE PIECE Walnut o r  Mahogany semi- 
inletted grips fo r  Colts 49 Pocket Model. 5 1  
Navy, 1800 Army SAA & Manhatten 36 Navy, 
$1.00 each Postpaid. Charles E. Burcr,  P. 0. 
Box 545, Eau Claire, Wis. 

Anton, 1010 Iti. 

COLT'S WANTED Remington Wanted In  
shooting order o r  jus t  parts,  highest prices 
paid. Roy C. Rorabaugh, 302 N. 30th, Lincoln, 
Nebraska. 

LEGAL M-1 GARAND Rifles, Perfect $125.00. 
Carbines, $80.00. Armsco, Mayer, Arizona. 

CARTRIDGE COLLECTORS-Attention. Spe- 
cial Cartridge List now being mailed listing 
1000 different U. S .  and  Foreign Collector's 
Items. Many rarities never before offered. 20c 
ppd. Martin B. Betting, Cnlver City 23, Calif. 

GUNS ! ! ! RUNS ! f ! Guns ! ! ! 
10,000,000 Bargains ! ! ~ o i t s - ~ i n c h e s t e r s -  
I<entuckies - Lugers - Mausers - Swords 
-Armour. Big Bargain Catalog 50c. Agra- 
monte's. 201 Warburton, Yonkcrs 2K, New 
York. 

COLLECTORS & SHOOTERS - Attent ion:  
Now l ist  now being mailed covering Gun Ac- 
cessories, Military Equipment, Leather  Goods, 
lIclmots, Armor, War  Relics, Powder Horns 
and Flasks, Medals and Insignia, Shells and 
Grenades, Uniforms-profusely illustrated. 27ic 
ppd. Martin B. Retting, Culver City 23, Calif. 

RAISE W. ORKRNICR 1T.nndonl ahn t~ i in .  with 
3 sets of double bai<els,datedi855iiiiii: 
sones. Excellent condition. Interested collec- 

PERCUSSION COLT AND Remington Parts.  
List 25c. Illustrated pa r t s  portfolio, $1.00. 
Antique Weapons sales lists. $1.25 per year.  
Weisz, 100 South Uhle, Arlington 4, Virginia. 

tors contact Magnum Gun Shop, Irvington, 
New York. 

KENTUCKY RIFLES - l ist  1 0 c  Norman 
Tremper, W. Winfield, New York. GERMAN MOD. 98  8MM Mauser Rifles-very 

a-nod. $37.50. TJ. S. 30. '00 cal. Snrinefield MOD. 70 SUPER Grade 22-3000 Custom Built  
with Lyman 10X Super  Target  Spot. Outfit  
like new. $210.00. Leroy Metzeer. 1 0  Sewall 

rifles. kood, $42.50 ; very good, $55.00 per- 
feet $G.i.00. .Tap 7.7 mm rifles-very good, 
$18.00. .Tan 6.5 mm rifles, very good. $20.00. 

SMITH PREMIER Skeet 1 2  ga. double 26" 
SSTAE. s t ra ight  grip stock, like new $185.00. 
Single-action Army 45, Colt Ivory grips, wide 
Heiser belt and  holster, excellent $175.00. 
S&\V M91 22 single-shot nickel, target  grips. 
excellent $59.50. Jeff. Trader ,  Pocomoke City, 
l laryiand.  

St., Lynn, Mass. 
- 

.Tap 30. '06 cal. converted rifles, very good. 

.%?.i..50. Free Gun List. Freeland Arms. 34 Park 
Row, New York 38, New York. 

IMMEDIATE PREPAID Delivery on ail  items. 
Winchester M70, .30-06, .270, .300 Sav., 257R 
250-3000 Sav., ,2208 $120.95 ; M64, .'30-30' 
.32 Spec., $91.60 ; ~ 6 4  Deer Rifle 30-30. .32 
Spec. $107 9 5 .  M71 Open Sights ,348 Win. 
$100.30. ~ e m i b g t o n  M721A. 270 Win., 30-06 
$88.35 ; ' ~ 7 2 1 ~  ,300 Magnum. $99.40 : ~ a k d  
Mauser .270. .30-06. $135.50; Sako Magnum 
Miniser ,300 H&H. .375 II&H. $160.23- 17. N 

BINOCULARS & TELESCOPES S&W 44 SPECIAL 614" TARGET revolvers 
New $84.20. Browning double autos. $123.00. 
All new guns  in  stock. Buy - Sell - Trade. 
Jeff. Trader,  Pocomoke City, Maryland. 

SAVE 25% ! G E T  interesting facts.  Free 56 
page Rinocular, Telescope Catalog. $3.95 to  
$250.00: United. 9043 S. Western. A-223, 

Mauser less rear  sieht $137.50. Sakn h a r r d ~ d  
action $90.00: sago Mauser Action $(i8.kfi7 
I?. N. barreled action $74.50: F. N. ~ c t i o n  
$49.50. All popular rifles, scopes, mounts and 

Cliicngo 20. Dealers Wanted. 

GUNSMITHING reloading tools ready for  immediate shipment. 
Writp for mv free list  of e ~ e r v t h i n z  for the  1;TXOCTJI.ARS 22 MODELS. a t  direct imnor- . - 

ters' amazing prices. Free trial.  ~ o i d e r  
"Binocular Selecting", catalog free. Dealers 
wanted. Prentiss Company. 209 Mercury 
Building, West Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

ANTIQUE AND Modern Gun Repair and Re- 
storation by Experienced Gunsmith. Flintlock 
and Percussion Arms a Specialty. Sta te  and  
Federal License. Charles Duffy, Shady, New 
York. 

shooter. I3rhce fond i t ,  148 W. ~ i g h  street,  
Carlisle. Pennsylvania. 

COLT SINGLE Action $40 & Up. All makes 
Guns, New & Used Cheap. William N. Greer, 
Griffin. Georgia. 

DOGS 

EXPECT AUTUMN litter of Chesapeake Bay 
retrievers A.K.C. registered-$50.00. Chesa- 
p e a k e ~  I have rinsed have gone to  Alaska, 
Canada, Wisconsin. Texas and old Mexico- 
excellent retrievers fo r  Canada geese, canvas- 
h i~ rks  and mallard jump-shooting. Want  10 
gauge magnum shells. C. Van Zcc, Hancock, 
Minnesota. 

7.7 .TAP HUNTING cartridges $3.50 per 20 ;  
3 boxes Express Prepaid, $10. Bargain gun 
list. l0c. Underwood's, Post  Road. Shrews- INDIAN ARROWHEADS burv. Massachnsetts 

5 F I N E  INDIAN arrowheads 2.00. Large 
spearheads 4.00. Peace Pipe 5.00. 100 slightly 
damaged arrowheads 11.00. Vine grooved 
stone axe 5.00. List of many thousands of 
relics free. Lear's, Glenwood, Arkansas. 

brochure shows complrte line of handmade 
twstom grips. David Wayland. Box 24691, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 



LEATHERCRAFT FOR POLICE, GUARDS, WATCHMEN 
New!  Sensational! 

U p s i d e  d o w n  

HANDI- 
HOLSTER 
for 2" barrel length 
revolvers. Gives light- 

ning-fast draw. Top grain 
leather. Must be seen, and 

Shoulder style. . . $1 0.00 
t s t .  . . . . . .$ 8.50 
Shoulder-Belt 

combination.. . $10.50 
Wri te  for  free Brochure 

SAN FRANCISCO GUN EXCHANGE 
91 Fourth Street 0 San Francisco 3 

SPARE Send for my unusual collection of 
patterns. Useful for carving, check- 
ering or stippling gun stocks, pistol 

B A R R E L S  
LEATHERCRAFT FOR Pleasure or  Profit. 
Slake easy-to-assemble purses, belts gloves, 
woolskin toys. 100 other items for  d f t s  o r  t o  BUILT& FITTED 
sell. Send i 0 c  today for  big catalog. Largest 
Leathercraft stock in U. S. .T. C. Larson Co., 
820 S. Tripp, Dept. 5358, Chicago 24. 

PATENTS JAA BARRELS 
ARE THE FINEST 

INVENTORS-IF you believe t h a t  you have 
a n  invention, YOU should find out  how t o  nro- 
tect it. The firm of McMorrow, ~ e r m a n  & 
Davidson is qualified to  take the  necessary 
steps for son. Send for  coov of our  Patent  

BUT- 

Did you know? Booklet "How to Protect  Y o u r  Invention" 
and 'Invention Record' form. No obligation. 
Mcllorrow, Berman & Davidson, Registered 
Patent  Attorneys, 352-B Victor Building, 
Washington 1, D. C. OUR SERVICE covers the 

field from the finest chrome- 
moly a l loy barrel  blanks 
(ground f in ish)  fo r  gun- 
smiths, to the complete rifle, 
custom formed for the most 
exacting individual. 

TIME grips, etc. ~ u n d r e d s  of animals, 
birds, decorative designs, initials. 
Plus transfer carbon. Only $2.00 

HOBBY 
postpaid, check or cash. 

C. H. KLEIN, Jr., P.O. Box 2591, 
Roselawn, Cincinnati 37, Ohio. 

RELOADING 

RELOAD and  Save. Send For  Your Free Cata- 
log. K. W. Kleinendor~t ,  39 Welcome Rd., 
Rochelle Park. N. J. 

SELL OR TRADE 

BIGGEST DISPLAY of modern and antique 
gun in mldwest. Old Colts, Remingtons Ken- 
t u c k y ~ ,  etc. Buy - Trade. Frontier '&ading 
Post, 482 Northwest Highway, Des I'laines, 
111.. Route 14. 

'Guns and Services 
for the Discriminative" 

Write for Price List "GA" 

BELSAW MACHINERY CO,l~l06Filld BIdg., Kansas City 11, Mo. JOHNSON AUTOMATICS 
ASSOCIATES 
INCORPORATED 

HOPE VALLEY, RHODE ISLAND 

TRAVEL 

"SEE ALASKA In Color." Largest selection 
of game and all  Alaska subjects. Free catalog 
over 400 2x2 slides. special-12 game slides: 
airmail. $5.00. Northern Color Film Co.. Box 
6, Cooper Landing, Alaska. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ELECTRIC PENCIL:  Engraves a l l  Metals, 
$1.50. Beyer Mfg., 10511-Q Springfield, Chi- 
cago 43. UONDERSICHT MAKE EARLY reservations t o  hun t  Elk. Deer 

and Antelope in Montana this  fall. Spot I'ack- 
ing or a l l  expense trips. Our hunters get Elk. 
Chas. G. Graves, License Guide and Outfitter, 
615 California St., Missoula, Mont. 

INVENTOPS: WHEN you are  satisfied that  
you have invented something of value write 
me, without obligation for  information. Write 
Patrick D. Beavers, Registered Patent  At- 
torney 1099 Columbian lildg., Washington 
1, D. c. 

FOR 
S. & W. 

38-M. & P. 
38-HVY. D. 
,44-MIL. 
45-1917 

WANTED BUY SURPLUS direct  from Government, 
Boat, motor, truck, jeep hunting, fishing 
camping, sporting Equipment Kadio Photo- 
graphic. Power tools, machinery & hundreds 
others listed in our  Bulletin "Surplus Sales". 
Price $1.00. Box 169UI1, Eas t  IItfd 8, Conn. 

W E  WANT antique guns. Will buy single 
pieces o r  whole collections. Immediate cash. 
Cherry's, Geneseo 50. Illinois. 

SHOOTERS-GUNSMITHS-dealers target 
supplies, guns, scopes, reloading tools, com- 
ponents, parts, wr i t e  wants. Jack McPhee, 
617 Poppy, Corona Del Mar, Calif. 

ALSO 

COLT 
3 8  O.P. 
.45 N.S. 
.45 1917 

FREAK AND Oddity Antique Firearms By 
Specialty Collector ^rite: Eddie   eider; Box 
191, Rochester, Pa. 

FULL SCALE blueprint of the  Walker Colt, 
Showing detail measurements of each. l'art. 
$1.50. Pioneer Gun Shop, 2225 W. i t h  St.. 
'l'exarkana, Texas. 

WANTED-I HAVE paid over $100.00 for  
Colts pistols made before 1910 and want  t o  
buy more-send descrlption and price to  Cal- 
vin Bentsen Pharr,  Texas. -- 

POWDER MEASURE. Build one. Inexpen- 
sive. Full size drawings and instructions $1.00. 
L. Truitt ,  Walcott, Iowa. 

0 GUNSMITHING NECESSARY 
0 MOUNT ON S. & W. GUNS 

'OLT GUNS REQUIRE DRILLING 
J AND TAPPING ONE HOLE 
LICK - MICROMETER WINDAGE 
raduated Long-Range Scale 

VONDERSIGHT IS TO A 
EVOLVER WHAT A RECEIVER 
I G H T  I S  T O  A R I F L E  

HOUSANDS SOLD o n l y  $4.95 
0U CAN'T GET A BETTER BUY 
EAT TREATED & BLUEDÃ‘WT 8/10 OZ. 
IREARMS DEVELOPMENT LABS. 

PRODUCTS DIVISION 
JARTE CALIFORNIA 

LARGE CALIBER "Mauser Werke Oberndorf" 
bolt action rifles, also other high-grade shot- 
guns and rifles. Carroll Haines, McQueeney, 
Texas. GUNS FROM Famous Collections-2,000 guns 

listed per year-some of the  best buys in the 
U. S.. Modern Antique-Your name on our  
mailing list for"one year. send $1.00. Gunroom, 
121 S. Main, Homer. S. Y. 

COLTS & REMINGTON Cap & Ball guns 
wanted. Top prices paid. Roy C. Rorabaugh, 
302 No. 30th St., Lincoln, Nebr. 

CARTRIDGES FOR Collectors Catalog Num- 
ber Nine For Fifteen Cents. Old Or Unusual 
Ammunition Wanted. Miller Brothers, Rapid 
City, Michigan. 

EXPENSIVE FINE engraved old pistols ri- 
fles. Also antique firearms by California bun- 
makers. James Serven. Santa  Ana. Calif. 

DAGGERS - SWORDS - Bayonets Illustrated 
List-20c. Brotcke, 5505% kilden', Van Nuys, 
California. 

WANTED-ANTIQUE pistols, rifles, also guns 
for parts. Give full description and price. 
Suddith's, Gladys, Virginia. - 

450 ALASKAN WORLDS most powerful ac- 
curate lever action. ,457 400 gr. bullet a t  2100 
ft. velocity. 8 %  lbs. Gun built on Win 71 
action. Conversion on your gun $85.00 o r  new 
rifles from stock converted for  $385.00 post- 
paid a t  once. Conversion includes new Ruh- 
miller ble. new foreend tip Sourdough front  
sight receiver sight sling swivels, recoil pad 
and action tuned. ~ i s o  348-30 cal built a t  
same cost. We build over 2.5 different calibers 
of rifles. 33 Win rebarreled with new Win 
348 bles, $30.00. Johnson's Kenai Rifles, 
Cooper Landing, Alaska. 

COLTS & REMINGTON in shootlne order or 
just par ts  of guns, highest prices p a i d ;  give 
details and price. Roy C. Rorabaugh, 302 
N. 30th St., Lincoln. Nebraska. 

WINCHESTER SINGLE Shot Rifle 25 and 32 
Caliber rimfire. Excellent condition only. 
David Smith. Route One. Corfu. X. Y. 

FANCY ORIENTAL Flintlock decorators. 
Describe. Gordon Icibby, 223 Woodside Drive, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan. 



PARTING SHOTS 

"Great sportsman-won it the hard way-single shot pistol!" 

"We mustn't forget to buy a paper 
in the morning." 

"It's a policy of the bank to require 
more complete identification than 
a short-barrelled 357 Magnum 
with a quick draw front sight." 

RELOADERS! 
WE OFFER YOU A 

COMPLETE SERVICE 
Tools fir Equipment 

B. & M. #28 Straightline Reloading Tool, 
complete .......................... $1 9.50 

IDEAL No. 310 Reloading Tool ......... 15.75 
Extra set Dies o f  above.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.00 

IDEAL Tru-line Jr. Press Complete .... 25.00 
Extra set Dies for  above.. ............ 10.75 

PACIFIC Standard Tool, complete. ....... 39.95 
......... PACIFIC Super Tool, complete. 49.95 

Extra set of Dies for either above tools 13.50 
B & M Visible Powder Measure, regular.. 12.50 
B & M Visible Powder Measure, Micrometer 14.00 .......... PACIFIC Powder & Bullet scale 10.95 

.......... REDDING Scale, latest model. 14.00 
B 6 M Stainless Steel Cleaning Rods 1 pc. 3.00 

BULLETS 
Complete stock - Al l  calibers Â£ weights o f  
Sierra Speer Hornady, Remington, Winchester, 
western, ~ o r m a ,  and Jordan. 
Also their empty primed Cartridge Cases, Primers 
and Percussion Caps. 

POWDERS 
Complete Stock - Dupont & Hercules. 

Everything to  Service 
The Nation's Shooters. 

NEW 1955 B & M HAND BOOK 
Tells you how to reload In easy 
to follow instructions. Shows 

how to save 50 to 85% of 
your shooting costs. 
Prepaid ............. $1 .oo 
SEND FOR FREE FOLDER 

STORAGE BAG 
STOPS GUN RUST! 

SAFE! SURE! FAST! 
Stop diddling with grease and goo1 
Get the fastest, easiest, surest pro- 
tection from tun rust you've known. 
with V P I  V t~or i ze r  Gun Bag. L in-  
ing coated with famous VPI, used 
by Armed Forces and leading gun 
makers. Dry, clear V P I  vapors Sur- 
round a l l  surfaces of gun and mech- 
anisms, and positively prevent rust. 
Use bag for seasonal storage, or 
overnight afield. 

WELL WORTH IT! 
Not a sleazy nek, but sturdy, 
heavy-duty and tailored to re- 
semble a good-looking w e  
worthy of your prizad guns. 
Attractive plastic bind. Patches 
For inscribing name. address and 
the pun inside. A "must" for 
humid climates, damp storage 
places, club lockers. h s t s  at 
least 4 years (less than a dol- 
lar  a year). A real value in 
superior design, sure protection 
and your long-run savings. 
Money-back guarantee. 30-day 
trial. Postpaid. Send check, 
MO., today. Sorry, no stamps, 
COD'S, please. 

LARGE $395 DEALERS! 
For rifles, shotguns u p  t o  
52". Takes l o w  - m O u n t  Order In time 
SCODGS. n fo r  hun t ing  

"Well, what do I do now?" 

For handguns w i t h  barrels , regis- 
Up t o  9". tered trade mark 

FREDERICK & LAURENCE 
Dept. H, P. 0. Box 117, Det ro i t  31, M i c h i g a n  





With GENUINE STAG GRIPS, os illustrated 
$31.90. (Stag grips not sold separately). 

Two half-moon clips included FREE. A l l  guns 
hove been arsenal overhauled. Dull finish, 
5!,5'' barrels, t ight actions. Good shooters & 
backed by our money bock guarantee. 

I 38 S & W  caliber 
MILITARY REVOLVER 

FAMOUS SERVICE MODEL double action &shooter with swing-out 
cylinder. Positive locking. Walnut grips. 5" barrel with fixed sights. 
Weight 31 o i .  Very good to  excellent. Bore perfect. An unmatched $2g195 value while they lost. 

1 W h i l e  they  las t !  RUSSIAN M O I S I N  7.62 CALIBER I 

I Only $1 1.95 
'spare gun' or 'loaner'. Or use 
res and stocks ore rough, but 

guns are comp ete-and some are surprisingly accurate. One t o  a customer. I 1 W h i l e  they last! SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES .30-06 CALIBER 1 

I Only $1 9.95 
ce checked. Receiver can 
s are only fair, but guns 

are complete and ready to  shoot. I 
1 Super Special Buy! GERMAN MAUSER '98 BARRELS 1 

I If .. -- WILL FIT MAUSER AND F.N. ACTIONSÃ‘.30-0 & .270 CALIBERS 
Threaded, finish-chambered, blued, chrome-lined-ready for fittina with minimum effort- 1 I 

I while they last . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$  14.95 
OR, FITTED TO YOUR ACTION. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$19.95 I 

ASTRA "CUB" $29,90 
The LOWEST pr iced semi-auto p is to l  
" P U N K  AT LESS THAN A PENNY A SHOT! 
Compact, (only 4 7/16"), and light weight, 
112 02.) the "Cub" fits handily i n  tackle box 
or pocket. Ideal for the outdoorsman, hunter, 
trapper. 
.Outside Hammer Dependable. Rugged 
0 Simulated Ivory Stocks l 4 Positive Safeties 

Six Shots - Surprisingly Accurate 

$750( j  2 2  and -38 Spec. "357 ATOMIC 
CALIBERS A t  $98.95 

THE NEW 
GREAT 

WESTERN 

DOUBLE 
BARREL 

. . . other Super Special '98 Mauser parts 
Trigger Guards, beautifully blued, milled steel, stripped, each $3.95. 
Complete Trigger Guards, each, $5.95. 
Bolts, stripped, each, $3.95 
Bolts; new, for low scope, checkered bolt knob-wrnrnercial type, each, 
$7.95. 
'STREBCO" Imported Set-Triggers, with sear, each $7.95. 
Bolt Sleeve, each 50c. 
Low Safety with Bolt Sleeve, new, complete unit, each $3.95. 
'98 Trigger Unit. includes sear, spring and pins, complete unit, each $1.98. 
Screws, each, 250. 

MINIMUM ORDER $10.00Ã‘N COD'S 

ENFIELD 
PARTS SPECIAL 

E x t r a c t o r s ,  T r i g g e r  
Guards, stripped Bolts, 
stripped Triggers, Sears, 
Followers, milled. Firing 
Pins. 

ALL $1.00 EACH 

IMPORTANT! Send pistol affadavit with order-pistol shipped by express. 



1 

There is no single action revolver made, nor has a gu 

\ been made, which can compare with the RUGER Si 
this on the basis of durability, reliability, accuracy, and accurate fitting a 

of component parts. Materials throughout are the best for the purpose 
that can be obtained. The finish is neat and uniform, as only the most 
experienced polishers can make it. The lines of the gun are handsome 
-its balarike superb. trigger, every detail, in fact, which *, 

' contributes to real pc s been designed by and for experts. 

ce, the Single-Six i 
n antique collectors 
ping in a bureau dra 
it should be carried 
thousands of roun 
y sensible design. 

e Dept. G-6 for 

Â 
% ,  , manufactured entirely in the United States of America by 
Â¥,< 

'Â¥ ' 
i'̂  

?s 
STURM, RUGER & -"sa .. COMPANY, INC. 

OUTHPORT, CONNECTICUT 
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